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COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS A N D TEACHERS: 

We trust that this elementary State Course of Study in educa-
tion will meet the needs of this State and help you in your work. 
It has been carefully revised at the cost of much labor and care-
ful consideration. It is intended to assist, to standardize and to 
lessen your task and to prove of worth to the boys and girls of 
Colorado. Hold fast to the outline, use your own individuality 
and work as a unit in the schools of this State. 

" M a y I be a Friend to you, 
And you a Friend to me; 

May I be a help to you, 
And you a help to me; 

May I bring joy to you, 
And you bring joy to me. 

May I try and repay to you— 
What you have done for me." 

Respectfully, 

KLC/B. State Superintendent of Public Instruction. 

—Industrial Peace. 



FLAG RITUAL 

Prepared by Dr. John Grasse 

The following patriotic service is to be committed to memory and 
used daily: 

First—Color-bearer enters room carrying the flag. The pu-
pils all rise to their feet and remain standing until the flag leaves 
the room. 

(It is suggested that as much form as possible be given to the matter 
of bringing the flag into the room and taking it out again. It is more im-
pressive to have a color guard, properly drilled, accompany the color-
bearer, and all enter the room to the tap of a drum or the music of a 
piano. If there is a drummer or a trumpeter among the pupils the as-
sembly may be sounded in the hall before the exercises begin. One color 
guard can be used to do the work for all the grammar or high-school 
grades in the building.) 

Second—Salute the flag: " W e give our hands, our heads, 
and our hearts to our country and our flag." 

(At the command "Salute the flag," the regular army flag salute is 
given by raising the right hand briskly to the forehead above the right 
eye, and then bringing the arm to the side.) 

Third—Questions and Answers. 

Q.: Why do we salute the flag? 
A . : Because we desire to honor it. 
Q.: W h y do we honor it? 
A . : Because it stands for liberty, justice and equal oppor-

tunities for all those who live under its folds. 
Q.: How can we best show our devotion to the flag? 
A . : By becoming law-abiding and patriotic citizens of our 

country. 
Q.: Who are the enemies to our flag? 
A . : Every person who strikes at our flag by force of arms 

or by breaking the laws that have been made to preserve our 
liberties. Those who violate a public trust are even more danger-
ous enemies than those who openly fire upon our flag. 



SALUTE TO THE FLAG 

I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America 
and to the Republic for which it stands. One nation, 

indivisible, with liberty and justice for all. 

" W e give our hands, our heads, and our hearts to our country 
and our flag." 



Q.: What are our duties as citizens? 
A.: Always to defend the honor of the flag at the ballot 

box; never to sell or buy votes, or permit the election laws to be 
broken if we can prevent; not to remain silent if we know of 
dishonesty in public affairs; but to put forth every effort for the 
punishment of those who are guilty of such crimes. 

Above all, to remember that we are American citizens, whose 
duty it is to place the welfare of our country above greed or 
ambition. 

Fourth—Singing of the National Anthem: " T h e Star-
Spangled Banner." 

Colorado was the twenty-fifth state to become a part of our 
great United States after the organization of the thirteen colonies. 

The colors of the flag are red, white, blue and gold. The 
stripes are blue and white, the center stripe is white, the outer 
stripes are blue. The letter " C " is red. The circle within this 
letter is gold. The cords are silver and gold, with one tassel gold, 
the other silver. 

The present flag was adopted in 1911. 
The state motto is, " N i l Sine Numine" (Nothing Without 

God). 
Colorado has two nicknames, "Centennial , " "S i lver . " 
Denver is called " T h e City of the Plains." 
Colorado is a Spanish word meaning red. 
Study the geography of the state or recall the lesson. 



OPENING EXERCISES 

The practice of reading books and continued stories should 
seldom be followed. Not often can such books and stories be of 
interest to the whole school. If they are not, time is wasted. 

W e would suggest that four periods a week be devoted to 
music and one to current events. The other five periods may be 
divided among a number of exercises that may be made interests 
ing and worthwhile. Learning choice bits of literature, memory 
gems, and Bible verses will store the minds of the children with 
valuable thoughts. 

These periods may also be used in talking over things of 
importance with children, in planning entertainments, exhibits 
and other outside activities of the school. 

The music period should be devoted to the learning of music 
as well as to the singing of songs. The current event period may 
be devoted to the discussion of important happenings in the world. 

Comments on the Daily Program 

1. A definite program is necessary. 
2. Place program where pupils can see daily. 
3. Follow program with precision. 
4. A teacher without a program is like a vessel without a 

helm. 



THE COLORADO STATE FLAG 

Originated by Denver Chapter, Daughters of the American 
Revolution. Adopted by the Eighteenth General Assembly, May 
6, 1911. Bill introduced by Senator W . H. Sharpley. Design by 
A. C. Carson, president Ohio Society of Colorado. 

SIGNIFICATIONS 

Letter " C " 

Capital for Colorado. 
Centennial State 
Columbine State 

Red 
Color " C o l o r a d o " in Spanish 

Gold 

Greatest Gold State 
All-the-Year Sunshine 
One Columbine color 
One color more than the U. S. 

Flag 

White 

Greatest Silver State 
Eternal Mountain Snow 
One Columbine color 

Yale Blue 

All-the-Year Blue Sky 
One Columbine color 
(Color of the D. A. R.) 

Cords and Tassels 

Two Cords of Gold and Silver, Strands Intertwined 
One Gold and One Silver Tassel 



A SUGGESTIVE PROGRAM 
Daily Program for Schools Organized with Alternation Plan 
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9:00 10 Opening Exercises All Daily 
9:10 15 Arithmetic 7 & 8 
9:25 10 Numbers & Reading 1 Daily 
9:35 10 Numbers 2 Daily 
9:46 10 Arithmetic 3 
9:55 10 Arithmetic 4 

10:05 10 Arithmetic 5 & 6 
10:15 15 History & Civics 7 & 8 
10 :30 15 Recess All Daily 

10:45 10 Reading 1 Daily 
10:55 10 Reading 2 Daily 
11:05 10 Reading 3 Daily 
11:15 15 Reading 4 
11:30 15 Reading & Hist. 5 & 6 
11:45 15 Reading & Phys. 7 & 8 
12:00 60 Noon All Daily 

1:00 5 Opening Exercises All Daily 
1:05 10 Language 1 & 2 Daily 
1:15 10 Language 3 & 4 
1:25 10 Language 5 & 6 
1:35 15 Grammar or Comp. 7 & 8 
1:50 15 Writing All Daily 
2:05 25 Spelling 3 8 Daily 
2 :30 15 Recess All Daily 

2:45 10 Reading 1 Daily 
2:55 10 Reading 2 Daily 
3:05 10 Reading & Geog. 3 & 4 
3:15 15 Geography 5 & 6 
3:30 15 Geog. or Agri. 7 & 8 
3:45 15 Drawing & Con. All 

Study Program 
Group One 

Reading 

Reading 
Seat Work 
Seat Work 
Outdoor Recreation 

Study Program 
Group Two 

Reading 
Reading 
Seat Work 
Outdoor Recreation 

Reading 
Reading 
Seat Work 

Outdoor Recreation 

Reading 
Reading 
Seat Work 

Language 
Language 

Language 

Spelling 
Spelling 

Study Program 
Group Three 

Study Program 
Group Four 

Arithmetic 
Arithmetic 
Arithmetic 

Reading 
Reading 

Reading 
Reading 

Spelling 
Arithmetic 
Arithmetic 
Arithmetic 
Arithmetic 

Arithmetic 

Read. & Hist. 
Read. & Hist. 
Read. & Hist. 
Read. & Hist. 

Language 

Language 
Language 

Language 

Read. & Geog. 
Read. & Geog. 

Read. & Geog. 
Arithmetic 

Geography 
Geography 
Geography 

Arithmetic 
Arithmetic 
Arithmetic 
Arithmetic 
History & Civics 

Hist. & Civics 
Hist. & Civics 
Hist. & Civics 
Read, or Phys. 
Read, or Phys. 

Read, or Phys. 
Grammar or Comp. 
Grammar or Comp. 

Geography 

Grammar or Comp. 
Geog. or Agri. 
Geog. or Agri. 
Geog. or Agri. 



CARE OF SCHOOL BUILDING AND GROUNDS 

The schoolroom is a workshop and the good workshop gives 
careful attention to order, organization and cleanliness. 

Aim: A clean school building and grounds. A place for every-
thing and everything in its place. 

1. Keep school yard free from rubbish. Provide rubbish cans 
for the school yard. 

2. Make cinder paths where no walks are provided. 
3. Provide door mats and foot scrapers. 
4. Keep floors well oiled. 
5. Keep cupboards, bookcases and desk in order at all times. 
6. Keep schoolroom attractive—decorations to be measured by 

three standards: Simplicity, attractiveness, sanitation. 

Suggestions: 

a. Arrange schoolroom decorations with a view to har-
mony of line and color. 

b. Avoid the appearance of a cluttered and overdeco-
rated schoolroom. 

c. At least 3 good pictures—copies of masterpieces, hung 
in good light on level of the eye where children 
may see and enjoy them. 

d. Blackboard drawings. 
e. Vases of flowers. 
f. Potted plants. 
g. Display of children's work, as drawings, posters, 

paper cutting, penmanship, booklets. Display 
work to be exhibited in one place prepared for that 
purpose—bulletin board, burlap or similar mate-
rial for background. Display to be changed fre-
quently and arranged with attention to lines and 
spacing. 

7. To do daily: 

a. By the teacher or pupils. 
(a) Regulate temperature (around 68-70). 
(b) Admit fresh air. 
(c ) Keep water on stove or container of water on 

heating system. 



(a) Sweep floors, dust seats, desks and equipment 
after school hours. 

(b) Sweep toilets, porch and walks. 
(c ) Wash water container. 
(d) Dispose of waste paper and scraps of food. 
(e) Carry out ashes. 

8. To do frequently: 

a. By the teacher or pupils if no janitor. 
(a) Wash blackboards. 
(b) Wash windows and woodwork. 
( c ) Dust window shades. 
(d) Wash curtains if used. 
(e) Sterilize bubbler on drinking fountain or ster-

ilize cups. 

b. By the janitor: 

(a) Clean chalk trays and erasers. 
(b) Scrub toilets. 



PRE-SCHOOL AND 

KINDERGARTEN 



PRE-SCHOOL AND KINDERGARTEN 

I. History, or Social Life of the Home and Neighborhood. 
II. Nature Study. 

Content determined by interest, experience and envir-
onment of the children. 

III. Manual Activities. 
1. Fundamental impulses finding expression through 

creative activities. 
IV. Art Activities in Relation to Nature Study and Literature. 

1. Drawing. 
2. Paper cutting. 
3. Design. 

V. Language. 
1. Conversation. 
2. Vocabulary. 
3. Correct English. 

VI. Literature. 
To stimulate a love for and an appreciation of the best 
in literature through: 
1. Stories. 
2. Poems. 

VII. Music. 
VIII. Physical Education. 

1. Free Play. 
2. Rhythmic Play. 
3. Games and Folk Dancing. 
4. Gymnastics. 

IX. Number Work. 
1. Incidental teaching of number work. 

Correlation of number work with all other kin-
dergarten activities. 

2. Standard of attainment. 
Counting to 25. 

Recognition of numbers to 12. 
Combination up to 6. 

X . Memory Gems. 
XI. Gaines. 

XII . Activities. 



I. History: 

Where do you live? 
Who is your father and mother ? 
Name brother and sister. 
Who are your playmates? 
W h y is your home so nice? 
Care of your home. 

Neighborhood: 

Who are your neighbors? Rich people? 
Nice houses? Poor people? 
Good lawns ? Plenty of food ? 

II. Nature Study: 

1. FALL—Preparation for Winter. 
Gather seeds and put away. 
Learn names of vegetables. 
Flowers going to sleep—names of common Fall flow-

ers—alyssum, candytuft, cosmos, dahlia, forget-
me-not, gladiolus, hollyhock, larkspur, mignonette, 
nasturtium, pansy, phlox, petuna, aster, poppy, 
sunflower, salvia, sweet William. 

Trees—falling leaves. 
Storage of food by animals. 

Bees. 
Ants. 
Squirrels—chipmunks. 
Hibernation. 

Bears. 
Caterpillars. 

Migration. 
Preparation of Domestic Animals. 

Putting on heavier coats of fur and hair. 
Sheep. Cow. 
Dog. Horse. 
Cat. Rabbit. 

Our part in preparing for winter. 
Gathering and storing fruits and vegetables. 
Preserving, canning, drying, etc. 



Sports. 
Trips to country and woods. 
Gather autumn leaves and grasses. 
Gather nuts. 

WINTER—Sleep. 
Our protection from the cold. 

Shelter. 
Fires. 
Clothing. 

Protection of animals, birds and insects. 
Shelter. 
Food—put out food for winter birds. 

Contribution of winter to play life. 
Snow—snowman, balls, forts, etc. 
Jack Frost decorations. 
Ice—skating, sleighing, coasting. 

Plant bulbs—hyacinths, narcissus. Have goldfish 
and an aquarium. 
Cut articles out of paper. 

SPRING—The Awakening. 
Gardening. 

Preparation of the soil. 
Very easily grown vegetables—lettuce, peas, 
beans, carrots. 
Common flowers—verbenas, phlox, sweet peas, 
etc. 
Care of plants. 

Awakening in the Plant World. 
Grass. 
Flowers—learn the flowers in vicinity. 
Trees—pussy willows. Fruit trees blossoming. 

Awakening in the Animal World. 
Birds, their return, nesting—baby birds. 
Butterflies. 
Rabbits. 

New Life in the Chicken Yard. 
Baby Chicks. 
Ducks. 
Pigeons, etc. 



4. SUMMER—Growing Time. 
Plant Life. 

Vegetables in the garden and gathering them. 
Flowers—do not pull up the flowers by the 
roots when picking bouquets. 

Animals. 
Fish in pond and streams. 
Tadpoles, frogs and toads. 

Influence of nature upon play life. 
Wind—flying kites. 
Warm sun—marbles, ball, jacks, hop-scotch. 
The circus. 
Picnics and outings. 

III. Manual Activities: 
Occupation or Hand Work. 

Stringing straws and parquetry; chain making, 
parquetry pasting of circles to emphasize color; 
folding simple book and pasting pictures; draw-
ing of circles in color; folding cradle; construc-
tion of milk wagon from home materials; free-
hand cutting of circles. 

Mother Play. 
The family. 
Play with the limbs. 
Falling! Falling! 

IV. Art Activities: 
Cut out pictures, fold paper and cut. 
Draw lines, squares, circles. 
Design. 

V. Language: 
Through the language work of the kindergarten, the child 

should build for himself a better vocabulary, express himself in 
simple but correct sentences, overcome defects and begin to ac-
quire a taste for good literature. 

The child should gain power by means o f : 
1. The repetition of nursery rhymes. 

Mother Goose rhymes are valuable for training the ear in 
rhymes, helping to memorize, and stimulating the imagination. 
They also furnish a point of contact between home and school, 



as these rhymes are learned in earliest childhood. At least the 
following should be memorized: 

Little Miss Muffett 
Humpty Dumpty 
Jack and Jill 
Jack be Nimble 
Bye Baby Bunting 
Baa, Baa, Black Sheep 
Little Boy Blue 
Little Jack Horner 

Finger Plays. 
"What the child imitates he begins to understand. 
Finger dramatizations of short and extremely simple mental 
pictures in prose or jingle are a means of expression of the 
child's play instinct. 

A little ball, a bigger ball, 
A great big ball I see 
Now count the balls that we have made, 
One, two, three. 

Here stands a piano 
Four keys in a row, 
Will play you a tune, 
Do, mi, so, do. 

Brave little soldiers march for me, 
Swift little soldiers run for me, 
Stout little soldiers jump for me, 

Wave the flag and beat the drum, 
Down the street the soldiers come. 

Conversation. 
Good results in oral expression are best obtained by encour-

aging children to talk freely of things vitally interesting to 
themselves. 

Careful attention should be paid to articulation, pronuncia-
tion, and distinct speech, though not in a way to discourage 
free expression. 

Effort should be made to develop a clear, sweet speaking voice 
and to increase the vocabulary, especially of foreign chil-
dren. 



VI. Literature: 
1. Memorizing simple verses. 

The value of memory gems is the beautiful thought well ex-
pressed. 

The following are recommended: 

Robert Louis Stevenson 
Whole Duty of Children 
A Thought 
Politeness 
Time to Rise 
Looking Forward 
The Cow 
Rain 
Block City 
Happy Thought 

Christina Rosetti 
Bread and Milk for Breakfast. 
Boats Sail on the River. 

Eugene Field. 
Rockaby Baby. 

Fleecy clouds floating by 
Hide from me the bright blue sky. 

A little brown bird 
Builds his nest in the tree, 
And sings me a song 
As sweet as can be. 

Rain, rain, April rain, 
Brings the flowers back again. 

The goldenrod is yellow, 
The corn is turning brown, 
The trees in apple orchards 
With fruit are bending down. 

2. Stories. 
The Thrifty Squirrels In the Child's World 
The Anxious Leaf Kindergarten Stories and Morning Talks 
Irmgard's Cow More Mother Stories 



The Brownies 
Elves and the Shoemaker. 
The Untidy Housewife 
Dilly Dally 
The Lazy Kitty 
Apple Seed John 
Orioles Journey 
Swallows' Goodbye 
Contented Earth Worm... 
The Robin 
The Chestnut Boys 
A Lesson of Faith 
Elder Brother 
Seed Babies' Blanket 

A Kindergarten Story Book 

In the Child's World 
For the Children's Hour 
For the Children's Hour 
For the Children's Hour 

Anon 
In the Child's World 

..Mother Goose 

.The Children's Hour 
The Children's Hour 
.Tell It Again Stories 
.Tell It Again Stories 
.In the Child's World 

C. S. Bailey 

The Country Mouse and the City Mouse 
Stories to Tell to Children 

VII. Music: 
The emphasis of kindergarten music should be on enjoyment 

and happiness. Through it the child gains ideas of tone and be-
gins a training in appreciation through: 
1. Listening to music; singing, piano, and phonograph. Give 

only the best and that suited to the child's ability to enjoy. 
2. Simple tone work ; as reproducing sounds, calling, whistling 

and nature sounds. 
3. Singing. 

The songs should be simple and few, with good music within 
range of the child's voice and words related to his inter-
ests. Attention should be paid to soft tone, quality of light-
ness, and the correction of monotones. 

4. Ear training. 
Through rhythmic play the child is taught to distinguish dif-

ferences in pitch, time, and intensity; to recognize melodies 
on piano and phonograph; and to respond in movement to 
various rhythms. 

5. With toy instruments, drum, triangle, cymbals and bells the 
child has opportunity for rhythmic play. 

6. Free Expression. 
Action songs in simple gestures. 
Act story in song. 



Do what the music tells you to do, run, skip, sway hands, 
rock baby, rest, etc. 
Questions and answers to original tunes: 

Ques.: " W h e r e ' s your p o n y ? " 
do— do— so— so. 

Ans.: " H e ' s at home." 
so— so— do. 

Sing question in a different tune and encourage other pupils 
to answer in different tunes. Use variety of questions: 
" H a v e you a d o l l y ? " 
" H o w is mother?" 
" W i l l you play with m e ? " 
" W h a t shall we p l a y ? " 
Select the first line of a familiar song. Make other words to 
this tune. Make another tune for this line. 
Select a line from reading material, preferably verse. Make 
a little tune for it. 

Make your own words and tune. 

7. Eye-training. 

For the first few songs the teacher draws lines on the 
blackboard to represent the lines of the verse. Let the chil-
dren tell if the line should go up and all the way down, or 
up and part-way down, or just curve upward, as the tune 
goes. By drawing a line for each line of the song, the com-
plete song pattern shows which lines are alike. 
With the complete song pictured, sing one line and let in-
dividuals go to board and show the one you sang. 
Children will soon learn to make these song pictures. They 
may draw them in the air with their fingers, as they sing. 
Care should be taken to picture only simplest songs. 

Material: 

First year children two songs per week. Rote songs. From 
modern Music Series such as: 

Dairy Maids. Squirrel Tea. 
Gypsy Dandelion. The Big Drum. 
Naming the Trees. Ring Around Rosy. 
The Snow Birds' Message. London Bridge. 
Winter Music. 



Instrumental. 
Songs. 
Star Spangled Banner. 
Come, Little Leaves.... 
The Squirrel 
Pall Song 

Walker-Jenks 
Songs of Happiness 
Songs of Happiness 
Songs of Happiness 

...Finger Plays 
..Songs of a Little Child's Day 
Small Songs for Small Singers 

Finger Plays 
Gaynor I 

Walker-Jenks 

Jack-o'-Lantern 
The Squirrel 
The Autumn Wind. 
Mr. Squirrel 
The Little Worm 
The Popcorn People 
Where Do All the Daisies Go 
Out in a Green Orchard 

VIII. Physical Education: 
1. Games. 

Kity! Ki t ty ! ; The Little Mice Are Creeping; I Went 
to See a Friend One Day ; Looby-Loo; Mother Goose 
Games; Ball Games—rolling, bouncing, tossing; Mar-
ble Games; Running, Skipping, Hopping; Drop the 
Handkerchief. 
Second Gift Games—The Mulberry Bush; Hide the 
Ball; When We 're Playing Together; Hoop Games; 
Ball Tag. 
Little Ball, Pass Along 
In My Hand a Ball I Hold 

2. Rhythm. 
Teach simple steps and obedience to commands, 
" M a r c h , " " H a l t . " 
Walking; marching; running; tip-toe; hopping; skip-
ping. 

IX. Number W o r k : 
The teaching of form and number is incidental. In all games, 

plays and manual work there are countless opportunities for prac-
tical experience with both numbers and form. 

The child gains fundamental concepts through 
1. Counting concrete objects, balls, cubes and other forms. 
2. Grouping and arranging units in twos and threes. 
3. Division of units, separating building blocks. 
4. Measuring in folding, cutting and building. 



Memory Gems: 

1. Flag Salute. 
I pledge allegiance to my Flag and to the Republic for 
which it stands; one nation, indivisible, with liberty 
and justice for all. 
We give our heads and our hearts to God and our 
country—one country, one language and one Flag. 

2. I am an American citizen. America is my country. I 
will try to be a true and faithful citizen to my country 
every day of my life. The ensign of America is our 
Flag. It safeguards our homes, our schools and our 
country. We salute our Flag because we love and 
honor it. 

3. Our Father, help us today to work with willing hands. 
Help us to speak the truth and to be loving, obedient 
little children. May our dear America be a better 
country because we little children live in it. (Anon.) 

4. Prayer at Close of School. 
Our Father, we thank Thee that America is our coun-
try. We thank Thee that we live under the Stars and 
Stripes. Help us always to be obedient, loyal Ameri-
can citizens. 

5. Where Did You Come From, Baby Dear. Mother 
Goose Jingles. 

Kindergarten! Kindergarten, 
Is the place where children go, 

Is the garden where God's flowers 
Bud and blossom as they grow. 

6. " I love you, Mother," said little John; 
Then forgetting work, his cap went on, 

And he was off to the garden swing, 
Leaving his mother the wood to bring. 

" I love you, Mother , " said little Nell, 
" I love you better than tongue can te l l . " 

But she teased and pouted for half a day, 
Till her mother rejoiced when she went to play. 

" I love you, Mother , " said little Fan, 
" T o d a y I ' l l help you all I can . " 



Ready and willing her word to keep 
She rocked the babe till it fell asleep. 

Then stepping softly she took the broom, 
And swept the floor and dusted the room, 

Busy and happy all day was she, 
Busy and happy as child could be. 

" I love you, Mother , " again they said; 
Three little children going to bed. 

How do you think that mother guessed 
Which one really loved her best? 

XI. Games: 
BEAN BAG GAMES 

Bag Pile. 
Bean Bag Board. 
Bean Bag Box. 
Bean Bag Circle Toss. 
Bean Bag Ring Throw. 

Blind Man's Buff. 
Barley Break. 
Baste the Bear. 
Bear in the Pit. 
Bird Catcher. 
Tug-of-war. 
Chicken Market. 
Circle Relay. 
Club Snatch. 
Cross Tag. 
Black and White. 
Black Tom. 

Circle Ball. 
Criss-cross Goal. 
Over and Under Relay. 
Target Toss. 
Teacher and Class. 

ZIGZAG GAMES 

Blind Bell. 
Body Guard. 
Buying a Lock. 
Cat and Rat. 
Catch the Fish. 
Fox and Geese. 
Have You Seen My Sheep? 
I Say " S t o o p . " 
Japanese Tag. 
Potato Race. 
Prisoner's Base. 
Three Deep. 

QUIET SCHOOLROOM GAMES FOR STORMY D A Y S 

Automobile Race. Beast, Bird or Fish. 
Bend and Stretch Relay. Buzz. 
Blackboard Relay. Cross Questions. 
Changing Seats. Minister's Cat. 
Circle Seat Relay. Prince of Paris. 
Follow the Leader. Up, Mr. Jenkins! 



Down in the bog He is green like the bay, 
There lives a frog, And brown like the clay, 
And he makes the woodland ring! And he thinks that he can sing-

"M-m-more—r-r-rum-m-m!' ' Ha! Ha! Some-r-rum-m! 

XII. Activities. 

Initial Activities; 

1. Locating kindergarten room. 
2. Caring for wraps. 
3. Learning to respond to a signal. 
4. Receiving directions. 
5. Learning names. 
6. Locating parts of building. 
7. Training for fire drill. 
8. Locating materials. 
9. Choosing materials. 

10. Telling time. 
11. Interpreting calendar. 

Hygienic Activities; 

1. Washing hands. 
2. Keeping things out of mouth. 
3. Talking about care of the body. 
4. Use of the toilet. 
5. Dressing to suit the weather. 
6. Taking physical examination. 
7. Coming together in a group. 
8. Selecting place to work. 

Physical Activities: 

1. Spontaneous. 
a. Running, skipping, and so forth. 
b. Climbing, swinging, and so forth. 
c. Throwing, twirling, and so forth. 
d. Blowing. 
e. Sifting, pouring, and so forth. 

2. Informal dramatic play. 
a. Playing blacksmith, and so forth. 
b. Playing circus, and so forth. 
c. Playing farmer, and so forth. 



3. Formal dramatic play. 
a. Taking part of characters. 
b. Seasonal games: spinning tops, and so forth. 
c. Folk dancing. 

4. Hiding and finding games. 
a. Locating by sound. 
b. Locating by sight. 
c. Locating by touch. 
d. Locating by smell or taste. 

Domestic Activities: 

1. Playing house. 
a. Building house. 
b. Arranging house. 
c. Furnishing house. 
d. Caring for house. 
e. Telephoning. 

2. Playing with dolls. 
a. Making dolls. 
b. Caring for dolls. 
c. Making doll clothes. 
d. Washing, ironing doll clothes. 

3. Sewing. 
a. Marble bags. 
b. Gifts. 
c. Aprons. 

4. Making hats. 
a. For dolls. 
b. For children. 

5. Weaving. 
a. Rugs. 
b. Mats. 
c. Caps. 

6. Cooking. 
a. Watching cooking process. 
b. Making flour. 
c. Making cookies. 
d. Making curds and whey. 
e. Popping corn. 



7. Making garden. 
a. Selecting plot. 
b. Digging and preparing soil. 
c. Planting seeds and bulbs. 
d. Caring for garden. 
e. Using products of the garden. 

Social Activities: 

1. Playing store. 
a. Building store. 
b. Furnishing store. 
c. Buying, selling, and delivering. 

2. Giving a Christmas entertainment. 
a. Making gifts. 
b. Trimming tree. 
c. Planning entertainment. 

3. Having birthday party. 
a. Preparing luncheon. 
b. Making decorations. 
c. Playing hostess. 

4. Going to the Library. 
a. Selecting book. 
b. Handling book. 

5. Taking trip to park. 
a. Conduct on way. 
b. Observing birds. 
c. Observing trees. 

Manipulative Activities: 

1. Stringing. 
a. Beads. 
b. Seeds, berries. 

2. Putting pegs in holes. 
3. Scribbling. 

a. Pretending to write. 
4. Playing with sticks. 

a. Building. 
5. Blowing soap bubbles. 

a. Blowing a bubble. 
b. Playing with the bubble. 



6. Cutting and pasting. 
a. Making scrapbooks. 
b. Dressing paper dolls. 
c. Making toys. 

7. Drawing and painting. 
a. Illustrating a story. 
b. Expressing ideas. 

8. Moulding clay. 
a. Making beads or marbles. 
b. Making dishes or pottery. 
c. Making animals, birds, vegetables, fruits and flow-

ers. 

PETS 

I have a dog 
And I have a cat— 
My dog is named Rag Tag, 
My cat is named Pittie Pat. 

My dog jumps with a bow wow! 
My cat says meow, meow! 
Both romp and play 
With me all day. 

—Katherine L. Craig. 





FIRST GRADE 





FIRST GRADE 
I. Phonics: 

Thorough mastery of Phonic Chart, Primer and First 
Reader, including all phonics and word drills there-
in contained. 

II. Reading: 

1. Word drills. 
2. Use of word and sentence methods. 
3. Reading of at least four standard Primers and 

four First Readers. 

III. Seat Work: 

1. Letter cards. 
2. Number cards. 
3. Parquetry. 
4. Cutting. 
5. Stick laying. 

IV. Language: 

1. Nature study. 
2. Storytelling. 

Reproduction. 
Dramatization. 

3. Memory work. 
4. Pictures. 

V. Music: 

1. Rote songs. 
2. Hand signs. 
3. Tone work. Scale syllables. 
4. Folk dancing and singing games. 

VI. Drawing: 

1. Free illustration. 
2. Free hand cutting. 
3. Construction work, dictation. 



VII. Numbers: 

1. Combinations to 12. 
2. Counting from 1 to 100, and backwards from 100 

to 1. 
3. Number cards for seat work. 
4. Reading and writing of numbers to 100. 
5. Counting by 2's to 20 and by 5's and 10's to 100 

and by 3's and 4's to 12. 

VIII. Writing: 

1. Blackboard writing. 

Movement drills and letter forms. 

IX. Personal Hygiene: 

X. Nature Study: 
1. Pall. 
2. Winter. 
3. Spring. 

XI. Spelling: 

XII. Memory Gems and Poems: 



I. Phonics: 

Phonics is a device to assist the child in the mastery of new 
words, to sharpen auditory perception, and to develop speech co-
ordination. 

Phonics. 

1. The three essential elements in the teaching of phonics: 
a. Ear training. 
b. Voice training. 
c. Eye training. 

2. The first two essential steps may be given in informal train-
ing before the third formal step is begun. The Mother 
Goose rhymes lend themselves to this type of training 
both for rhyming words and initial sounds. The chil-
dren may tell the words which rhyme or sound alike and 
give others. The same plan may be used with the initial 
sounds. Games may be built up around this idea. 

3. In teaching the consonants no definite order need be fol-
lowed, although the easier ones should be considered first. 
The order suggested for the first grade is : s, m, 
f, t, n, p, l, b, v, w, r, d, h, j, k. This does not include all 
the consonants but the others will be presented in the 
second grade. Order may be determined by need. The 
double consonants which have been most used in the ma-
terial f or the first and second grades are: st, th, sh, gr, 
br, dr, wh, ft, pl, sp, ch, bl, sw, tr, cr, cl, sl, sn, sm, tw. 

4. Remember to begin the work with sight words. 

5. Motivate the work with games as much as possible but be 
certain that the group is profiting from them. 

II. Reading: 

Oral Reading: Oral reading is not a thought-getting process. 
It is thought-giving. 

Silent Reading: While much oral reading is done in the pri-
mary grades, it is now recognized that silent reading is the normal 
activity. 



Dramatization: Dramatization is a normal outlet for child 
activity. 

1. Assignment of lesson. 

Word drill. 
Phonetic drill. 
Read sentences. 
Rhyme and action. 
Dramatic games. 

2. Minimum requirements. 

First Half Year : 
Two Primers and two First Readers. 
Phonics, all common consonant sounds. 
Story book. Be able to tell story. 
Vocabulary of 150 words. 

Second Half Year : 
Two First Readers. 
Phonics, vowel diagraphs, and combinations. 
Dramatization. 
Silent reading with questions for thought. 

3. Material. 

Perception cards. 
Phonetic cards. 
Word building cards. 
Pictures. 
And other devices. 
Each child should have a word box containing about 

the first fifty words of the Primer and the four 
punctuation marks—period, comma, question 
mark, and exclamation point. There should be 
two or three copies of each different word. 

Reading Boxes. Secure nice, clean thread boxes, one 
for each pupil. As soon as a word is developed 
and learned, the teacher may write it for each 
box upon small oblong pieces of paper or card-
board and place in the boxes. Add new words 
daily. Supply a few extra words; as I, see, do, 



you, have, like, etc. The words should be of fair 
size, written neatly in ink, the cardboard pieces 
about an inch wide and in length according to 
the word. Later, boxes containing script and 
print may be used in many ways. Some of these 
are: 
Find words from boxes to match those upon the 

blackboard or that have been written on large 
sheets of paper. 

Find a given number of words from the reading 
boxes. Write them. 

Build short sentences from boxes to match those 
on the board. 

Build short sentences from boxes to match those 
of the lesson in the reader. 

Let the pupil build short sentences of his choice 
and write them. 

Distribute slips containing short sentences. Find 
words from the boxes to match those upon slips, 
which may then be written upon tablets. Use 
slips as writing copies. 

Add the color words to the boxes and let pupils 
find them and match them with paper forms of 
the same color. 

Pick out all the words that show what something 
can do ; all that show the kind of an object. 

Pick out all the words that are the names of 
things; the names of colors. 

Add the names of numerals to the box. Select 
and place in regular order. Select names of 
numerals and match them with cut out or 
mounted calendar figures. Select names of 
numerals and place suitable names after them; 
as 6 birds, 4 dogs. 

Match names of objects with tiny mounted pic-
tures of the same; as, dog, cat, bird, tree, dolly, 
etc. 

Put all the known words in one column, all un-
known ones in another. This gives an oppor-
tunity for individual help. Find all unknown 
words only. Devise other plans. 



Mental growth is governed largely by interest and 
attention. Attention is hard to control in young 
children; hence the need for concrete material 
and compelling devices. 

Let pupils cut paper ladders, or draw ladders in 
soft, broad lines upon the board, and write a 
long word from their lessons upon each round. 
Sometimes they may write the new words upon 
the rounds and use in class for drill. 

Other devices are: make word snowball; pick ap-
ples or nuts from tree and ground; make bricks 
in wall ; find autumn leaves, or apples or flowers 
and put them in a basket. All these exercises 
keep up the necessary momentary interest. 

4. Stories. 
The Three Bears The Little Red Hen 
The Lion and the Mouse Red Riding Hood 
The Crow and the Pitcher How the Robin Got Its 
Cinderella Red Breast 

The Gingerbread Boy 
5. Dramatization. 

Little Miss Muffet Little Jack Homer 
Little Bo-Peep Jack and Jill 
Jack Be Nimble Sing a Song of Sixpence 

6. Poems. 
Bed in Summer My Shadow 
Which Loved Best Sleep Baby Sleep 
Kris Kringle What Does Little Birdie 
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Say 

Star 

7. Blackboard, Chart, Primer and First Reader. 
Learning to call at sight from blackboard, chart and 

books all words found in the Primer and First 
Reader. 

Reading at sight sentences formed from the words 
learned. 
Phonic drill or separation of spoken words into their 

elementary sounds and association of these sounds 
with the letters which stand for them. 



Drill in articulation. 
Intelligent, distinct and ready reading of lessons on 

the blackboard, Primer and First Reader. 
Demand correct expression from the very first. Mere 

word-calling is not reading. 
Develop the power in the child to grasp the groups of 

words at sight. 
Require the pupil to get the thought always. 

Spelling. 
Words selected from reader and word lists prepared 

by teacher, oral and written. Copy words from 
blackboard. Phonic drills. 

Seat Work: 
The teacher should have a definite object in view in plan-

ning seat or occupation work. 
Examine the work and require each child to make an effort, 

and see that he gets the best results possible; not espe-
cially as good as someone else can do but his best and 
improve on his own work. 

Do not destroy work that can be put into permanent form, 
or pieces that children value. Make booklets and allow 
children to take them home at the close of the term. 

Require neatness and avoid tasks that are too difficult and 
discouraging. 

Suggestive List of Seat Work: 
1. Letter Cards. 

Copy alphabet—large and small letters. 
Copy words from word lesson on board. 
Copy short sentences; use period. 
Copy longer sentences using period and comma. 
Copy interrogative sentences, using interrogation 

point. 
Make short sentences from list of words. 
Free copy of lessons or short stories. 

2. Number Cards. 
Use printed number cards. 
Copy figures to ten until children know correct 

positions. 
Copy combinations to twelve without plus, minus 

and equal signs. 
See Number Outline. 



Cutting and Tearing: Free Hand: 
Cut from large forms placed in front of room. 
Forms may be of animals, fruit, vegetables, or flat 

views of houses or other objects. 
Tear trees, leaves and any form with irregular 

edges. 
Tear leaves from the natural leaf and observe 

various irregularities in leaves from different 
varieties of trees. 

• Copy at first, then tear from memory. 

Tablets: 
Copy at first and later invent borders and sym-

metrical figures. 
Combine units and make surface coverings—illus-

trated in oil cloth and wall paper. 
Find different points of contact in squares, squares 

and circles, etc. 
Make flat forms of houses, etc., as with cutting. 
Make these forms permanent in parquetry. 

Parquetry and Pasting: 
Copy from tablet forms. 
Use parquetry papers to correspond with tablets 

used. 
Pupils can fold and cut forms for ordinary seat 

work, thus gaining greater independence. 

Folding and Construction: 
The valuable lessons taught in folding are: to 

take dictation and concentrate; neatness, accu-
racy; variety of form and value of apparently 
useless material, which is a good lesson in econ-
omy and resourcefulness. 

Folding is an introduction to more complicated 
construction work. 

Folding is divided into two divisions: Geo-
metric and artistic forms, some knowledge of 
which pupils bring into the primary from a 
kindergarten. These forms can be used as units 
in the arrangement of larger units or borders, 
frames, etc. 



Achievements for First Grade. 
1. A reading vocabulary of at least 500 words. 
2. Read smoothly and with understanding. 

a. Material of first reader difficulty from the blackboard. 
b. Two primers and one first reader. 
c. They should be able to read any material of first 

reader difficulty. 
3. Follow short sentence directions in silent reading both for 

seat work and class work. 
4. Read silently factual material suited to the first grade with 

a rate of 85-100 words per minute. 
5. Read silently with few or no lip movement or head move-

ments. 
6. Read aloud clearly and naturally and in thought units 

rather than by individual words. 

IV. Language: 
1. Original statements about the home; appearance, fur-

niture, decorations, utensils, familiar talks about the 
occupations of father and mother, and conversations 
about getting ready for winter in the home. Laying 
in the stores of food, fuel and clothing. 

2. Morals and Manners: 
Cleanliness, neatness, politeness, gentleness, kind-

ness, kindness to animals and love and truthful-
ness. 

3. Positions: 
Health, sleeping, eating and drinking, clothing and 

cleanliness. 
4. Poem: 

Mother Goose; Little Boy Blue; Little Bo-Peep; 
Ding Dong Bell; Pussy's in the Wel l ; Old King 
Cole; Sing a Song of Sixpence; There Was an 
Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe. 

5. Fable: 
The Fox and the Grapes; The Crow and the Pitcher; 

The Dog and His Image. 
6. Story: 

The Little Red Hen; Balder the Beautiful; Little 
Tuppen. 



7. Nature Story: 
The Wee, Wee Man, Goldenrod and Aster; Clytie. 

8. Picture Study: 
The Wasp, Bonheur; Plowing, Bonheur; Flock of 

Sheep, Bonheur. 
9. Oral Work. 

10. Aims. 
Free expression. 
Clear articulation. 
Sentence structure. 

11. Source. 
Home experiences. 
School activities. 

12. Drill. 
Child's name. 
Address. 
Name of school. 
Pronoun I. 
Errors of speech. 

I. Story Telling. 

The highest language ideals are found in literature and 
since there is a wealth of literature that appeals to little 
children to fail to make use of it would be to miss one 
of the greatest factors in language development. The 
material for telling stories is found in fables, folklore, 
fairy stories, animal and nature stories. For a suggested 
list of stories for the first and second years see the course. 

Suggestions for story telling: 
Stories told to children make stronger appeal than stories 

read to them. 
Stories should have ethical value. 
They must be well chosen. 
They should be built up around a healthy interest. 
They should have some element of beauty, if only sim-

plicity. 
The moral should not be overemphasized by the teacher, 

but let the children discover it for themselves. 
Some stories should be told for prompt oral reproduction, 

some for memory work, others for reproduction, pic-
torially, and for dramatization. 



First Half: 

Stories. 

Mother Goose Melodies. 
The Fox and the Grapes. 
The Christ Child. 
The Gingerbread Boy. 
Old Man Rabbit's Thanksgiving. 
The Wind and the Sun. 

Memorizing. 

The Swing—Stevenson. 

Dramatization. 

Stories Read and Told. 
The First Thanksgiving. 

Picture Study. 

Study one or more of the paintings by Millet. 
First Step. 
Knitting Lesson. 
Feeding the Hens. 

Correlations. 

History—Thanksgiving, Christmas, Indians. 
Geography—Work in the home, home equipment, ani-

mals that help us. 
Civics—How people live together in the home, polite-

ness, kindness to others, good manners, love, obedi-
ence, honesty, love of God, love of country. 

Hygiene—Food and drink. 

Special Topics. 

Preparation for Winter—Birds, insects, animals, leaves, 
seeds, fruits. 

Mother—On the farm, in the town. 
Father—On the farm, in the town. 
Personal experiences. 

Correction of Speech Errors. 
Correct outstanding errors. 
Eat, ate, have eaten; was, were; has, have; is, are. 



Second Half: 

Stories. 
The Three Bears. 
Jack and the Bean Stalk. 
The Shepherds. 
The Wonderful Porridge Pot. 
The Elves and the Shoemaker. 
The Pancake. 

Memorizing. 
My Shadow—Stevenson. 

Dramatization. 
Stories Read and Told. 
Occupations. 
A Doll Party. 
Stories of Washington. 

Picture Study. 
Study one or more of the paintings of Murillo. 
Divine Shepherd. 
Children of the Shell. 
Holy Family. 

Correlations. 
History—Washington, Arbor Day. 
Geography—Work on the farm, farm equipment, ani-

mals that help us. 
Civics—How people can help each other in school, 

gentleness, truthfulness, fidelity to duty, industry. 
Hygiene—Personal cleanliness. 

Correction of Speech Errors. 
Correct outstanding errors. 
Give, gave, have given; sit, sat, have sat; sleep, slept, 

have slept; awake, awoke, have awakened. 

Language Forms. 
By the use of the letter cards certain language forms 

are presented and should be fixed by much practice. 
Capital letter at beginning of sentence-
Period or question mark at end of sentence. 
Child's own name, address, and name of school. 
Pronoun I. 



Standard Achievements: 

1. The ability to do good oral composition work, to re-
late an interesting personal experience, in a natural 
simple way. 

2. They should have developed more careful speech habits. 

3. They should have made a marked growth in the power 
of expression and in vocabularies. 

4. The ability to read in a natural tone of voice and to 
interpret stories read or listened to. 

5. Ability: 
a. To copy short sentences from the board. 
b. To write a simple sentence from dictation. 
c. To write his own name. 
d. The pronoun " I " always a capital. 
e. Use of capital at beginning of sentence. 

6. The ability to dramatize simple stories with ease and 
freedom. 

Music: 

1. In the first grade our aim is two-fold: to help the child 
find his singing voice, and to awaken such an in-
terest that he will sing for the joy of singing. Ton-
ality and rhythm are all-important. 

2. The young voice is capable of great sweetness. Care 
should be taken to preserve the same light quality 
as in the speaking voice. For vocal exercises, chil-
dren stand with hands on hips and at pitch given 
by teacher sing " , a (as in awe), " to " d o — m i — 
so—do—so—mi—do." " D o " should be pitched 
from " E " to " A . " Buoyancy and lightness of tone 
to be emphasized. 

3. Hand-signs may be explained and learned by use of 
scale-story: 

Do—strong father 
Ti—cry-baby 
La—sad-sister 
So—bright-brother 
Fa—gloomy brother 
Mi—sweet sister 



Method of Beginning Songs: 

1. Sound the keynote on the pitch-pipe. Have chil-
dren respond with neutral syllable " l o o . " 

2. Sing up or down tonic chord with " l o o " to the be-
ginning tone of sound. Have children repeat. 

3. Start song immediately, while the pitch is still in 
mind. 

The children should be able to clap 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, and 
6/8 (as 2 /4 ) time to selections played on the piano or 
phonograph. They should clap the hands together for 
accented pulses, swing the hands and arms apart for 
the unaccented pulses. Tempos to familiar rote songs 
may be quickened or made more definite by having the 
children clap the time while the teacher or a group of 
children sing the song. Singing games and dances 
may be used as a further means of rhythmic develop-
ment, but care must be exercised to keep a good qual-
ity of tone. The toy orchestra may be used with good 
effect for rhythmic work in this grade. 

The following types of music are suggested for this 
grade: 

1. That which is especially adapted for quiet listen-
ing. 

2. That which lends itself to rhythmic interpreta-
tation. 

Standards of Attainment: 

Ability to sing twenty to thirty songs accurately, includ-
ing the first stanza of " A m e r i c a . " 

Power to listen attentively and to enjoy good music. 
Ability of the majority of the class to sing individually 

some of the songs sung by the class as a whole. 
Ability to clap 2/4, 3/4, 4 /4 , and 6/8 (as 2 /4 ) time with 

known songs or with phonograph, and to interpret 
rhythm. 

VI. Drawing: 

1. Figures. 
Lines, squares, circles. 



2. Color. 
Color in flowers, trees, fruits, fields, birds, bubbles. 
Make blue sky, green fields. 
Use crayon for fine lines and broad stripes. 

3. Vegetables. 
Pumpkin, carrot, potato. 
First in black. 
Second in color. 

4. Trees. 
Draw a tree. 
Draw a bird in the tree. 
Color the tree green. 
Color the bird red. 
Cut and draw bare trees. 
Cut, draw, paint shapes of evergreens. 

5. Booklets-
Make Thanksgiving booklet. 
Borders of simple repeats of units, drawing or cut-

ting. 
Christmas booklet. 
Cut and paste. 
Draw or cut toys. 
Make valentines. 
Use simple designs. 

6. Landscape. 
Sky, green field, river. 
Use colored crayons. 

VII. Numbers: 
Form and Neatness. 

Figures must be neat and legible with the form of work 
correct. 

Accuracy. 
Accuracy is the prime consideration of arithmetic. Teach 

pupils the habit of checking all written work. 

Speed. 
Speed is an important element in drill work on the funda-

mentals. 



Solution of the Problem. 

For children, one of the greatest difficulties of arithmetic 
lies in the fact that often they do not understand the 
language of this subject. They fail to comprehend ex-
actly what is stated or what is wanted. Much of the 
terminology and phraseology used in arithmetic is new 
and strange to them. Frequently teachers are not suffi-
ciently aware of the extent to which this is true, and to 
the extent to which it causes failure among the members 
of their own classes. The test is not whether the pupil 
knows the definition of terms used, but does he think in 
those terms. 

Aims for the First Year: 

1. A clear understanding of the meaning of numbers 1 to 10. 
2. Ability to count by ones to 100 or higher; by fives to 100; 

by tens to 100. 
3. Reading and writing numbers to 100. 
4. A high degree of mastery of 25 of the easy addition facts. 
5. A high degree of mastery of 25 of the easy subtraction 

facts. 
6. An idea of comparative relations of numbers as: large, 

larger; small, smaller; heavy, heavier; etc. 
7. Ability to apply knowledge in the solution of simple prob-

lems based upon child's experience. 
8. An understanding of numerical expressions as: , read 

" a n d " ; sign of equality = , read " a r e " in addition; —, 
read " l e s s " ; sign of equality = , read " i s " in subtraction. 

Attainments: 

1. Ability to recognize different coins and a knowledge of 
how many pennies are equivalent to a nickel, how many 
pennies are equivalent to a dime, and how many nickels 
are equivalent to a dime. 

2. General idea of the units of measure such as inch, foot, 
yard, pound, quart, day, hour, minute, week, and month. 

3. Ability to recognize number symbols from one to the high-
est page number in the readers which are used and to 
make correctly the symbols used in first grade writing. 



4. Counting: 
(a) Rote counting: by 1's to 100; by 10's to 100; by 5's 

to 100. 
(b) Rational counting—as far as there is a felt need. 
(c) Serial meaning of a number as illustrated by the 

following: 3 is more than 2 and 6 is less than 10. 
(d) Group meaning of a number or the ability to recog-

nize the number in a group without counting. 

5. Combinations: 
(a) Give such simple addition and subtraction com-

binations as the number experiences of the first 
grade demand. 

Standards for Promotion—First Grade B: 

1. A clear concept of the meaning of numbers 1 to 10. 
2. Ability to count: 

(1) 1 to 50 by ones abstractly. 
(2) 1 to 20, using counters or objects. 

3. Read without hesitation any number to 50. 
4. "Write any number to 50 from dictation (well-formed fig-

ures) . 
5. To be able to give any of the first 25 addition and subtrac-

tion facts with use of objects. 
6. Recognize: penny, nickel, dime. 
7. To know right hand and left band. 
8. To know at sight pint and quart milk bottles or measures. 

First Grade A 

Number sense training. 
Counting to 100. 
Reading to 50. 
Writing to 50. 
Continue making easy comparisons. 
Teaching common units of measure. 

Cent, nickel, dime. 
Pound. 
Minute, hour. 

Provide for much actual measuring. 
Reading and writing numbers—reading numbers to 200, writ-

ing numbers to 100. 



Addition and subtraction—adding and subtracting two numbers 
of one figure each—with objects and without objects; with 
figures after teaching plus, minus and equal. With numbers 
arranged in columns, i. e., drill to fix sums and differences, 
application to easy concrete oral problems—no formal solu-
tions. 

SUGGESTIONS.—There are twenty exercises that involve the addition 
of a number of one figure to a number of one figure with the sum a number 
of one figure. The initial work of finding these sums and the corresponding 
differences should be in connection with objects, but the objective work should 
be abandoned at as early date as possible, and such drill be given as will 
enable the child to name instantly any one of the twenty sums and the corre-
sponding differences. Exercises requiring the pupil to find the sums referred 
to should be arranged in both forms and drilled upon. 

First form: 
1 + 1 = 2 + 1 = 3 + 1 = 4 + 1 = 5 + 3 = 
6 + 1 = 7 + 1 = 8 + 1 = 2 + 2 = 3 + 2 = 
4 + 2 = 5 + 2 = 6 + 2 = 7 + 2 = 3 + 3 = 
4 + 3 = 5 + 3 = 6 + 3 = 4 + 4 = 5 + 4 = 

Second form: 
1 2 3 5 
1 1 1 and so on to 4 

The elementary difference arising from taking a number of 
one figure from a number of one figure should be thoroughly 
learned. The exercises should be arranged in both forms, thus: 

First form: 
2 — 1 = 3 — 1 = 4 — 1 = and so on to 9 — 5 = 

Second form: 
2 3 4 9 
1 1 1 and so on to 5 

No attempt should be made at this time of the work to give 
formal explanations. Problems should be of the simplest kind, 
such as: 

How many beads are 7 beads and 2 beads? (Answer, nine 
beads). 

Make 6 strokes; rub out three of them. How many are left? 
(Answer, three strokes.) 

The child's nursery rhymes, his games and other activities, 
and his tendency to imitate other children should be utilized to 
furnish material which will serve as the basis for first year's work. 



VIII. Writing: 
Writing in the First Grade may be taught by means of the 

blackboard. 
Rhythm, swing of movement, accuracy of form, good slant and 

muscular freedom should be watched for and encouraged. 
Children should write the drills on the blackboard at about 
the height of their own eyes, or a little lower. 

Children should be taught to hold the crayon with the thumb 
and the tips of all the fingers on its length. Crayon will then 
be almost parallel with board. 

Have pupils draw vertical lines of varying length, horizontal 
lines, small and large circles. Pupils copy f rom the board 
small and capital letters, words and short sentences. 

I. Objectives: 
1. To develop motor control : 

a. Co-ordinated movements. 
b. A speed of twenty words a minute. 
c. Reasonably standard habits of position. 

2. To develop ability to reproduce all the digits and 
most of the capitals and small letters. 

3. To develop ability to write independently a number 
of monosyllabic words of his reading vocabulary. 

II. Materials: 
1. Large size, soft pencils. 
2. Dull-finish wrapping paper. 

a. If ruled, the spaces between the lines should 
be one inch. 

3. Plenty of blackboard space within easy reach of a 
child standing naturally. 

III. Content and Method: 
1. Give as much work as possible on the board. 
2. When using pencil and paper, require position. 
3. Use one short period per day. Do not let the chil-

dren become fatigued. 
Teach the fo l lowing small letters: 

i, u, t, e, l, b, a, d, o, c, w, s, m, n. 
Teach the fo l lowing capitals: A , O. 
Apply these letters to easy words and sentences. 
Suggested words and sentences: " i t " , " t i e " , " b u t " , 

" a l l " , " b e d " , " t o " , " w i l l " , " c a t , " " fa l l " , "man" , 
" w i n " , " a n " , " A man can see " , " O , see m e " , etc. 

Teach the digits. 



Grade Achievements: 
At the end of the term the pupil should be able 

1. To write easily at the blackboard 
a. 14 small letters. 
b. 2 capital letters. 
c. A few short words and sentences involving these 

letters. 
d. The digits. 

IX. Personal Hygiene : 
The lessons are to teach habits of cleanliness and to be presented 

by means of inspection by the teacher, the observations of the 
children, demonstration of correct methods, dramatizing and 
in the form of stories. 

Keeping clean—(Observation, use of pictures, presented in 
story form). 
How animals keep clean. 

Pussy washing face. 
Dogs and cats lick fur. 
Birds bathe—water and dust baths. 

Children keeping clean. 
Better appearance and feeling. 
No bad odor. 

Hands kept clean—(Story form, inspection, observation). 
Dirty hands. 

Soiled clothes, books, papers, etc. 
Dirt and dust not good. 

May cause sickness. 
Things made dirty by handling body, face, eyes, ears, 

furniture, railings, walls, etc. 
Finger nails and toe nails—inspection. 

Use—protection—aid in picking up small articles—obser-
vation. 

Compare with claws and hoofs of animals—observation, 
pictures. 

Care—cleaning by soap, water and brush. 
Use of vaseline—demonstrate. 

Trimming nails—demonstrate. 
Finger nails—follow shape of finger. 
Toe nails—cut straight. 
Biting nails—spoils nails—observation. 



Care of sores and cuts (observation and demonstration). 
Go to some older person at once. 
Keep clean. 

Clean skin—cut heals quickly. 
If kept dirty—forms a sore. 

Keep covered—clean white bandage. 
Allow scab to form—covers sore. 

Do not pick or scratch sore. 
Keep flies away. 

Care of face—(demonstration and inspection). 
Washing neck, eyes, nose, behind ears. 

Wash ears with soft cloth. 
Clean noses—prevent having colds. 
Keep blown out clean—handkerchief. 
Eyes—do not rub. 
Protect from sun by a hat. 
Something in eye—go to older person at once. 

Care of hair—(demonstration). 
Daily—brush and comb. 

Keep scalp clean. 
Brush dust from hair. 

Washing—use of soap and hot water. 
Drying in sun. 
How often. 

Lice—little animals that can move—(inspection). 
Laying of eggs on hair—nits. 

Use of warm vinegar. 
Kerosene—does not injure hair. 

Kills lice. 
Scabs—sores on scalps—(inspection and demonstration). 

Use of oil—soften. 
Wash with warm water. 

Nature Study: 

1. FALL. 
Clean up the garden plot. 
Collect seeds and prepare for next year's use. 

2. WINTER. 
Requirement for living. 

Man. 
Food—meat, vegetables, fruits. 



Clothing—articles of clothing. 
Shelter. 
Animals needed. 

Sheep, pig, horse, mule, cow, goat, rabbit, chicken. 
Value of each—stories. 
Care given to animals in winter. 

Occupations of the home, cooking, sewing, churning, 
feeding the stock, etc. 

Amusements. 
Indoor. 
Outdoor. 

Look for birds—put out food and water. 
Physical phenomenon. 
Forms of water—rain, snow, hail, fog, cloud, frost, 

dew. 

SPRING. 
Plant life. 
Plant gardens. 
Distinguish the growth of common vegetables—cabbage, 

onions, beets, turnips, potato, tomato, squash, pumpkin, 
carrot, peas, beans. 

The earthworm. 
Hunt for wild flowers. 

Distinguish flowers—sunflower, columbine, poppy, sweet 
peas, snapdragon. 

Learn common trees—blue spruce, cottonwood, maple, 
poplar, pussywillow. 

Know the fruits—apples, grapes, plums, cherries. 
Animal life. 

Domestic—horse, etc. 
Wild—bear, rabbit, squirrel, chipmunk, etc. 

Fish and reptiles—snakes, frogs, toads, mountain trout, 
salmon, etc. 

Insects—butterflies, ants, bees, flies, mosquitoes. 
Birds—English sparrow, house-finch, robin, bluebird, 

magpie. 
Return of birds. 



XI. Spelling: 
1. Spelling once a day. 
2. A drill of ear once a week. 
3. A drill of eye once a week. 
4. Rapid pronunciation once a week. 
5. Words selected from readers. 
6. Teach meaning of words. 
7. Allow pupils to pronounce words once a week as a reward 

for good spelling. 
8. Oral spelling once a week. 

XII. Memory Gems and Poems: 

THE STARS 

Do you know what the little stars do at night? 
They play on a deep blue hill. 

Mother Moon watches to keep them in sight, 
For they're never, never still. 

Do you know what the little stars do at dawn? 
They sink in a sun-kissed sea, 

And then they sleep till the day is gone, 
As still as still can be. 

—May Moore Jackson. 

GOME, LITTLE LEAVES 

"Come, little leaves," said the wind one day, 
"Come o'er the meadows with me, and play; 
Put on your dresses of red and gold— 
Summer is gone, and the days grow cold. ' ' 

Soon as the leaves heard the wind's loud call, 
Down they came fluttering, one and all; 
Over the brown fields they danced and flew, 
Singing the soft little songs they knew. 

Dancing and flying the little leaves went; 
Winter had called them, and they were content. 
Soon fast asleep in their earthy beds, 
The snow laid a coverlet over their heads. 

—George Cooper. 



THE BIRD'S SPECIAL 

" I t ' s spring." Conductor True Bluebird 
Is bringing up the southern train; 

The earliest bird to spread the word 
That it is March and spring again. 

As the " B i r d ' s Special" whirs along 
I hear a robin singing—hark! 

He's practicing his new spring song, 
Accompanied by meadowlark. 

—Maude Wood Henry. 

LISTEN 

You have fingers, you have toes, 
And the cold winter wind blows; 
Bundle up nice and warm, 
So Jack Frost can do you no harm. 

Of your supper give the birdies a bite, 
So they may be happy through the night; 
Share your comforts with the poor, 
That they the biting blast may endure. 

The winter will soon pass 
For cold does not always last; 
Spring will surely come 
And bring the warmth of the sun. 

Then you can romp and play, 
And be happy all the day; 
But enjoy the ice and snow, 
For God gives both, you know. 

—Katherine L. Craig. 



SECOND GRADE 





SECOND GRADE 

I. Reading Second Reader 

II. Arithmetic - - - Book in hands of teacher 

III. Language Included in Reading 

IV. Spelling Included in Reading 

V. Writing Blackboard exercises and Manual 

VI. Hygiene - Forming of Habits 

VII. Music Book 

VIII. History...: . - . 

IX. Nature Study 

X. Memory Work 

XI. Drawing 

XII. General Exercises Patriotic Exercises 

XIII. Reading Circle Books 



I. Reading: 

Second Reader; the blackboard and charts prepared by the 
teacher, giving list of new words taught for drill in pro-
nunciation. 

Continue phonic drill begun in First Grade. 
Continue drill in articulation. 
Accustom pupils to take in a sentence at a glance, and guard 

against hesitation and poor enunciation. 
Drill in reading to secure an agreeable tone of voice, ready 

control of vocal organs, correct emphasis and inflection. 
Short pieces memorized and recited. 

First half year: 

Text book. 
Read f o r : story, pronunciation, expression, enunciation. 
Dramatization. 
Phonics. 
W o r d study. 
Minimum requirements. 
One text-book reader. 
One supplementary reader. 

Second half year: 

Text-book. 
Re-write story, sight reading, word study. 
Two supplementary readers. 
Phonics. 
Memory gems. 
Dramatization. 
Foundation for dictionary work. 
Material, sentence construction. 
Pictures. 
Make picture books. 

Training in Eye Movement 

Throughout the second grade every effort should be made to 
increase the rate and accuracy of oral and silent reading. This 
means there should be a wide span of recognition and rapid rhyth-
mical progress along the line. 



The teacher should read what has recently been written on 
this subject. Wheat, "The Teaching of Reading." Penell-Cusak, 
"How to Teach Reading;" Stone, "Silent and Oral Reading." 

When reading, children should never be allowed to point with 
the finger, as this leads to word reading, which is directly opposed 
to the formation of correct habits of eye movement. 

A large proportion of the reading in the second grade will of 
course be oral. Without the oral reading we have no check on 
many words which the child uses in his silent reading, and his 
reading will not be as accurate as it should be later when silent 
reading predominates. 

In the second year more emphasis should be laid upon silent 
reading. Assignments for silent reading in this year should be in-
creased to paragraphs or longer thought divisions. There are 
various methods of conducting silent reading lessons. The teacher 
may ask the pupils to read a paragraph silently then have the 
thought reproduced orally. Finding the answer to a question 
may be the pupil's aim for a silent reading lesson. In addition 
to the daily silent reading lesson, other exercises may be given 

Oral Reading-

Silent Reading 

Read Reading Circle Books 

Selections to be memorized: 

The Mountain and the Squirrel.. 
Our Flag -
A Wonderful Weaver . 
Winter Song . 
Who Likes the Rain 
Life's Lesson 
The Ladybird and the Ant 
Obedience 
November 
The Children's Hour 
The Barefoot Boy 

Emerson 
The Intelligence 

Bates 
James W. Riley 

..Geo. Cooper 
.Emily Miller 

Sigourney 
Phoebe Cary 

..Alice Cary 
Longfellow 

Whittier 
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Arithmetic: 
Review work of previous grade for about four weeks. 
Teach Roman numerals to twelve. 
Read time; reading in hours. 
Compare simple measurements. 
Measure many objects in room. 

Course of Study Outline 

The specific aims. 
The specific goals. 
The minimal essentials. 
Subject matter for first quarter. 
Subject matter for second quarter. 
Subject matter for third quarter. 
Subject matter for fourth quarter. 
Teaching suggestions. 

The Specific Aims of Second Grade Arithmetic 

A more complete realization of the aims of the preceding 
grade. 

The mastery of fundamental processes in their simple stages. 
To secure the proper co-ordination of simple arithmetic to the 

child's own problems. 
To broaden the child's experiences. 
To give the child an impression of the value and importance 

of numbering. 
To enable the child to be efficient, arithmetically, in his daily 

chores and pleasures. 

The Specific Goals of Second Grade Arithmetic 

To know more clearly and intelligently the goals of the pre-
ceding grade. 

To write numbers up to 1000 from dictation. 
To read at random numbers up to 1000. 
To count by 10's, 5's, 3's and 2's to 100. 
To know the addition and subtraction combinations. 
To know the fractions 1-2, 1-4 and 1-3. 
To change money up to and including one dollar. 
To give practice in measuring for primary construction work. 



9. To add numbers whose sum is not greater than 100 where they 
do not involve carrying. 

10. To subtract numbers where the subtrahend is not greater than 
100. Borrowing problems should be avoided. 

11. To multiply numbers whose product is not more than 1000. 
These problems should avoid carrying. Only one figure in 
multiplier. 

12. To divide numbers where the dividend is not greater than 
1000. Each figure in the dividend should be an exact mul-
tiple of the one figure divisor. 

13. To learn Roman numerals up to and including twelve. 
14. To compare simple measurements. 
15. To study more thoroughly common measures of length, time, 

liquids and weights. 
16. To read time on a watch or clock. 
17. To study multiplication tables in the 5's, 2's and 3's. 

The Minimal Essentials of Second Grade Arithmetic 

1. The child should have a mastery of the goals of the preceding 
grade. 

2. The child should be able to use numbers up to 100 in the four 
•fundamental operations not involving carrying and borrow-
ing. 

3. The child should know the addition and subtraction combina-
tions. 

4. The child should tell time and change money readily. 
5. The child should understand 1/2 and 1/4. 

III. Language: 

Establish sentence sense. 
Develop question, sentence, exclamation. 
Drills. 
Errors of speech. 
Verbs. 
Pronouns. 
Pronunciation. 
Language forms. 
Capitals and punctuation involved in child's address. 
Period and question mark. 
Capitals in days of week, months, holidays. 



1. Oral expression: 
Reading and discussion of stories and poems. 
Dramatization. 
Reproduction of stories and poems. 
Telling picture stories. 
Reproducing stories from different standpoints. 
Finishing stories. 
Original conversations. 
Picture stories. 
Ending stories. 
Keeping a diary. 
Original experiences and adventures. 
Writing original fables from given types. 
Stories based on or suggested by a given story or poem. 
Writing friendly letters. 
Writing a story from an outline. 

2. Correcting papers: 

Papers are to be corrected by the pupil under the supervision 
of the teacher. 

Oral 

(Four-fifths of all the work in this grade is oral.) 

I. Aims: 

To secure greater freedom and ease in oral expression. 
To lead children to a more orderly arrangement in speaking. 
To continue the work of establishing the "sentence sense." 
To get greater variety by the use of the question, the sentence 

and the exclamation. 
To secure clear articulation and correct forms in everyday 

speech. 

II. Suggested Topics: 

Holiday and play experiences, on the street, at home, at 
school. 

Nature observations: Flowers, trees, animals. 
How to play games; how to make things; how to act politely 

at home, at school, etc. 
Original riddles. 



III. Illustrative Work: 

The last time I went down town I walked through the park. 
I saw a baby bird. 
He had fallen from his nest. 
He was crying, "cheep, cheep." 

IV. Drills: 

Errors of speech: Bach teacher should acquaint herself with 
the work of the preceding grade and constantly review that 
work. Only a beginning was made in the first year, and it is 
the duty of the second grade teacher to try to make an addi-
tional impression. Remember you have bad habits to break, 
and it is only by constant repetition that you may succeed in 
breaking them. The price of success is persistence. 
1. Verbs: Go, see, do and come, eat, run, ring, give, write 

and draw. 
2. Pronouns: It is I. It is not I. It wasn't he. It was she. 

He and I went to the store. Mother called Jack and me into 
the house. 

Pronunciation: just, get, why, because, did you, can, was, for, 
give me, don't know, would have, look at, fifth row. 

Written 

(One-fifth of the work is written.) 

Continue the use of alphabet cards in making sentences, both 
original and from dictation. Children should learn to use a capital 
for the first word and to close the sentence with a period or ques-
tion mark; they should spell correctly the words taught in grade 
one; should use cards speedily; should place them right side up; 
and should space properly, keeping their work in a straight line. 

IV. Spelling: 

Do not waste time on words pupils know. 
Use methods that will form habits of studying new words. 
Use methods that will train habits of exactness of new words. 
Word building. 
Spell difficult words of lessons. 
Write names of objects in schoolroom. 
Use correctly in sentences designated words. 



V. Writing -: 

During this year the children should do some writing at their 
seats. Copying all or a part of a reading lesson with careful at-
tention to spelling, capitals, punctuation, and paragraphing is a 
good seat-exercise. Children should not do careless work, nor 
write till their hands and arms are tired. 

VI . Hygiene: 
Habits to Be Formed 

Continue to train in the habits of Grade I by insisting upon 
daily practice of the habits suggested. 

Cleanliness—How to care for face, neck, ears, hands, feet, 
nails, nose and teeth. 

Tidiness—Hair, clothing, as shoes, stockings, buttons. 
Sleep—Best time for sleeping, number of hours needed, ven-

tilation. 
Sight—Never work in poor light or with light shining di-

rectly in the eyes. Keep work at proper distance from eyes (not 
less than 12 inches). 

Nose—Use of handkerchief. Breathing through nose (not 
through mouth). 

Voice—Cultivate pleasant tones. Danger to voice of scream-
ing. 

Physical Exercises—Marching, rhythmic exercises, games in-
doors and outdoors. 

Teeth—Regular visit to dentist to be emphasized by need of 
caring for six-year molars. 

Obedience—Punctuality, promptness, orderliness in the home, 
on the street and in school. 

Accuracy in work. 

1. Personal Cleanliness. 

Skin—Use of water, soap, wash rag and towels in connection 
with hands, face, neck, ears, body and limbs. 
Hair—Importance of combing, brushing and occasional wash-
ing. 
Nails—Keeping them clean and well shaped. 
Teeth—Use of brush and importance of annual or semiannual 
examination by a dentist. 



1. Tone-production. 
Vocal exercises as in first grade. 
Always insist upon soft head tones. 
More difficult intervals in ear-training. 
Note reading from board to be commenced. 
Use, but not explain key signatures. Begin with scale written 
in whole notes; no time signature. 

2. Method of beginning songs. 
Sound the keynote on the pitch-pipe. Have children respond, 
calling given tone " d o . " 
Sing up or down the tonic chord with syllables to the begin-
ning tone of song. Have children repeat. As soon as possible, 
have the children sing to the beginning tone of the song from 
dictation. 
Start song immediately while the pitch is still in mind. 

3. Tonality and key-feeling. 
After the key tone is sounded on the chromatic pitch-pipe, 
have the children sing collectively and individually: 
The major tonic chord ascending and descending. 
The major scale ascending and descending. 
The major scale ascending, followed immediately by the tonic 
chord descending. 
The major scale descending, followed immediately by the tonic 
chord ascending. 
The major tonic chord ascending, followed by the scale de-
scending. 
The major tonic chord descending, followed by the scale 
ascending. 

4. Study songs. 
Study songs are familiar songs to which the syllables are 
taught by rote as an added stanza and which may be used as 
chart songs. These form the basis for beginning sight reading 
in 2B. 

5. Suggestions for use of study songs. 
Review the song with words as previously sung. 

Sing the song with neutral syllable " l o o . " 
Teach syllables as added stanza. Proceed as in teaching any 
other rote song. 



Do not make any technical explanation. Announce the new 
stanza as the singing names of the song. 
Do not overemphasize syllables in this grade. Proceed as di-
rected and there is no danger of becoming too technical. 

6. Rhythm. 

The children should be able to clap 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, and 6/8 (as 
2 /4 ) time to selections played on the piano or phonograph. 
The children should clap the hands together for accented 
pulses, swing the hands and arms apart for the unaccented 
pulses. Tempos of familiar rote songs may be quickened or 
made more definite by having the children clap the time while 
the teacher or a group of children sing the song. Singing 
games and dances may be used as a further means of rhythmic 
development, but care must be exercised to keep a good quality 
of tone. The toy orchestra may be used with good effect for 
rhythmic work in this grade. 

Standards of Attainment: 

a. Ability to sing twenty or thirty songs accurately, including 
the first stanza of " A m e r i c a . " 

b. Power to listen attentively and to enjoy good music. 
c. Ability of the majority of the children to sing individually 

some of the songs sung by the class as a whole. 
d. Ability to sing tonic chord and scale with neutral syllable and 

syllable names. 
e. Ability to point songs on chart, and to sing study songs with 

syllable names. 
f. Ability to interpret rhythms. 

VIII. History: 

1. Primitive life. 
Tree Dwellers and Cave Men. 
Eskimos. 
Indians of Forest and Plain. 
Pueblos and Cliff Dwellers. 

2. Holidays. 
Lincoln and Washington's Birthdays. 
Arbor and Bird Day. 
Our Flag. 



3. Primitive Life: 
The Indian: 
a. Connect with early discoveries and Pilgrims. 
b. Childhood of Hiawatha. 
e. Legends of Red Children. 
d. Pictures and stories of Indian life. 
e. Indian Collections. 
Cave, Cliff and Tree Dwellers: 
a. How they lived, food, shelter. 
b. Pictures of the remains of Cliff Dwellers homes. 

IX. Nature Study: 
1. Winter. Problems of winter life. 

Food. 
Farmer aids in solving winter problems. 
Harvesting grain for bread. 
Beets for sugar. 
Sending butter and milk. 
Supplying eggs, poultry, turkeys for Christmas. 
Mutton, beef, lamb, pork, veal, bacon, ham. 

2. Clothing from wool—suits, overcoats, blankets, underwear, 
caps, gloves, socks. Cotton also used. 

Hygiene of body and clothing. 
3. Shelter, houses of wood, brick, cement, stone. 
4. Care of animals. 

Birds—put out food and water. 
Horses—value and care—the mule. 
Sheep, pigs, chickens, dogs, rabbits. 

Foods—alfalfa, oats, barley, beets, hay, pasture. 
Housing—barn, sheds, of what material and how obtained. 

Drawings of domestic animals and cutout work. 
Enemies of domestic animals—dog, coyote, mountain lion 

—the bear. 
Friends of domestic animals—shepherd dog—tales of 

dogs. 

5. The seasons. 
FALL. 

Preparation for winter. 
Activities of man. 
Preparation of trees, bulbs, etc. 
Seed time. 
Migration. 



WINTER. 

Sleep. 
Snow—ice. 
Hibernation. 

SPRING. 

Planting. 
Prepare soil. 
Plant flowers. 
Learn the common wild flowers, buttercup, clover, dan-

delion, violet, Dutchman's - breeches, shooting - star 
spring beauty, forget-me-not. 

Plant vines. 
Plant potato in box and watch developments. 
Birds—watch return of birds and study their nesting. 
Trees. 
Animals—the mouse and rat—the bat. 
Insects—flies and mosquitoes, the fire-fly. 
The house beautiful—make schoolroom beautiful with 

good pictures, flower boxes and an aquarium. 

X . Memory W o r k : 

The Moon. 

The moon has a face like the clock in the hall; 
She shines on thieves on the garden wall, 
On streets and fields and harbor quays, 
And birdies asleep in the forks of the trees. 

The squalling cat and the squeaking mouse ; 

The howling dog by the door of the house, 
The bat that lies in bed at noon, 
All love to be out by the light of the moon. 

But all of the things that belong to the day 
Cuddle to sleep to be out of her way ; 
And flowers and children close their eyes 
Till up in the morning the sun shall arise. 



Bed in Summer 

In winter I get up at night 
And dress by yellow candlelight. 
In summer, quite the other way, 
I have to go to bed by day. 

I have to go to bed and see 
The birds still hopping on the tree, 
Or hear the grown-up people's feet 
Still going past me in the street. 

And does it not seem hard to you, 
When all the sky is clear and blue, 
And I should like so much to play, 
To have to go to bed by day? 

The Swing 

How do you like to go up in a swing, 
Up in the air so blue? 

Oh, I do think it the pleasantest thing 
Ever a child can do ! 

Up in the air and over the wall, 
Till I can see so wide, 

Rivers and trees and cattle and all 
Over the countryside— 

Till I look down on the garden green, 
Down on the roof so brown— 

Up in the air I go flying again, 
Up in the air and down! 

Drawing: 
Blossoms, sprays of flowers, grasses, leaves, insects, birds, etc. 
Designs based on plant forms or other forms. 
Borders which consist of arrangements of some unit along a 

line in repetition or alternation. 
All-over patterns which consist of repetitions of the same 

unit in all directions, by drawing the units within circles, 
squares, triangles, etc. 



The shading of drawings of single, round and cylindrical 
models. 

All surfaces darken slightly toward the source of light. 
Shadows are darker than shades on the same colored surface. 
Shadows soften in outline as they recede from the source of 

light. Care should be taken to place the model in a steady, 
strong light from one side only. 

The shading should be done with a very soft pencil, after the 
outline of the form has been drawn in light lines with a 
harder pencil. Small square areas may be filled in with 
different tones of pencil lines as a preparatory exercise. 
The strokes of the pencil should appear separate. The lead 
should be blunt to give the broad, soft lines most desired. 

Memory drawings of animals, birds, etc., may well be at-
tempted, and supplemented by observations when oppor-
tunity offers. 

Drawing of fruits and vegetables, using crayons. 
Blend colors representing fall flowers, leaves and grains. 
Picture study. 
Simple wash landscrapes with sky, ground and distant trees. 
Thanksgiving problem; as booket decorated with cut paper. 
Draw Jack-o-lantern or other problems suggesting Hal-

lowe'en. 
Make borders and surface patterns by combining large and 

small spots. 
Design for booklet cover. This may be picture study booklet. 
Simple line capital letters. 
Illustrate Christmas story, or make and decorate Christmas 

box or folder. 
Dray toys from objects; as ball or top. (Objects should be 

shown to class, discussed, then drawn, each pupil drawing 
the same view.) 

"Winter landscrape with trees. 
Illustrate game or sport. 
Picture study. 
Indian wigwam or canoe cut in paper and decorated. 
Valentine problem. 

Cutting. 
Free cutting to illustrate stories. 
Folding and cutting for decorative purposes. 



Box Making. 
Candy and work boxes, pin trays. 

Book Making. 
Poem and art books, book for word list, weather record, calen-

dar book, large envelope to hold work. 
Apparatus Making. 

Circle maker, thread winder, pin wheel loom, weather vane. 
"Weaving. 

Book bags, handkerchief bags, twine bags, doll bonnet and hat, 
doll skirt, curtains for doll houses, whisk broom holder, mats 
woven in plaids, candy boxes wrapped with raffia, hammocks. 

PROHIBITION 
Smoking and Drinking 

1. What are cigars? 
2. Of what are they made? 
3. Are they like a cigarette? 
4. What is a pipe? 
5. Why is tobacco put in a pipe? 
6. What is drinking? 
7. Why are people told not to drink? 
8. How is drink made ? 
9. How does drink hurt the body? 

10. How does drink hurt an automobile driver? 





THIRD GRADE 





THIRD GRADE 

I. Reading Third Reader 

II. Arithmetic .Elementary Text-book 

III. Spelling Text-book 

IV. Language ..Text-book 

V. Writing Manual 

VI. Geography Observational and Pictorial 

VII. Hygiene Forming of Habits 

VIII. Memory Work One Poem Each Quarter 

IX. Music 

X. Nature Study and Agriculture 

XI. Drawing 

XII. General Exercises Patriotic Readings and Selections 

XIII. Alcoholic Drinks and Narcotics 
State Reading Circle Books 



I. Reading: 

Word drill. 
Read without correction. 
Criticize, note errors. 
Reread with correction. 
Sentences from word construction. 
Thought, speed, accuracy, expression. 
Minimum requirements for year. 

Basic Reader—two. 
Supplementary Readers—four. 

Standard for efficiency. 
Ability to pronounce words and sentences seen. 
Ability to understand the meaning of words and sen 

tences seen. 
Ability to enjoy good literature. 
Ability to read orally, clearly and effectively. 
Ability to reproduce. 

Silent reading of whole section at one time. 
Study of words, pronunciation and meaning. 
Study of sentences and paragraphs. 
Oral reading of the lesson. 
Making the outline. 
Oral discussion from the outline. 
Lesson rewritten from the outline. 
Composition criticized by student, class and teacher. 
Composition rewritten from corrected copy. 
Third Grade State Reading Circle Books. 

II. Arithmetic: 

1. Integers. 
Counting 5s, 10s; 3s, 6s, 7s, 9s; forward and back-

ward from 100. 
Notation and numeration, Roman numerals to V. 
Fundamental operations. 

Addition: limit to numbers of three and four 
orders. 

Subtraction: limit to numbers of three orders. 
Multiplication: by one, later by two figures. 
Division: short, four orders by one digit, 10, 

11, 12. 



2. Fractions. 
Write simple fractions. Separate a whole into 

parts. 
Equivalents: 1/2, 2/4, 3/6, 4/8, 5/10. 
Addition and subtraction; simplest fractions oral. 
Decimal points in writing dollars and cents. 

3. Measurements. 
Liquid and dry measure. 
United States money. 
Time, the dock face. 

4. Applied problems. 
5. Daily drills. 
6. Combinations. 
7. Accuracy. 
8. Speed. 

The Specific Goals of Third Grade Arithmetic: 

1. To know more clearly and intelligently the goals of 
the preceding grade. 

2. Writing of numbers to 10.000. 
3. Reading of numbers to 10,000. 
4. Writing and reading, at random, of numbers to 

10,000. 
5. The addition of numbers of two and three columns. 
6. The subtraction of numbers not involving subtra-

hends greater than 1,000. 
7. The multiplication of numbers whose product is not 

greater than 10,000. The multiplier should be 
limited to one figure. 

8. The division of numbers under 1,000 by a divisor of 
one figure. The figures in the dividend should be 
exact multiples of the divisor. 

9. The terms borrowing and carrying should be thor-
oughly taught in addition, subtraction and multi-
plication problems. 

10. The child should learn to count to 100 by 6's and 4's. 
11. The child should know the fractions: 1/2, 1/4, 1/3, 

1/5, 1/10 and similar fractions of greater numer-
ators but the same denominators. 



12. The multiplication combinations up to tens should 
be learned. 

13. Attention to simple problems arising in the child's 
own experience. 

14. Comparison of simple numbers. 
15. A great amount of rapid, accurate, and skillful drill 

in the fundamental operations. 
16. Use simple one-step reasoning problems. 

The Minimal Essentials of Third Grade Arithmetic: 

1. A child should have a mastery of the goals of the 
preceding grade. 

2. The mastery of carrying and borrowing in the four 
fundamental operations. 

3. A familiarity with numbers to 1,000. 
4. A knowledge of the multiplication combinations. 
5. A sense of the simple common fractions. 
6. The child's sense of mastery over the simple prob-

lems arising in his own life. 
7. A real skill in the fundamental operations previously 

studied. 

III. Spelling: 
With reading and language. 
Phonic drills until pupils are able to give sounds of 

letters and common phonograms. 
No diacritical marks to be used. 
Word building exercises. 
Oral spelling of words from reader. 
Abbreviations and contractions used in reading and lan-

guage. 
Writing easy sentences dictated by the teacher. 
Use both pencil and blackboard in this work. 
1. Spelling in every study once a week and in every 

room once a day. 
2. A drill of ear in all classes once a week. 
3. A drill of eye in all spelling classes once a week. 
4. Rapid pronunciation drills demanding accuracy, 

every two weeks. 
5. A dictionary in reach of every child. 
6. Teachers to observe how they enunciate when talk-

ing. 



7. Language: 

Four-fifths of the language time in the third grade is 
given to oral work. 

Oral expression. 
Think sentence before speaking. 
Drills. 
Error of speech. Verbs, pronouns. 
Language games. 
Written composition. 
Language forms. 
Contractions—don't, won't, I 'll, isn't, wasn't. 
Capitals—places, holidays, beginning of each line of 

poetry. 
Indentation of paragraph. 
Abbreviations—Mr., Mrs., Dr. and name of months. 
Period, question mark, exclamation mark. 
1. Talks about the work of the children at home. 
2. Morals: Self respect and self control. Prudence. 
3. Health: Wear and Repair of the Body. Need of 

food, exercise and rest. 
4. Poem: Wynken, Blvnken and Nod.—Field. 
5. Fable: The Lark and Her Young Ones. 
6. Story: The Three Bears. 

7. Nature Story: The Vapor Family (Cat Tails). 
8. Picture: Shoeing the Bay Mare.—Landseer. 

Writing: 

Training in position, movement and manner of holding 
pencil. 

Letters, words and sentences from blackboard. 
Words and sentences from reader. 
Secure good form. 

Pupils may use slate or paper and hard pencil. 
Drill on muscular movement. 
Write capitals. 
Write small letters. 

Work for speed. 
No lazy, unhealthful or cruel positions taken. 



Drill a part of every lesson. 
Ink used in every grade after second. 
The teacher never writing a word or letter that is not 

done with great care. 
Exhibit of pieces of work every two weeks. 
No scrawling, loose, and careless work accepted. 
Caution: It is advisable to have a writing lesson every 

day. The writing period should be used primarily 
for writing. Oral explanation and demonstration 
should consume but a small part of the time. 

Grade Achievements: 

At the end of the term the pupil should be proficient 
in grade achievements of previous grades and in 
addition should be able 
1. To write in correct f o rm: 

a. 5 capitals taught in this grade. 
b. Easy words and sentences involving all 

the letters taught. 
2. To make application of forearm movement. 

VI. Geography: 

Observational. 

1. Season changes. 
Spring: 

Effect upon man life. 
Summer: 

Animal life. 
Autumn: 

Plant life. 
Winter. 

2. Weather conditions. 
Heat, sunshine, rain. 
Cold, cloud, snow. 
Sky, sun, moon. 

3. Surface features. 
Valleys, mountains, plains, bills. 
Rivers, lakes, oceans, bays. 



Farming, dairying, fruit producing. 
Raising cattle, hogs, sheep. 
Gardening, ranches. 

5. Commerce. 
Buying, selling, trading. 
Manufacturing: Raw materials, finished products, 

materials of home production, materials brought 
to the home. 

6. Transportation. 
Wagons. 
Trucks. 
Trains. 
Mail. 

> 
World Geography—Descriptive and Pictorial: 

7. Stories of childlife in other lands. 
Cold lands, hot lands, frozen lands, desert lands, 

high lands, low lands. 
8. Map work. 

Location, direction, symbols, names. 
9. Pictures. 

Cut, paste in booklet and write short story about 
the picture. 

VII. Hygiene: 

1. Food. 
Kind best suited to little children. 
Proper use of sweets, effects of too much food 

and of too frequent eating, proper mastication. 
2. Drinking. 

Do not drink while mouth is full of food. 
Good drinks—milk, water, cocoa. 
Poor drinks—tea, coffee, soda, beer, cider. 

3. Table Manners. 
Let children demonstrate setting of table and 

proper use of knife, fork, spoon, napkin; how to 
pass dishes so as not to touch inside, or to touch 
the food of others ; wash hands before eating. 



4. Courtesy in school and home life and on street. 
5. Bedroom Habits. 

A t night remove all day clothing and spread out 
to air. Open window top and bottom. In the 
morning open windows wide, exposing bed 
clothing to sun and air. 

6. Physical Exercises. 
Do not fail to have frequent marching and sing-

ing games to break up the formal recitation 
periods. The teacher should play games out of 
doors with children at recess. 

7. Self-reliance. 
The responsibility of the child for his own physi-

cal condition should be emphasized from now on. 
8. Undesirable Nasal and Breathing Habits. 

Imperfect breathing from bad posture or constrict-
ing clothing. 

Fingering the interior of the nose. 
9. Imperfect Food-Canal Practices. 

Neglecting breakfasts. 
Eating candy and knicknacks between meals. 
Hurriedly gulping down food at meal times. 
Unwholesome beverage and drink habits. 
Gum-chewing—it is both hygienically and estheti-

cally undesirable. 
Exchanging bites of candy, apples, etc., with other 

pupils. 
Putting pencils, papers, and other promiscuous 

things into the mouth. 
The spitting nuisance. 
Neglect of alimentary elimination. 

10. Neglected Exercise and Posture. 
Persistently undesirable sitting and standing pos-

tures. 
Slovenly walking. 
Reluctance to engage in games. 

11. Undesirable Clothing. 
Wearing unclean or unsuitable clothing. 
Wearing wet or muddy or ill-fitting shoes. 
Wearing overshoes or other heavy outer clothing 

during school hours. 



THREE BUGS 
(Alice Cary.) 

Three little bugs in a basket, 
And hardly room for two ! 

And one was yellow, and one was black, 
And one like me or you. 

The space was small, no doubt, for all; 
But what should three bugs do? 

Three little bugs in a basket, 
And hardly crumbs for two; 

And all were selfish in their hearts, 
The same as I or you; 

So the strong ones said, " W e will eat this bread, 
And that is what we' l l d o ! " 

Three little bugs in a basket, 
And the beds but two would hold; 

So they all three fell to quarreling— 
The white and the black and the gold; 

And two of the bugs got under the rugs, 
And one was out in the cold! 

So he that was left in the basket, 
Without a crumb to chew, 

Or a thread to wrap himself withal, 
When the wind across him blew, 

Pulled one of the rugs from one of the bugs, 
And so the quarrel grew! 

And so there was war in the basket, 
Ah, pity 'tis, 'tis true! 

But he that was frozen and starved at last 
A strength from his weakness drew, 

And pulled the rugs from both the bugs, 
And killed and ate them too ! 

Now when bugs live in a basket, 
Though more than it well can hold, 

It seems to me they had better agree— 
The white and the black and the gold, 

And share what comes of the beds and the crumbs, 
And leave no bug in the cold. 



OCTOBER'S PARTY 
October gave a party: 

The leaves by hundreds came, 
The Ashes, Oaks, and Maples, 

And the leaves of every name. 

The sunshine spread a carpet, 
And everything was grand. 

Miss Weather led the dancing; 
Professor Wind the band. 

The Chestnuts came in yellow, 
The Oaks in crimson dressed; 

The lovely Misses Maple, 
In purple, looked their best. 

All balanced to their partners, 
And gayly fluttered by. 

The sight was like a rainbow, 
New fallen from the sky. 

Then in the rustic hollows 
At hide-and-seek they played. 

The party closed at sundown, 
And everybody stayed.—Selected. 

A child should always say what's true 
And speak when he is spoken to, 
And behave mannerly at table; 
At least as far as he is able. 

—Robert Louis Stevenson. 

In the heart of a seed 
Buried deep, so deep, 

A dear little plant 
Lay fast asleep. 

" W a k e ! " said the sunshine, 
" A n d creep to the l ight . " 

' ' W a k e ! ' ' said the voice 
Of the raindrops bright. 

The little plant heard 
And it rose to see 

What the wonderful 
Outside world might be. —K. L. Brown. 



Two little clouds one summer's day 
Went flying through the sky. 

They went so fast they bumped their heads, 
And both began to cry. 

Old Father Sun looked out and said, 
"Oh, never mind, my dears, 

I'll send my little fairy folk 
To dry your falling tears." 

One fairy came in violet, 
And one in indigo, 

In blue, green, yellow, orange, red— 
They made a pretty row. 

They wiped the cloud tears all away 
And then, from out the sky ; 

Upon a line the sunbeams made, 
They hung their gowns to dry. 

—Lizzie M. Hadley. 

MY SHADOW 

I have a little shadow that goes in and out with me, 
And what can be the use of him is more than I can see. 
He is very, very like me from the heels up to the head; 
And I see him jump before me, when I jump into my bed. 

The finest thing about him is the way he likes to grow— 
Not at all like proper children, which is always very slow; 
For he sometimes shoots up taller like an India-rubber ball, 
And he sometimes gets so little that there's none of him at all 

He hasn't got a notion of how children ought to play, 
And can only make a fool of me in every sort of way. 
He stays so close beside me, he's a coward you can see; 
I'd think shame to stick to nursie as that shadow sticks to me 

One morning, very early, before the sun was up, 
I rose and found the shining dew on every buttercup; 
But my lazy little shadow, like an arrant sleepy head, 
Had stayed at home behind me and was fast asleep in bed. 



IX. Music: 
a. Suggested Lesson Plan: 

1. Open each recitation with the singing of a fa-
miliar song. 

2. Take up the new work planned for the day. 
3. Review and complete work previously studied. 
4. Close lesson with familiar songs. 

b. Apportionment of Lesson Time: 
Ear training (oral and written dictation)—Prom 

2 to 5 minutes. 
New song material—5 minutes. 

c. Method of Beginning Songs: 
1. Sound the keynote on the pitch-pipe. 
2. Have the class respond, calling the given tone 

" d o . " 
3. Have the class sing the tonic chord with the 

syllable names. (In keys A flat, A, B flat, B, 
have class sing do—mi—sol—mi—do—(low) 
sol—do.) 

4. Have the class sing to the starting tone of the 
song. 

5. Count two measures to establish the rhythm of 
new songs and exercises to be sung at sight. 
When the song begins on the primary accent 
or first beat in a measure, count in this fash-
ion : 1, 2, 3, 4,—1, 2, 3, sing. In case the song 
begins on a weak or unaccented beat count 
in this fashion: 1, 2, 3, 4,—1, sing; or 1, 2, 
3, 4,—1, 2, sing. After the song is learned, 
begin on the first beat of the song without 
introductory counting. Teach the children 
to fol low the director. 

6. After this preliminary exercise have the class 
start the song without assistance. Insist on 
a good independent attack. Encourage the 
class to have confidence in their own ability. 

d. Rote Songs: 
1. Rules for finding " d o " or key note (in Grade 

3 introduce the rules for finding " d o " with 
no reference to the letter names of keys). 



a. Sharp keys— 
Call the last sharp in the key signature 

" t i " and count to " d o . " 
b. Flat keys— 

Call the last flat in the key signature 
" f a " and count to " d o . " 

2. Rhythm: 
a. Teach new rhythmic problems as they oc-

cur in the songs. 
b. Begin metric dictation. 
c. Teach the value and use of the eighth 

note and rest. 
d. Review 2 /4 and 3 /4 time and develop 

4/4, 3 /8 and 6/8 time as found in song 
material (the meaning of upper and 
lower figures). 

3. Ear Training: 
Develop aural power through oral and writ-

ten dictation in the intervals of the dia-
tonic scale, 

e. Discriminating Listening: 
1. The following types of music are suggested for 

this grade : 
a. That which is especially adapted for quiet 

listening. 
b. That adapted to memorization of melo-

dies. 
c. That which is descriptive in character. 
d. That which lends itself to rhythmic inter-

pretation. 
2. Introduce a study of the common instruments 

of the orchestra such as violin, cornet, and 
flute. 

Standards of Attainment: 
a. Ability to sing correctly and pleasingly forty to 

sixty new songs, some of which should be memo-
rized, including four stanzas of " A m e r i c a " and 
the first stanza of "America, the Beautiful ." 

b. Ability to recognize compositions used as memory 
selections, to interpret rhythms and identify a few 
of the common instruments, such as violin, cornet, 
and flute. 



e. Ability to sing simple songs from sight. 
d. Ability of the majority of children to sing individu-

ally some of the songs sung by the class as a whole. 
e. Ability to write simple dictation exercises. 
f. Ability to recognize aurally 4/4, 3/8, and 6/8 time. 
g. Ability to recognize and use an eighth note and rest. 

X . Nature Study, and Agriculture: 
1. Animals. 

a. Dogs: Traits, uses, care, kinds. 
b. Birds: Robin, bluebird, chickadee, chipping 

sparrow, English sparrow, crow; as to ap-
pearance, habits, song, good or bad for com-
munity. 

c. Frogs and salamanders: Tree frog, toad, red 
and green newts; as to food, habits, appear-
ance, habitat. 

d. Fishes: Sunfish, goldfish, shiners; as to food, 
appearance, where found, relative value as 
food. 

e. Miscellaneous: Snakes, turtles; as to kinds, ap-
pearance, habits, place of living. 

2. Plants. 
a. Wild flowers: Arbutus, anemone, goldenrod, 

dandelion, aster, bluets, burdock, buttercup, 
milkweed, poison ivy, oxeye daisy; as to ap-
pearance, uses, good or bad. 

b. Garden radishes, onions, rhubarb; studied sim-
ply as plants as suggested above. 

c. Fruit: Peach, plum; studied as a tree and 
fruit and not as a farm product. 

d. Trees: Soft maple, chestnut; as to appearance, 
shape of leaves, kind of bark, character of 
wood. 

Agriculture: 
1. Farm Crops. 

a. Corn—planting, gathering. 
b. Cotton—planting, picking. 

2. Garden and Orchard. 
a. Apple—uses as food, storing for winter, gather-

ing. 
b. Beans—planting, uses, canning. 

% 



3. Domestic Animals. 
a. Cow—feeding, watering, housing, uses, value. 
b. Horse—uses, feeding, value. 

4. Miscellaneous. 
a. Farm implements: Hoe, rake, plow, as to uses, 

appearance, etc. 
b. Weeds: The most common good and bad ones 

in relation to farm activities. 
Drawing: 

Drawings from grasses and grains. 
Practice applying flat washes and graded washes. 
Simple wash landscapes containing trees. 
Picture study. 
Draw and paint autumn leaves. 
Draw and paint vegetables and fruits. 
Picture study. 
Landscape showing autumn coloring. 
Cut paper landscape suggesting harvest or to illustrate 

story. 
Line capital alphabet. (Squared paper may be used.) 
Picture study. 
Christmas card including lettering. 
Calendar, or Christmas work, with special attention to 

spacing. 
Picture study. 
Outline drawing of simple pottery shapes. 
Winter landscape with snow, hill and distant trees. 
Line action figures. 
Illustrative drawing. 
Picture study. 
Combine landscape and figures; as children coasting. 
Valentine. 
Simple spacing problem for decoration of handwork. 
Picture study. 
Drawing of cylindrical objects. (Objects should be 

shown to class, discussed, then drawn, each pupil 
drawing the same view.) 

Animal drawing in line. 
Animal booklet using animal motif for decoration. 
Picture study. 
Color work ; tints and shades of one color. 



Surface pattern and decorative units using stick print-
ing. 

Use color schemes from nature. 
Picture study. 
Crayon decoration for handwork problem. 
Paint or draw flowers and leaves. 
Draw Union Jack, color with water color or crayon. 
Picture study. 
Use symmetrical flower shapes cut from folded paper as 

stencil units for pattern to be repeated. 
Standards of Attainment: 

1. Well established habit of drawing freely. 
2. Ability to draw common utensils, tools, and other 

familiar forms with a fair degree of accuracy in 
silhouette and outline. 

3. Ability to paint from nature in nearly exact hues. 
Knowledge of terms: vertical, horizontal, opposite, 
parallel; plane figures; square, rectangle, oblong, 
circle, ellipse, triangle. 

4. Use ruler measuring to one-half inch and compass 
in drawing circle. 

5. Some appreciation of color arrangement. 
6. Ability to invent units and to distribute these in 

surface patterns and borders. 
7. Some ability to distribute masses pleasingly in a 

poster, to cut and space poster letters. 
8. Draw with an attempt at representation of true pro-

portions the figure of boy or girl and to plan and 
make costumes in appropriate colors. 

XII . General Exercises: 
Special Day Observances: 

1. Columbus Day. (a) Why we celebrate October 
12. (b) Who Columbus was. (c ) His boyhood, 
(d) His schooling, (e) W h y Columbus wanted 
to be a sailor, ( f ) The preparation for his voy-
age. (g ) Incidents of the voyage, (h) What 
he found in the new land, (i) What he told 
the queen, ( j ) "What we think about Columbus. 

The above units may be developed in story 
form and reproduced by the pupils. The lead-
ing scenes may be dramatized in a simple way. 



2. Thanksgiving- Day. (a) When it comes, (b) Why 
it comes, (c ) Who were the Pilgrims? Why 
were they so called? (d) W h y did they leave 
England? (e) Why did they leave Holland? 
( f ) What did they do in America? (g ) How the 
Indians helped the Pilgrims, (h) How they 
started the custom of keeping Thanksgiving 
Day. (i) How our Thanksgiving Day differs 
from that first Thanksgiving. 

Suggestions for observance: (1) Having a 
program. (2) Studying well-known pictures 
(see catalog). (3) Collecting materials for a 
dinner for some needy family. (4) Telling the 
story in " l iv ing pictures." 

3. Christmas Day. (a) When it comes, (b) Its 
meaning, ( c ) Its observance in schoolroom. 
(d) Developing the story of the Christ Child. 
(e) The Christmas star and the watch of the 
shepherds, ( f ) The wise men and gifts for the 
Christ Child, (g ) Finding the Child, (h) How 
we keep Christmas: (1) preparation, (2) deco-
rations for tree, making gifts, entertaining 
friends, remembering the unfortunate. ( i ) 
Christmas in other lands. 

4. Lincoln's Birthday, (a) W h y we remember it. 
(b) The little boy, Abraham, (c) W h y he liked 
to study, (d) How he obtained his education, 
(e) His kindness to people, his love for his 
mother, his kindness to animals (stories of Lin-
coln) . ( f ) How the affairs in his life helped to 
make him president. 

5. Washington's Birthday, (a) When it is. (b) 
W h y we celebrate it. (c) How the little boy 
liked to play soldier, (d) His work in school. 
The rules of conduct he made for himself, (e) 
The place he held in his country, ( f ) How he 
became the first president, (g ) W h y the people 
liked him. 

6. Easter Day. (a) What it means, (b) How we 
keep it. ( c ) Stories about the Easter rabbit or 
about the Easter eggs. 



7. Mother's Day. (a) W h y mothers should have a day. 
(b ) The things we can do at home to show our 
love for mother, ( c ) The things we can do at 
school, (d) Making a booklet for mother, ( f ) 
How we know that mothers love their children, 
(g ) How we know that children love their 
mothers. 

8. Flag Day. (a) W h y we should have a flag day. 
(b) A description of our flag, (c ) The signifi-
cance of stars and stripes, (d) How we ob-
tained our first flag, (e) W h y we should love 
our flag, ( g ) How we may honor our flag, (h) 
How the flag should be displayed, ( i ) Our flag 
salute, ( j ) Pledge of loyalty. 

XIII . Prohibition: 
Cigarettes: 

1. What is a cigarette? 
2. Who makes the cigarettes? 
3. What are they made of? 
4. Does tobacco grow here? 
5. Dangers in smoking. 
6. How does smoking hurt the eyes? 
7. How does the smoking hurt the throat? 
8. How does the smoking hurt the lungs? 
9. How does smoking burn up your money? 

10. Smoking is poisoning the body. 
11. Smoking is an unclean habit. 



FOURTH GRADE 





FOURTH GRADE 

I. Reading Text-book 

II. Arithmetic Elementary Text-book 

III. Language Text-book 

IV. Spelling Text-book 

Y. Geography Elementary Geography 

VI. Writing Manual 

VII. History History Stories 

VIII. Hygiene and Sanitation 

IX. Nature Study... 

X. Memory Work 

XI. Music 

XII. Drawing 

XIII. Citizenship 



I. Reading: 

Continue drill upon difficult words. 
Application of phonetic knowledge. 
Word grouping. 
Practice silent reading. 
Commence instruction in use of dictionary. 
Emphasize thought getting rather than mechanical side of 

reading. 
Minimum requirements. 
One Fourth Reader as a text, two supplementary Readers. 

Literature and Picture Study 
1. Stories: 

Little Daffodilly 
Jungle Book and Just-So Stories 
Stories from Fifty Famous Stories Retold. 

The Crow and the Cheese 
The Camel and the Tent 
Alladin and the Wonderful Lamp 
Nahum Prince 

Aesop 
Aesop 

Arabian Nights 
Edward Everett Hale 

Hawthorne 
..Kipling 
.Baldwin 

2. Poems: 

October's Bright Blue Weather 
Discontent— 
A Sudden Shower 
The Brook Song 
Paul Revere's Ride 
The Windmill 
The First Snowfall 
Boy 's Song 
The Barefoot Boy 
In School Days 
Bean Porridge Hot 
Robert of Lincoln 
The Twenty-third Psalm 
The Boy 's Protest .New York Independent 

H. H. Jackson 
Sarah Orne Jewett 

Riley 
Riley 

Longfellow 
Longfellow 

Lowell 
Hogg 

Whittier 
Whittier 

..Hatch 
.Bryant 



The Horse Fair Rosa Bonheur 
Changing Pastures Rosa Bonheur 
Who'll Buy a Rabbit Bremen 
The Balloon Dupre 
The Shepherdess - Millet 
Sheep Shearing Millet 
Shoeing the Horse Landseer 
Dignity and Independence Landseer 
Can't you Talk? Holmes 
The Boy Columbus 
Portraits of Landseer and James Whitcomb Riley. 

Oral Reading. 

a. Miscellaneous audience reading. 
b. Each pupil bring a short unit to read to the class. At the end 

of the period the class may discuss which selection they 
liked best and why. When the reader has finished the pupils 
should be ready to give the most interesting point. Does the 
title fit the story. 

Silent Reading. 

a. Use suggestions for second and third grades. 
b. Encourage silent reading at home for pleasure. 
c. In this grade the study of history and geography will fur-

nish supplementary material f o r silent reading. 
d. Discuss current events in class as a stimulus to reading cur-

rent events silently in papers and magazines. 
e. At least half of the reading in grade four should be silent 

reading. 
f. Have pupils read a selection silently with the idea of criticiz-

ing it. 
g. Establish standards for the class in both rate and compre-

hension and keep a chart of the class so that pupils may know 
their progress. 

h. Tell the children the proper eye movement for good reading. 



Attainments: 

1. Ability to read silently any factual material suitable for the 
grade at a rate of 140 to 160 words per minute. 

2. Ability to use the table of contents and index of all books 
studied. 

3. Ability to interpret thought accurately through reproduction, 
dramatization and illustration. 

4. Ability to find words in the dictionary. 
5. Ability to draw valid conclusions from material read. 
6. Ability to comprehend 5 0 % of the ideas in a 400-word passage. 
7. Rate of silent reading should exceed that of oral reading. 
8. Two-fifths of the reading time should be devoted to intensive 

or study type; three-fifths to reading for pleasure. 
9. Ability to find the central thought in paragraphs. 

II. Arithmetic: 

1. Reading and Writing Numbers. 
To 100,000. Roman numerals through L. Dollars and 
cents in decimal form. 

2. Counting. 
By 6's, 7's, 8's and 9's to twelve times each of these num-
bers. 

3. Addition. 
Adding numbers in series presented visually and orally. 
Drill in abstract work and give one-step problems. 

4. Subtraction. 
Drill in abstract work and give one-step problems. 

5. Multiplication. 
Tables developed through 12x12. 
Multiplicands with dollars and cents. Multipliers with 
two figures; short process of multiplication by 10 and 
100. 

6. Division. 
Long division, dividends for four figures. 

7. Measurement. 
Ounce, pound, inch, foot, yard and mile. Square inch. J 
Review of denominate units already learned. 



8. Fractions. 
Idea of halves, fourths, eighths, thirds, sixths, fifths, and 
tenths of single things and of groups. Comparison of halves 
with quarters and eighths, of thirds with sixths. Finding 
more than one fractional part of single things objectively. 
Finding more than one fractional part of groups of things 
which are multiples of the denominator. 

Standards of Achievement for Grade IV. 

Ability to read and write numbers of six-places. 
Ability to write Roman Numerals from I to C and D to M. 
Ability to add limited to seven addends and three and four-

place numbers, involving all difficulties. 
Ability to subtract involving all difficulties. 
Ability to multiply by two and three-place multiplier. 
Ability to use short multiplication by 10 and 100. 
Ability to divide by short division with carrying. 
Ability to apply square measure. 
Ability to find area of rectangle. 
Ability to add and subtract simple fractions of unlike denom-

inators and take a fractional part of numbers. 
Ability to find average. 
Ability to solve two-step problems. 
Ability to approximating results. 
Ability to draw to scale. 

III. Language: 
Three-fourths of the language time should be given to oral 

work. 
1. Oral. 

Concise statements. 
Elimination of " a n d , " " s o " and " w h y " habits. 
Distinct speech. 
Drills. 
Errors of verbs, pronouns, pronunciation. 
Reading and discussion of stories and poems. 
Dramatization. 
Telling picture stories. 
Reproducing stories from different standpoints. 
Original conversation. 
Original experiences and adventures. 



2. "Written Composition. 
Fix sentence sense. 
Simple letter writing. 
Language forms. 
Social letter forms. 
Capitalization of titles of books and poems. 
Apostrophe in possessive singular. 
Paragraph indentation. 
Writing a story from an outline. 

3. Word Study. 
Drills to correct bad form and establish good form. 
Study of words for beauty, accuracy and clearness of ex-

pression. Opportunities to use the words, thus intelli-
gently added to the pupil's vocabulary, must be definite 
and frequent. 

Common contractions. 
Abbreviations of days, months, titles of respect, and places 

used in writing letter headings and addresses. 
Some common synonyms and homonyms. 

4. Mechanical Forms.—Review and further application of 
the work of the Third Year. 
Sentences. 
Statements. 
Questions. 
Exclamatory sentences. 
Capitals. 
To begin quotations, days of the week, names of the 

months, places and abbreviations used in writing 
friendly letters. 

Punctuation. 
Period after abbreviations. 
Apostrophe in contractions and to denote possession. 
Exclamation mark. 

Oral work. 
a. Sources of material for topics in oral composition. 

(a) Home life and school l i fe—work and play, toys, lessons, 
(b) Holiday events—The nation's holidays and local cele-

brations. 
(c) Social education—The Golden Rule and fair play; 

working together and ways of service, perseverance and 
good work; respect for authority; self-control; self-
reliance. 



(d) Problems in nature study about trees, seasons, etc. 
At least 50% of the work should be oral. 

2. Written Composition. 
a. Written compositions of three or four sentences. 
b. Introduce the paragraph form. 
c. Begin the writing of social letters. 
d. The use of capitals at the beginning of sentences, the word 

I, and names of persons and places, the names of the days 
of week and months of year. Make the proper use of the 
period and question mark at the end of sentences. 

Standard Achievements : 
1. Ability to talk freely in all the recitations of the grade. 
2. Fourth grade children should be able to compose a para-

graph of four or five well constructed, logically arranged 
sentences. The work should be done without the teacher's 
help, but under her supervision. 

3. They should be able to write short original fables and 
stories from given types. 

4. They should be able to recite from memory, with clear dis-
tinct tones, and intelligent expression any three selections 
of moderate length, memorized during the year. 

5. They should be able to write a social letter of one para-
graph that is correct in form. 

6. The knowledge gained in language should be "carried 
over" into all school work. 

7. Correct use of technical forms given for this year. 

IV. Spelling: 
Teach elementary sounds of letters by proper diacritical 

marks. Name and define classes of letters and words. Continue 
work as in previous grade. 

Give thorough drill on each elementary sound and the symbol 
that represents it. Teach first the long and short vowels and their 
symbols and advance gradually until each of the vocals, sub-
voeals and aspirates has been made the subject of special drill. 
A knowledge of the phonic elements and their symbols is fun-
damental, since without this knowledge the pupil is not self-
helpful in the mastery of new words, either in the reader or any 
other text-book. 

All new words should be spelled orally, then written. 
The teacher is to emphasize written spelling, but due atten-



tion is to be given to oral spelling. Do not neglect it in the lower 
grades. 

Give attention to the division of words into syllables as found 
in the reader, also marking accented syllables. Continue drill in 
marking and sounding, as in preceding sections. 

Note carefully all new words. The best time to learn to spell 
them is when we first meet them. W e thus form the habit of not-
ing new words carefully. Pronounce and spell all difficult words 
found in the lessons of the month. 

Faults in teaching spelling. 
Poor selection of material. 
Testing rather than teaching. 
Too long lessons. 
Lack of careful assignment, e.g., " T a k e the next column." 
Lack of suggestions for study. 
Too much emphasis on oral spelling. 

One hundred spelling demons. 
which some write loose 
buy Tuesday busy just 
sure tired instead again 
having piece truly business 
meant where would know 
February ready though laid 
knew beginning they whole 
often hoarse there since 
been writing lose answer 
wear built doctor minute 
grammar easy very ache 
raise sugar many done 
women here could hour 
forty guess tear coming 
blue half won't wrote 
tonight separate used making 
heard Wednesday two does 
color whether any , every 
through none read shoes 
straight friend hear week 
can't seems among said 
says choose early their 
break cough enough believe 
don't always once much 
country too dear trouble 



V. Geography: 

1. Home or Out-of-Door Geography. 
Observational. 
Seasonal changes, to include sun's path. 
Weather conditions. 
Surface features. 
Type forms in the neighborhood, a basis for field work. 
Extension of field work to include similar larger types. 
Industrial activity in its relation to the environment. 

2. The earth as a whole or globe studies. 
Continents and oceans. 
Directions. 
Latitude and longitude. 
Size of the earth. 
Motions of the earth. 
Climatic conditions on the earth. 

3. Journey Geography. 
Study the following region, using the outline plan below. 
North America: 

Western Plains—wool, corn, or wheat. 
Cotton belt—cotton or sugar. 
Mountains—coal or lumber. 

South America: 
The rain forests of the Amazon—rubber. 

Europe: 
Rhine valley; Italy; or Russia. 

Asia: 
China and Japan; or India. 

Africa: 
Congo. 

4. Outline or plan: 
Location on map of region visited. 
Trace route of travel. 
Study of people. 
Industries. 
Products used at home and abroad. 
North America as a whole— 
Location and surrounding oceans. 



5. Oceans: 
Water of the ocean; taste, color, movement. 
Extent: How supplied with water, temperature, parts of 

the ocean. 
Value: As a source of rain water; for pleasure resorts; 

along shores; for navigation; as food supply. 
Harbors: Seaports. 
Uses of wharves, lighthouse, lightships, signals. 
Entrance to harbor: The channel buoy, pilots. 
Climate and industries of the different sections. 
People, history of settlement. 

6. United States. 
Location in continent. 
Boundaries, size, surface. 
States by sections. Capitals. 
Industry. 

Mining: Manufacturing: Farming: 
Gold Sugar refinery Cotton growing 
Silver Iron foundry Beet raising 
Copper Shipyards Dairy farms 
Iron Coke ovens Truck gardening 
Coal Clothing 

Domestic animals, wild animals. 
7. Colorado. 

Location and boundaries. 
Cities and towns. 

8. Rivers. 
Source—creek, stream. 
Changes and growth: Its upper part, middle part, lower 

course. 
River system: river basin. 
Principal rivers of Colorado. 

Describe surface of Colorado. Mountains, plains. 
Animals—domestic and wild. 
Plants. 
9. Transportation. 

Public highways. 
Waterways. 
Railroads. 
Aeroplanes. 



Board Outline of States 

1. Location and Position of 
States. 

12. Rainfall. 
13. Characteristic Products. 
14. Industries. 
15. Fruit raising. 
16. Lumbering. 
17. Agriculture. 
18. Wheat. 
19. Cotton, etc. 
20. Mining. 
21. Gold. 
22. Silver. 
23. Lead. 
24. Manufacturing. 
25. History. 

2. Surface and General Ap 
pearance. 

3. Mountains. 
4. Plains, hills. 
5. Coastline. 
6. Rivers, lakes, etc. 
7. Oceans. 
8. Soil. 
9. Climate. 

10. Temperature. 
11. Short mild winters; long 

warm summers. 

VI. Writing: 
1. Place emphasis on— 

Correct position. 
Correct drill movements. 
Application of movements in forming letters. 

2. Drill for rhythm, f o r accuracy in space, height and slant 
of all letters, on push and pull movements, on inverted 
ovals, on reverse ovals. 

3. Objectives: 
1. To gain facility in the processes already learned. 
2. To improve muscular co-ordination. 
3. A speed of fifty letters a minute. 
4. A quality of 50 on the Avers Scale and 16 on the Free-

man Scale or equivalent standards on similar scales. 
4. Materials: 

1. Same as in Grade III, except that a finer pen may be 

5. Content and method: 
1. Use material f rom other subjects f o r drill lessons, but 

the children should not be obliged to center their 
thoughts on composing the sentences to be written. 

Select a short poem or several short prose paragraphs for 
use as a basis f or each week 's work. Each week pay attention to 
one factor, and have the children make frequent comparisons. 

used. 



Uniformity of slant, alignment, spacing, and quality of line can 
be considered. 

Practice on the capitals. 
Use names of people, places, days, months. 
Write paragraphs containing words beginning with capitals. 
Keep up practice of exercises used in past months. 
Gradually increase speed. 

VII. History: 
1. Discoverers and Explorers. 

Age of discovery. Beginnings of trade with the East. 
Marco Polo, Italian—opened the way of trade with the 

East, 1298. 
Prince Henry, Portuguese—voyages to find a new route 

to the East, 1460. 
Vasca da Gama, Portuguese—southwestern route to the 

Indies, 1497. 
Columbus, Italian, under the auspices of Spain—in search 

for the ocean route to the Indies, finds a new world, 
1492. 

Vespucci, Spanish—gives the new world a name, 1498. 
English in America. 

Cabot, English—search for a new route to the Indies, 1498. 
Drake, English—first Englishman to sail around the world, 

1577. 
Spanish in America. 

Balboa, Spanish—across the continent from coast to coast; 
Panama, 1513. 

Magellan, Spanish—sailed around the world, found the 
famous route to the Indies, 1519. 

De Baca, Spanish—across the continent from coast to 
coast; Florida to Lower California, 1528. 

De Soto, Spanish—from coast to Mississippi River, 1542. 
French in America. 

Champlain—French. Search for a route to India, 1608. 
Joliet and Marquette. Great Lakes and Mississippi Valley. 
La Salle, French. Great Lakes and Mississippi Valley, 

1682. 
2. Colonization. 

Attempts. 
St. Augustine. Florida, by the Spanish, 1565. 



Fort Caroline, Florida, by the French under Laudonierre, 
1565. 

Roanoke, Virginia, by the English, under Sir Walter Ra-
leigh, 1585. 

Permanent settlements. 
Virginia, 1607. 
Motive for settlement. 
John Smith and his experiences. 
Plantation life. 
First law-making body in America met in Jamestown, 1619. 

New York, 1614. 
Henry Hudson and the Dutch. 
Establishment of New Amsterdam. 
Life in New Amsterdam. 
Governor Stuyvesant. 
One of the great estates. 
Conquest of Dutch Colony by the English. 

Massachusetts, 1620. 
Motive for settlement. 
Voyage. 
Planting colony. 
Life under Governor Bradford. 
Development of industries. 
Customs. 
Indian troubles. 
Comparison with life in Virginia. 

Maryland, 1634. 
Motive for settlement. 
Lord Baltimore, 
Voyage. 
Planting colony. 
State Pioneers— 

Thomas and Michael Cresap. 
Trade and difficulties with her neighbors. 
Colonial life—government. 
Comparisons made with other settlements. 

Pennsylvania, 1682. 
William Penn and the Quakers. 
Motive for settlement. 
Treatment of Indians, 



Philadelphia. 
Franklin. 
Comparisons with other settlements. 

3. French and Indian War, 1759. 
Cause. 
French forts. 
English determined to drive out French. 
Washington, as messenger and soldier. 
The war. 
Results. 

4. National Holidays. 
Thanksgiving: Customs; past and present. 
Story of the Feast of Tabernacles. 
Norse Story of Baldur. 
Greek Story of Ceres. 
Harvest Home in England. 
Origin of American Thanksgiving. 
History of the day as a national event. 
Customs of today. 

Christmas. 
Christmas in England or Colonial Christmas in Maryland 

and Virginia. 
Lincoln's birthday. 
Washington. 

The father of his country. 
Home at Mt. Vernon. 
Public life. 

French and Indian War. 
Commander-in-chief in Revolutionary War. 
First President. 

Stories to tell: 
Betty Randolph and Her Morning Visitor. 
Cornwallis' Shoe Buckles. 
Washington's Christmas Gift. 

Colorado Day. 
Memorial Day. 
Fourth of July. 

Colorado: 
1. Review the study of Indian life. What tribes occupied this 

territory? Struggle with whites for occupation. Indian re-
mains, Reservations. 



2. Detailed study of Cliff Dwellers, Pictures, Indian collec-
tions, Legends. 

3. First white settlers, reasons for coming. 
4. Discovery of gold. 
5. Location of first mining camps. Study of minerals found 

here. Mineral collections. 
6. Reasons for growth of cities and their location. 
7. Scenic features—mountains, locate chief ranges and high-

est peaks, glaciers, lakes, mesas, national parks. 
8. Health resorts. 
9. Each child make an individual history book, containing 

pictures, maps, and stories. 
VIII. Hygiene and Sanitation: 

1. The work of the first four grades should be given orally. 
2. Ventilation. 

Why we should have plenty of fresh air. 
Ill effects of poorly ventilated homes and schools. 

3. Exercise. 
Correct posture. 
Regular habits. 
Cleanliness. 

Germs in dust and dirt. 
Importance of cleanliness and care of all food supplies. 
Why flies and mosquitoes should be kept out of house. 
What should be done with garbage. 

4. The teeth. 
Structure of the teeth. Their formation and number; 

temporary and permanent teeth; danger in cracking 
hard substances; how teeth may be cared for. 

5. The "Health Chores" of the "Modern Health Crusade" 
may be done in all four grades. 

6. Food and Drink. 
Why we need food ; food for power; food for warmth. 
Why Ave need varieties of food ; a good diet for young 

people. 
Why we need drink; amount of water in the body; amount 

of water in the food. 
Why water is the best drink. Source of water supply and 

its protection. Why tea and coffee are not good drinks 
for children. 

Alcohol an injurious drink. 



IX. Nature Study: 
1. FALL. 

Put tilings in order for winter around house and grounds. 
Assist in canning and preserving. 

Report on school garden. 
Products raised. 
"What was done with products—results. 
Have display of vegetables and flowers. 

2. WINTER. 
Physical. 

Observation of changes in temperature. 
Length of day and night, prevailing currents of air, 

winds. 
Frost. 
Keep a weather record. 
Phases of the moon—the eclipse. 
Constellations—Big Dipper, Little Dipper, Orion, Cas-

siopeia's Chair, Pleiades, Pole Star, Venus, Jupiter, 
Mars, The Milky Way. 

Make a collection of minerals and rocks. 
Animals. 

Rats, flies and mosquitoes as disease carriers. 
Traps and cement foundations. 
Milk and babies' diseases. 
Yellow fever. 

3. SPRING. 
Plant Life. 
Home yard—keep down weeds everywhere. 

School gardens. 
Plant many vegetables. 
Learn to transplant. 
Review methods of destroying injurious insects. 

Trees. 
Study kinds, cottonwood, evergreen, pussywillow, lin-

den, maple, elm, box-elder, pine, fir, spruce. 
Plant trees at home. Forestry. 
Observe Arbor Day. 

Make drawings of leaves in booklets. 
Collect specimens of the different kinds of woods. 



Animal Life. 
Start pen of chickens. 

Study chicken pests—lice, mites, rats, weasels, moult-
ing, disease. 

Learn proper housing. 
Plant seed—sunflower, etc. 

Learn cost of feed. 
Comparative habits of animals, offensive and defensive. 
Structure, use of senses of common animals. 
Build bird houses. 

4. SUMMER. 
Plant Life. 

Use of vegetables from gardens. 
Destroy weeds and injurious insects—what about lady-

bug. 
Gather wild flowers for study and comparison, with the 

cultivated, but do not pull up the roots. 
Wild flowers, oxalis, phlox, geranium, snapdragon, sweet 

clover, dogtooth, shooting-star, columbine, harebells, 
etc. 

Animal Life. 
Birds. 

Physical Phenomenon. 
Study constellations on summer nights. 

Occupations. 
Learn to use a camera. 
Examination with reports of credits kept. 

Follow the plan of the first year's work, enlarging the lists 
of animals and plants with which to make the children familiar. 

Birds: Migration, nest-building, brooding, care of young. 
Hen and chicks compared with other birds. 

Insects: Fly, bee, butterfly, grasshopper, ant, wasp. Observe 
ant and bee colonies. Rear silk-worms in the room and observe 
metamorphoses. Collect cocoons. 

Some natural phenomena may be observed. Qualities of water, 
ice, steam. Force and effect of winds. Clouds, their motion and 
color. 

Effect of heat and cold on water, on soil, on plants and ani-
mal life. 



Bird: Study parts; head, bill, plumage. Observe habits, 
nesting places, song, food, enemies, and means of defense, of the 
owl, blue jay, crow, linnet, humming bird, gull, etc. 

Insects: Beetle, dragon-fly, mosquito, house-fly, plant pests. 

X . Memory Work: 
"Poetry is the record of the best and happiest moments of the 

best and happiest minds."—Shelley. 
It has been said that poetry is for the ear and not for the eye. 

This should be remembered in presenting a poem. Let the class 
hear it from the teacher in its entirety as the first step in its study. 

Outline for Poem Study. 
1. What is the poem about? 
2. What part did you like best? 
3. What word pictures could you see ? 
4. How did the poem make you feel? 

(Personal experience suggested by poem.) 
The story of the author may be told in simple form by the 

teacher. 
Memorize from the book, or by stanzas from the board as 

conditions suggest. 
Suggested poems. 

The Norse Lullaby. 
Hats Off. 
The Night Wind. 
Sweet and Low. 
The Wind and the Leaves. 
Seven Times One. 
Your Flag and My Flag. 
The Fairies. 
Little Brown Hands. 
September. 

Correcting Composition Work 
This should be done during the recitation period. This is the 

only way in which pupils will gain the power to correct their own 
work. Seldom should a teacher direct the children to copy a 
composition. 

During these years it is well to limit the number of para-
graphs in a composition to three, with not more than fifty words 
in each paragraph. 

Much of the best material for language work is obtained 
from the field of history, geography, civcs, and hygiene. 



XI. Music: 

1. Songs. 
Simple chord-work. 
Continue sight reading. 
Rote songs; patriotic, national, easy classic or folk songs. 

2. Breathing exercises, tone work and ear training. 
3. Suggested songs. 

Home Sweet Home. 
Star Spangled Banner. 
Carry Me Back to Old Virginia. 
Old Polks at Home. 
The Hunters. 

Procedure: 
1. Singing repertory songs for pleasurable musical experi-

ence. 
2. Individual singing for strengthening individual capability. 
3. Ear training, using the song material as technical study, to 

develop the power to understand and read the printed language 
of music. 

4. Use of the keyboard instrument in accompaniments, for 
purposes of explanation and illustration. 

Attainments: 
1. Continued development of song singing. 
2. Ability of 90 per cent to sing at least ten of the songs sung 

by the class as a whole. 
3. Ability to recognize and write the names of five or six 

additional standard compositions upon hearing them, and ca-
pacity to observe the characteristic features of songs sung and 
music heard, these being mentioned in so far as they strike the at-
tention because of the pleasure they give the hearer. 

XII. Drawing: 
1. Leaves, grasses, sprigs. 

Simple flowers, sunflowers, buttercup, tulips. 
2. Fruits and vegetables: Pumpkin, beets, radishes, carrots, 

apples, lemons. 
3. Objects in black and white. 
4. Design holiday cards. 

Use coloring if available. 



1. Observation and oral description. That is, what do you 
see, and how do you describe it? 

2. Make an outline drawing of the parts and of the object 
studied. 

3. Write a composition describing what you have seen. 

XIII . Citizenship: 
1. How the family lives—the daily problems of life which 

confront its members. HOW each can do his part. 
2. The work of the school—how all can work together so 

that every child can help and be helped to the best ad-
vantage. 

3. How the community helps the home and the school. What 
they must do to help. 

GOALS 
1. Industry 

Some conception of the work of the people in the home, in 
the school, and in the community, and an appreciation of the 
worth of their industry. 

Habits of work as assigned and directed. 
A growing ability to work undirected, to find other work 

when the assigned task is completed. 

2. Self-Reliance 
A growing ability to work without help from others, to 

have faith in personal ability, to exercise best effort. 

3. Perseverance 
Feeling of appreciation for persistent effort as shown by 

mother, the fireman, the nurse, the policeman, ' 'The Hero of 
Haarlem," Columbus, etc. 

Increased effort toward the accomplishment of goals, in 
work or play; growing ability to keep at task until com-
pleted. 

4. Promptness 
Habits of beginning work at once; of arriving at school on 

time; of returning to the room at the signals; of handing in 
papers when requested; of removing wraps quickly; of re-
turning home immediately after school. 



5. Truth 
Feeling of responsibility for careful and accurate observa-

tion; understanding of the difference between fact and make 
believe; feeling of responsibility toward accuracy of state-
ment concerning home and school activities, schoolmates, 
schoolyard happenings, neighbors, and community affairs. 

6. Respect for Authority 
Habits of obedience to teachers' directions, to the rules of 

the school, to school signals, in fire drills, to the students' 
monitor, to traffic policeman, fire department, the postman, 
health nurse, attendance officer. 

7. Courtesy 
Habits of polite greeting, of being quiet while others work, 

of talking one at a time, of asking pardon, of waiting in turn. 
Habits of courtesy toward older people, toward tradesmen, 

toward the public officials. 

PROHIBITION 
Smoking- and Drinking: 

1. Why are cigarettes, cigars and pipe smoked? 
2. Who smokes? 
3. Does it cost money to smoke ? 
4. Does it make people stronger and healthier to smoke? 
5. Does it make people cleaner and better to smoke? 
6. Why do people drink? 
7. What is in drink that makes people like it ? 
8. Does it cost money to drink? 
9. Does it make people stronger and healthier to drink? 

10. Does it make people better citizens to drink? 





FIFTH GRADE 





FIFTH GRADE 

I. Reading Text-book 

II. Arithmetic - Text-book 

III. Spelling Text-book 

IV. Language - Text-book 

V. Writing ----- - Manual 

VI. Geography Elementary Geography Complete 

VII. Hygiene Elementary Hygiene 

VIII. History Text-book 

IX. Memory Work Selected 

X. Music 

XI. Nature Study 

XII. Drawing - -

XIII. General Exercises 
Patriotic Selections, Patriotic Readings and Story Telling 

XIV. Civics 



Reading: 

Pupils in the fifth grade should understand the mechan-
ical features of a book, which include: 

The title page, author, publisher's name. 
Meaning of copyright. 
Meaning of preface. 
Table of contents; how it differs from the index. 
Reason for division into chapters. 
Emphasize the use of dictionary. 
Oral reproduction. 
Teach silent reading. 
Sight reading. 
Rapid reading. 
Read for expression and enunciation. 
Read for thought and story. 
One basic reader, two supplementary. 

Aim is not merely to develop the ability to read for 
practical purposes, but to cultivate a taste for the 
right kind of reading. The work in reading must be 
enjoyed by both pupils and teacher. 

Aims: 

Learning to Read—To interpret the printed page with 
accuracy and a reasonable degree of rapidity. To 
" r ead voluntarily, extensively, and with evident in-
terest and absorption." The child "must develop a 
real love for reading—one that will prompt him to 
spend many of his leisure hours in reading for pleas-
ure. ' ' 

Reading to Learn—The emphasis should be placed on 
silent rather than on oral reading in intermediate and 
upper grades. Reading to learn is the fundamental 
aim of all upper grade teaching of reading. 

Enthusiasm, optimism, patience, resourcefulness, and 
the power to encourage and inspire, are necessary 
requisites on the part of the teacher to obtain these 
aims. 



1. Make sure that the mechanics of oral reading have 
been mastered. 
(a) Proper breathing. 
(b) Articulation. 
(c) Vocalization. 
(d) Punctuation. 

Make the pupil know that he must understand the 
thought before he can give natural expression in 
oral reading. 

2. Silent Reading. 
Emphasize reading for study by using text-books 

in history, geography, arithmetic, etc. 
About 50 per cent of reading time should be given 

to work-type and 50 per cent to the recreatory 
reading. 

Half the reading should be done silently. 
Children should make a list of words they do not 

know when reading silently. These lists will 
furnish material for word drill in a separate 
period. 

Continue any work necessary for the mastery of 
the mechanics of reading. The mechanics must 
be mastered in the intermediate grades if the 
child is to be a good reader. 

Old Clock on the Stairs Longfellow 
The Day Is Done Longfellow 
The Captain's Daughter . Fields 
God Bless Our Stars Forever ... B. F. Taylor 
Rain in the Summer.. Longfellow 
Squeer's Boarding School Dickens 
The W a y to Wealth .....Franklin 
Snow Storm on Mt. Shasta.. Muir 
Fight of Paso del Mar Bayard Taylor 
Deacon's One-Hoss Shay. Holmes 
Charge of the Light Brigade... Tennyson 
In Swanage Bay ...Muloch 
Wreck of the Hesperus Longfellow 
A Leak in the Dyke Phoebe Cary 
Keep a-Goin' Frank L. Stanton 



II. Arithmetic: 

1. The fundamental operations—drills for speed and 
accuracy. 

2. Factoring: The L. C. M. and G. C. D. of small num-
bers by factoring. 

3. Fractions, reduction, addition, subtraction, multipli-
cation and division. 

4. Decimals. 
Decimal notation. 
Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division. 

5. Denominate numbers. 
Use of comon tables. 

6. Mensuration. 
Area of triangle. 
Volume of a rectangular solid. 

7. Project problems. 
Cost of staple commodities. 
Comparison of wholesale and retail prices. 
Transportation costs. 
Costs of roads. 
Comparison of costs of rental of a home and pur-

chase on borrowed money, involving some ac-
quaintance with the facts of taxation, insurance, 
house upkeep. 

Standards for Promotion from the Fifth Grade A : 

At the close of the Fifth A grade a pupil should be 
able to : 

1. Read and write Arabic numbers through mil-
lions. 

2. Read and write United States money through 
millions. 

3. Read and write Roman numerals in common use. 

4. Perform with accuracy and a reasonable degree 
of speed the four fundamental processes with 
integers. 



5. Use in practical problems the standard units of 
weights and measures that have been taught. 
Perimeters and areas of squares and rectan-
gles. 

6. Add, subtract, multiply and divide common 
fractions in everyday use. 

7. Know the meaning and use of a decimal fraction 
within the limits prescribed in chapter IX. 

8. Understand the arithmetical terms used in con-
nection with the fundamental operations with 
integers, common and decimal fractions. 

9. Check all work in the fundamental operations. 

III. Spelling: 

Teaching a spelling lesson. 
Teach one word at a time. 
Teacher write the word on the board. 
"While writing it, the teacher pronounces it distinctly. 
Class pronounces the word. 
Individuals pronounce (several times if difficult). 
Develop meaning orally by definition or use in a sen-

tence. 
Divide the words into syllables. Pupils spell orally 

by syllables. Word spelled in concert by individ-
uals. 

Pupils find difficult parts of the word and parts they 
already know. 

To emphasize need of spelling, encourage children to 
make, posters, print signs, write advertisements, 
write letters, etc. 

Sometimes base spelling lesson on advertisements 
clipped from daily papers of bargains, real estate, 
etc. 

General suggestions. 

Always associate form, meaning and use of words. 
Work to make children independent, develop the dic-

tionary habit. 



Let the child find and correct his spelling mistakes 
when possible. 

Work to have children dissatisfied with poor spelling. 
Develop a "spell ing conscience." 

Teacher gives definition; class writes the word. 
Children write words in a story. 
One or two pupils write on the board, others on paper. 
Children group words according to : 

Meaning. 
Form. 
Derivation. 

Children build words from given roots, prefixes and 
suffixes. 

Word games of a. competitive nature, oral and written. 

The spelling text. 

1. Selection of words. 
Words in text often not in children's writing 

vocabularies. 
Words which children misspell not in spellers. 
Word lists needed, vary with environment; e. g., 

in western states, irrigate, seepage, coyote, 
chinook, lariat. 

In coast states, buoy, surf, island. 

2. Classification of words. 
By number of syllables. 
By sounds—diacritical markings. 
By rules. 
By structure—derivation of words. 
By meaning and use. 

3. Rules. A few to be taught inductively by group-
ing words already learned. 
Drop final e before a suffix beginning with a 

vowel, e. g., confuse confusion, have having. 
Monosyllables and words accented on the last 

syllable, ending in a single consonant preceded 
by a single vowel, double the final consonant 
on taking a suffix beginning with a vowel, e. 
g., plan planning, fun funny. 



Permanent compounds with " f u l l " and " a l l " 
drop one " l , " e. g., spoonful, always. 

Final " y " preceded by a consonant is changed 
to " i " on adding a suffix which does not be-
gin with " i " or the " s , " " c " and " g " be-
fore a, o, u are hard. 

Use of diacritical markings for non-phonetic 
words. 

Comparison with words already known. 

4. Meaning. 
An equivalent word, phrase or clause, or ex-

ample in a sentence given by teacher or other 
children. 

Given in text directly or contextually. 
Given in dictionary. 

Language: 

Oral language should occupy at least three-fifths of the 
language time. 

Suggested subjects: 
Observation lessons and reports. 

Good manners and right conduct. 
Habits of animals. 
Activities and interests of the community. 
Sports and amusements. 
Things they have felt, done, seen, heard, read or 

imagined. 
Recitation by topic. 

Biography. 
Geography. 
Current events. 
Stories. 
Pictures. 

Story-telling. 
Myths and legends. 
Biography. 
Adventure. 
Discovery. 
History. 
Nature work. 



Written work. 
Not more than two-fifths of the language time should 

be given to written work. All written work should 
be brief. 

Kinds of work. 
Original prose compositions. 
Letters of friendship. 
Simple business letters. 
Copying and dictation. 
Pay attention to form, neatness, headings and gen-

eral appearance of papers. 
Language forms, capitals, quotations, paragraphing, 

titles, first four parts of speech. 

Suggested Subjects for Original Compositions: 

The Lost Cent. 
My Favorite Picture. 
Describe a Bird Without Naming. 
Vacation. 
Games. 

Word study. 
Common errors in speech. 
Study of words to express clearness, beauty, accuracy. 
Common synonyms and homonyms. 

Teaching of mechanical forms. Study of perfect types. 
Sentences. 
Declarative, interrogative, exclamatory. 
Capitals to begin: 

First word of every sentence. 
Important words in titles. 
Proper names and words made from them. 
First word in every line of poetry. 
First word in every direct quotation. 
Abbreviations. 
Initials. 

Oral Expression: 
1. Reading and studying stories and poems. 
2. Dramatization of stories. 
3. Reproduction of folktales, fables, myths, legends, 

fairy tales, and true stories. 



4. Telling original fables, myths, fairy tales, true 
stories, picture stories and experiences. 

5. Reproducing and making original stories from out-
lines. 

6. Repeating poems and selected quotations from 
memory. 

7. Enlarging stories for dramatic effect. 
8. Reproducing in prose, stories given in rhyme. 
9. Studying a model quotation for mechanical forms, 

giving reasons for the use of each. 

Word Study: 
1. Common errors in speech. 
2. Study of words to express clearness, beauty, ac-

curacy. 
3. Common synonyms, and homonyms. 

Teaching of Mechanical Forms—Study of perfect types: 
1. Sentences. 

Declarative, interrogative, exclamatory. 
2. Capitals to begin: 

First word of every sentence. 
Important words in titles. 
Proper names and words made from them. 
First word in every line of poetry. 
First word of every direct quotation. 
Abbreviations. 
Initials. 

3. Making original fables from type fables studied. 
4. Repeating poems that have been chosen from a 

selected list and memorized. 
5. Making original stories from suggestions offered 

in another story or poem. 
6. Original descriptions. 
7. Telling true experiences and adventures. 
8. Making stories from an outline. 
9. Answering questions from an individual study of 

the printed page. This means getting and ar-
ranging thought clearly and expressing it in 
good English. 



Word Study: 
1. Drills to correct bad form and establish good form. 
2. Study of words for beauty, accuracy and clearness 

of expression. Opportunities to use the words, 
thus intelligently added to the pupil's vocabu-
lary, must be definite and frequent. 

3. Common contractions. 
4. Abbreviations of days, months, titles of respect, 

and places used in writing letter headings and 
addresses. 

5. Some common synonyms and homonyms. 
6. Picture Study: 

a. " S a v e d , " Landseer. 
b. "Surpr ise , " Riecko. 

7. Dictation and reading exercises—Selections as 
given in text-book. 

8. Letter writing—extend to include simple applica-
tions and advertisements. 

9. Technical Grammar: 
a. Use of adjectives. 
b. Use of " t h a t , " " w h i c h , " and " w h a t . " 
c. Forms of adjectives and adverbs. 
d. Interrogative pronouns. 
e. Comparisons of adjectives and adverbs. 
f. Abbreviations. 

V. Writing: 
Review essential principles. 
Position, relaxation, rhythmic motion, visualization of 

letter forms. 
Use muscular movement in all written work. 
Drills, straight-line, two space oval. 
Practice letter forms that are awkwardly made. 
Manual for each pupil. 

Method and Procedure: 
Provision may be made at this time for meeting 

the individual needs of the pupils by grouping accord-
ing to ability in penmanship. 

The following plan is suggested: 
Group A (best writers). This group may copy 

interesting selections while the other groups are 



doing the assignment indicated. This group re-
quires least supervision. 

Group B. This group may work for improve-
ment in form. 

Group C. This group may work for correct 
position and for ease of production using the for-
mal exercises. 
For pupils working in Groups B and C continued 

drill on parts of letters is advised to help improvement 
of form. Select important characteristics of small and 
capital letters for discussion and drill. 

As soon as a pupil merits advancement to a higher 
group he should be transferred. If a pupil fails to 
maintain the standard of his group he should be as-
signed to the division best suited to his needs. 

A standard position as far as possible should now 
be required in all written work. Emphasize the im-
portance of using the muscle of the forearm. Make 
movement exercises of the difficult parts of capitals and 
small letters. 

The pupil should know when and how to shift the 
paper. 

The pupil should have a good model within easy 
range of his eye to assist in the analysis of letter forms 
and for the purpose of comparison. Direct attention to 
the characteristics of a well written sentence: Regularity 
in the form, slant, and size of the letters and uniformity 
in spacing between letters and words. 

Speed may be improved by repeating easy words 
and sentences a given number of times. 

Geography: 

The earth. 
The hemispheres. 
Divisions of the land. 
Forms of the land. 
Springs and rivers. 
Day and night—the seasons. 
The earth's belts or zones. 
Equator, axis and poles. 
Direction and distance. 



Continents and oceans. 
Questions on the map of the western hemisphere. 
Questions on the map of the eastern hemisphere. 
North America. 
Questions on the map of the United States. 
The United States. 
North Atlantic states. 
Middle Atlantic states. 
South Atlantic and south central states. 
North central states. 
West central states and states of the plains. 
Western or highland states. 
British America, Mexico and Central America. 

1. United States. 
Original Colonies—how settled. 
Number of states—when union was made. 
How and from whom territory was secured— 

Gadsen Purchase, Louisiana Purchase, Alaska. 
Principal industries of United States, how affected 

by climate and location. 
Great Lakes—location. 
Other lakes of United States. 

2. Natural resources. 
The island possessions—location—how and when 

secured. 
3. Canada—to whom it belongs. 

Industries. 
Natural resources. 
Provinces and capitals. 
Principal industries of Canada. How affected by 

climate and location. 
4. North America. 

Location. 
Surrounding oceans. 
Connection with South America. 
Industries and natural resources. 
Countries and capitals. 
Parts owned by different nations. 
Climate—people. 
Exports. 



5. Rivers of North America. 
Transportation by water. 

6. Central America. 
Climate—natural resources. 
People and industries. 

7. Isthmus of Panama. 
Panama Canal—how built—its purpose. 

The Earth as a Whole: 
1. Form, size and motions of the earth. 
2. Study of globe and maps. 
3. Divisions of the earth. 

a. Into hemispheres. 
b. Into zones. 

4. Parallels and meridians. 
5. Life upon the earth. 

a. Plant life. 
b. Animal life. 
c. Distribution of peoples. 

6. Divisions of land—continents, islands, peninsulas and 
capes. 

7. Division of water—oceans, seas, gulfs, bays and 
lakes. 

North America: 
1. Location in relation to zones and hemispheres. 
2. Form and boundaries. 
3. Coast line—indentations and nearby islands. 
4. Distribution of population—dense, less dense. 
5. Political divisions. 

The United States: 
1. Physical map of the United States, Coastal Plain, 

Fall line, Appalachian Highland, Allegheny Pla-
teau, Great Central Plain, Rocky Mountain sec-
tion, Pacific Mountains and slope. 

2. Boundaries of the United States. 
3. Surface: 

a. Chief river systems. 
b. Principal mountain systems. 

4. Climate. 
5. Divisions: 

a. The North Central States. 
b. The Plateau States. 



Alaska: 
1. Location. 
2. How purchased. 
3. Purchase price. 
4. Climatic conditions. 
5. Products: 

a. Fish. 
b. Fur. 
c. Gold. 

6. Story of Pribiloff Island. 
Problem—How was the reindeer brought to Alaska and 

what has been the result? 

Island Possessions: 
The Philippines: 

a. How acquired. 
b. From whom. 
c. Location. 
d. Climatic conditions. 
e. Products. 
f. What do we get from the Philippines? 
g. What do we send them? 

Porto Rico: 
a. Location. 
b. Products (a sugar project) . 
c. Kind of people who inhabit the island. 
d. Government of the island. 

Hawaiian Islands: 
a. Location. 
b. How formed. 
c. Products. 
d. How acquired by the United States? 

VII. Physiology and Hygiene: 
A text-book should be in the hands of the pupils. 

The sanitary conditions called for in the previous grades 
should receive special emphasis. If possible combine 
fourth and fifth grades. It will not be necessary for 
the teacher to conduct daily recitations in this subject, 
but at least one recitation a week should be given in the 
text-book. The work of the text should be supple-
mented by observation and oral instruction. Get the 

Our 
1. 

2. 



pupils to take pride in being active, strong, healthy and 
clean. Inculcate a liking for pure fresh air. The con-
dition of the schoolroom and surroundings should rein-
force the teaching. In second class schools the fourth 
grade pupils may pass to the principal's room, or the 
reverse, depending upon the amount of work in each 
room. The following outline is suggested: 
1. The body as a whole. 

Bony structure. 
Muscles. 
Nerves. 
Blood. 
Organs. 

2. The skeleton—its purpose. 
Number of bones. 
What they are composed of. 
Form as to use. 
Tell how broken bones are set and mended. 
Effect of posture on bones of child. 
Kinds of joints. 

3. The muscles—their function. 
Formation. 

How attached to bones. 
Effect of exercise. 

4. The nerves—their function. 
Relation to brain. 
Spinal cord. 
Kinds of nerves. 

5. The blood—its function. 
Veins—arteries. 
Composition of blood. 
How purified. 
How sent to all parts of body. 

6. The vital organs. 
Function of brain—location. 
Heart—location—valves. 
Lungs—location. 

Formation—function. 
Disease of lungs—tuberculosis. 
How prevented. 
Need of fresh air. 



Stomach—function—location. 
Pancreas—location and function. 

Liver—location—function. 
Bile and spleen. 

Kidneys—location and function. 
Intestines. 

7. Effect of alcohol and tobacco on vital organs. 
8. Emphasize fresh air—pure water, sleep and exercise. 

VIII. History: 
Stories of Exploration and Discovery: 

1. Christopher Columbus Discovers a New World. 
The boyhood of Columbus. 
Where he spent his boyhood. 
What the people of his home town did. 
His early interest in navigation. 
W h y the new route to India had to be found. 
Columbus seeks aid. 
His belief that the earth was round. 
King John, of Portugal, refuses. 
How Queen Isabella helped him. 
The voyages into the unknown. 
What Columbus' discovery meant to the world. 
Not a new route to India. 
A new world. 
The beginning of exploration and colonization. 
W h y Columbus is called great. 
Unmoved by the ridicule of the men of his times. 
Strong of purpose. 
Courageous. 
Served mankind by doing what was thought im-

possible. 

2. The strange people found by Columbus. 
W h y they were called Indians. 
How the Indian children lived. 
Customs and habits of the Indians. 
Indian home life. 
W h y the Indians fought the white man. 
Largely the white man's fault. 
He took their land and gold without offering to 

pay. 



He gave them whiskey. 
He broke his treaties with them 
He ignored their rights. 
What the Indians gave us. 

3. Spain and the New World. 
The story of Magellan. 
His native land, Portugal, refuses to give him aid. 
He appeals to Spain. 
His trip around the world; what it proved. 
Balboa discovers the Pacific. 
Cortez conquers Montezuma and Mexico. 
How he treated the Indians. 
Do nations treat other nations like that today? 
Piazarro and the Incas of Peru. 
Stories of Inca civilization. 
Did the white man have a right to treat the Indian 

as he did? 
The story of Ponce de Leon. 
De Soto and the Mississippi. 

4. English explorers. 
John Cabot. 
Sir Francis Drake. 
Sir Walter Raleigh. 

5. Dutch explorers. 
Henry Hudson. 

6. The French come to America. 
Jacques Cartier. 
What he sought. 
Discovers the St. Lawrence. 
Quebec and Montreal. 
Champlain and the Indians. 
The story of Father Marquette. 
La Salle. 
Searching for the Mississippi. 
Claiming Louisiana for France. 
W h y named Louisiana. 
What it included. 
His death. 



The Early Colonies in America : 
1. The English colonies. 

Captain John Smith at Jamestown. 
Stories of his early life. 
Pocahontas. 
Lord Delaware at Jamestown. 
The lesson taught by Sir Thomas Dale. 
The first slaves come to America. 
What the colonists did for a living. 
Lord Baltimore settles Maryland. 
The Catholics came for freedom of worship. 
The plantation life. 
How the Americans lived on the eve of the Revo-

lution. 
W h y the American colonists quarreled with their 

mother country. 
The rebellious colonies form a Congress and de-

clare themselves independent of England. 
The War for Independence and how it was won. 
The new nation goes into business for itself. 
Doubling the size of the country: The Louisiana 

Territory. 
The War of 1812: The United States fights for 

the freedom of the seas. 
Coming to the age of machinery. 
Life in the different sections of the republic; an 

industrial and a social contrast. 
The republic expands to the Pacific. 
The North and South quarrel over the extension 

of slavery to the territories. 
One nation or two? 
The progress of the age of machinery. 
The United States gains " o v e r s e a " possessions. 

Aims: 
1. To carry on the story of the country's growth and 

expansion. 
2. To make the story of events concrete, dramatic and 

lifelike by centering them about leaders, heroes 
and other representative men, in such a way as to 
appeal to the imagination and to influence the 
ideals of the pupil. 



3. To select the facts and events so carefully that the 
spirit of our national life and institutions may be 
presented. 

Method: 
1. Text and reference books in hands of pupils, 
2. Emphasis placed on clear visualization of stories. 
3. Occasional dramatization. 
4. Visual instruction. 
5. Constructive work to illustrate objects of interest, 
6. Two-minute talks by pupils. 
7. A history book to be made by each pupil. 
8. Keep a reference list of important dates. 
9. Collect (Perry) pictures of great men and places of 

period studies. 

Colorado History: 

Cliff dwellers. 
Aztec. 

Location—Mesa Verde. 
Ruins of canon walls. 

"Work of a semi-civilized race. 
Mummies of cliff dwellers. 
Indians: 

Chief tribes— 
Utes. 
Arapahoes. 
Cheyennes. 
Pawnees. 
Kiowas. 
Shoshones. 
Piutes. 

Noted Indian uprisings— 
Sand Creek, 1864. 
Beecher Island, 1868. 
Meeker Massacre, 1878. 

Early explorers— 
1535—Cabeza de Vaca visited southern part of state. 
1540—Coronado crossed southeastern Colorado. 

Santa Fe Trail. 
Crossed southern part of state. 



IX. Memory W o r k . Selected 
X . Music: 

Objectives: 
1. Increase power to sing, to enjoy, to read and 

understand music. 
2. Special aims for Grade V : 

a. Fix the habit of singing 2 and 3-part 
songs at sight. 

b. Increase knowledge of technical music. 
c. Develop ability to recognize standard 

compositions from hearing typical 
measures. 

Method: 
1. Same as for Grade IV. 
2. Use accompaniments to songs. 
3. Lead pupils to try words to songs at sight. 
4. Insist upon frequent change of parts. Only oc-

casional voices are definitely established in 
high or low register. 

5. Encourage free expression as usual. Lead to 
independent projects as one group to plan a 
Friday program, or short program for P.-T. 
A. meeting; select pupil-leader for commu-
nity singing at P.-T. A. or other gathering. 

6. Be alert for evidence of special musical talent. 
Give the best guidance and encouragement 
possible. 

7. Memory and appreciation as directed by the 
best authorities. 

Attainments: 
1. Extend repertoire; increased ability to sing. 
2. Half (at least) of class able to sing the simpler songs 

at sight. 
3. Part singing. 
4. Increased knowledge of technical music. 
5. Recognize 20 standard compositions from hearing 

typical measures. 
6. Pupils with especial musical ability given best pos-

sible guidance. 
7. Two songs per week—11 per cent rote songs. 



Nature Study: 
1. Learn to know many kinds of trees, minerals and 

rocks and make collections. 
2. Learn the different kinds of wood, etc. Forestry. 
3. Plant trees. 
4. Learn about the weather. 
5. Keep records of it, etc. 
6. Plants and trees. 

What plants have green leaves during the winter? 
Into what distinct types may these be divided? 

Of the pasture and field plants, which ones have 
a rosette of leaves? Did these plants blossom 
last summer? Will they nest? In general, what 
are the characteristics of these biennials? 

Which plants do you see broken off and rolling 
and tumbling along in the wind? Is this acci-
dental or has it a purpose? 

Are there any flowers in bloom? What special 
method do they have that they may set seed 
when there are no insects around? 

Examine the dead plants and list those which 
have all their seeds scattered—those which still 
retain some of their seeds. Is there any rela-
tion between type of dispersal and length of 
time seed is retained after maturity? 

Which plants have died completely (annuals) and 
which have only died down to the ground, but 
have the roots still living (perennials and bi-
ennials) ? 

In general, what are the main differences between 
annual, biennial and perennial plants? 

Do any of the fungi live over the winter in such 
form as to be readily seen (other than spores) ? 

How does the winter affect the water plants? Do 
they die down or remain green? Does freezing 
in the ice injure them in any way? 

Which trees, other than evergreens, persist in 
holding some of their leaves even during the 
winter? 

What nuts, fruits or seeds are still on the trees 
and shrubs awaiting their turn to be scattered? 



Is there any relation between the edibility of these 
by animals and the fact that they are still un-
touched? 

Notice the buds and the twigs of the different ma-
ples. How do they differ? It is possible to 
identify trees solely from their twigs and buds. 
Can you do it? 

Compare the different oaks—how does the burr 
oak tree differ from the red oak? Scarlet oak? 
Black oak? White oak? 

Look under the oak trees and collect the dried 
leaves and the acorns of each. Each kind is 
distinct from each of the others. 

The poplars are interesting during the winter. 
Notice the character of the buds. They are 
widely different in different kinds. 

What two kinds of buds are found on the fruit 
trees? Distinguish them on apple, cherry, 
peach, pear and plum trees and grape vines. 

How does this difference affect the way in which 
we prune our fruit trees? What harm is easily 
done by careless pruning? 

Develop perception, habit of observation, familiarity 
with environment. 

Talk to pupils and question them about sky, fields, trees, 
plants, flowers, fruits, birds, and animals. 

Name and recognize common animals, birds, plants, and 
flowers, trees and their fruits, and vegetables. 

Lead children to tell their own experiences. Inculcate 
kindness to animals. 

Recognize common birds by sight and song. Talk about 
color, food, movements, enemies, usefulness, cruelty 
of killing. 

Recognize such plants as goldenrod, mustard, nastur-
tium, geranium, chrysanthemum, dandelion. Teach 
simple parts, as root, stem, leaf. Talk about seed dis-
tribution. 

Know such trees as oak, eucalyptus, pepper, orange, ap-
ple, peach, pear. Talk of taste, color, and use of 
fruits. Explain object of Arbor Day. 



Recognize corn, wheat, bean, cabbage, potato, onion, 
turnip, pea. 

Have a school garden. 

XII. Drawing: 
Suggested Outlines According to Months: 

September— 
Pencil drawings of twigs with flowers or leaves. 
Render similar studies in color. 
Picture study. 

October— 
Object drawing of vegetables in accented outline. 
Represent fruits in color. 
Design using motifs suitable for Hallowe'en. 
Picture study. 

November— 
Simple landscape compositions rendered in pencil 

and color. 
Picture study. 

December— 
Lettering with pencil and pen. 
Spacing letters for Christmas problem. 
Picture study. 

January— 
Outline drawing of Egyptian lotus. 
Study principles of subordination and harmony. 
Spacing problem using lotus as motif. 
Representation of cylindrical objects with attention 

to foreshortening of circle. 
Picture study. 

February— 
Simple still life group containing cylindrical ob-

jects, render in light and shade. 
Representation of simple objects based on the cube, 

one point perspective. 
Illustrative drawing including winter landscape. 
Picture study. 

March— 
Animal and bird sketches from pictures. 
Simple pose drawing—avoid features. 
Picture study. 



April— 
Practice making washes of grayed colors. 
Cut simple stencil and use for complementary color 

scheme. 
Use stencil or block to decorate handwork; as doily 

or box. 
Picture study. 

M a y -
Make stencil decoration for portfolio or similar 

problem. 
Draw spring flowers and leaves, and trees in pencil 

or color. 
Picture study. 

June— 
Landscape drawing. 
Illustration of transportation, including landscape. 

XIII . General Exercises: 
Patriotic selections, patriotic readings and story telling. 

X I V . Civics: 
Fair Play 

Habit of playing without quarrelling and according to the 
rules of the game, of clapping for the winning side, of losing 
without complaining. 

Co-operation 

Ability to work or play with other children, in pairs or in 
groups, to take the suggestions of other children, to offer sug-
gestions. 

Understanding of the need for co-operation among the peo-
ple, institutions, and official workers of their community. 

Thrift 

Habits of economy in the use of school materials—paper, 
pencil, chalk, crayons; habits of caring for books, scissors and 
school furniture, for clothes and personal belongings; habit of 
eating entire lunch or saving leftovers for chickens, of pouring 
just enough water to drink, etc. 

Respect for the Property of Others 

Feeling of need for having and using own materials, no bor-



rowing. Respect for privacy of another's desk, teacher's desk, 
another's wraps, another's lunch, another's work. 

Feeling of responsibility for staying within the limits of the 
school property, of keeping to the sidewalk when going to and 
from school. 

Self-Protection Against Sickness, Accident, Fire 

(a) Health: 
Habits of cleanliness of person, of room, of yard and 

lavatory, and of work; habits of using handkerchief, in-
dividual drinking cups and individual towels; habits of 
regularity in going to the lavatory at recess, noon, inter-
missions; habits of regularity in eating, drinking water, 
exercising in the open air; habits of eating quietly at desk 
or table, of putting refuse into covered can. 

Civic Pride 

Feeling of class and school pride; feeling of responsibility for 
best effort in games, in competitive exercises, etc., for the good 
of the group; feeling of pride in appearance of schoolroom, school-
yard, streets and roads of the community; feeling of pride in the 
community postoffice, library, churches, community hall, stores, 
fire department, traffic regulations. 

Initiative 

Ability to exercise choice in the selection of games, songs, 
seat work activities, topics for discussion, etc., to offer suggestions 
for plans of work, to lead in the various school activities. 

Patriotic Activities 
Respect to the flag. 
Interest in the participation in national and local holiday 

celebrations. 
Ability to sing two stanzas of America, to sing one of Colo-

rado; to recognize The Star-Spangled Banner, and to stand un-
covered at attention while it is being played; to tell the story and 
meaning of the flag; to recognize the Colorado flag; to recognize 
the pictures of Washington and Lincoln; to tell the name of their 
county and state and country; to tell the name of the president 
of the United States, the. governor of Colorado and the state 
superintendent of public instruction. 



V. List of Violations: 

Interrupting 
Mutilating school property 
No consideration for property 

of others 
Stealing (borrowing without 

permission) 
Lying 
Tattling 
Cannot be depended upon 
Lack of consideration for 

classmates 
Lack of courtesy 
Cheating 
Wasting time 
Wasting school supplies 
Disobedience (slow in obeying) 
Bullying 
Pushing and disorder in lines 
Lack of thrift 
Unwilling to take blame 
Deceitfulness 
Cruelty to animals 
Laughing at mistakes of others 
Lack of self-control 
Poor health habits 
Loitering 

Selfishness 
Poor sportsmanship in games 
Untidy desks and rooms 
Lack of pride in appearance of 

schoolyards 
Too noisy 
Truancy 
Lack of punctuality 
Trespassing on neighbor's yard 
Personal cleanliness 
Impudence 
Arguing before obeying 
Petty quarrelling 
Vulgar or profane language 
Inattention 
Lack of co-operation 
Disregard of safety rules 
Eating candy, chewing gum, 

begging for candy, lunch 
Prying 
Lack of ambition to do good 

work 
Race antagonism 
Using milk money for candy 
No respect for authority 
Sullenness when corrected 

These are active indications of weak citizenship, and while it 
is necessary for teachers to recognize such violations and to plan 
activities to counteract them, it is not wise to emphasize the un-
desirable traits to the children. 



SIXTH GRADE 





SIXTH GRADE 

I. Reading 

II. Arithmetic Text-book 

III. Spelling Text-book 

IV. Language Text-book 

V. Writing - Manual 

VI. Geography Advanced Geography 

VII. Physiology ' - - Text-book 

VIII. History Text-books 
American History. History of Colorado. 

IX. General Exercises 
Readings, Current Topics, Selected Poems 

X. Nature Study 

XI. Drawing 

XII. Memory Work 

XIII. Music 

XIV. Citizenship 



I. Reading: 

1. Text-book. 

Silent reading, supplementary work. 
Questions for subject matter. 
Develop thought. 
Train for speed. 
Memory work, one poem a month. 
Home reading, with book report. 
Report to be handed in; title, author, publisher. 

2. Classification. 

Fiction, History, Adventure. 
Style. 

Humorous, pathetic, thrilling, dry. 
Principal characters. 
Subordinate characters. 
Where was the scene laid. 
Relate the most vivid scene. 

Reading Objectives: 

(a) Rich and varied experience through reading. 

(b) Strong motives for, and permanent interest in, reading. 

(c) Desirable attitudes and economical and effective habits and 
skill. 

(1) Development of well established fundamental reading 
habits. 
Ability to analyze the elements of words. 
Ability to use the dictionary independently. 
Attainment of adequate rates of reading when reading 

materials of different kinds and when reading for 
various purposes. 

Disposition to eliminate any persistent deficiencies in 
fundamental habits and skills. 

(2) Effective habits of intelligent interpretation. 



Selections to Be Read 

The Last Leaf Holmes 
Murderer Cannot Keep His Secret Webster 
Our Kind of a Man Riley 
Walter von der Vogelweid Longfel low 
Burial of Moses Mrs. Alexander 
The Battle of Hastings Dickens 
Man Without a Country E. E. Hale 
Pegasus in Pound Longfel low 
Battle of Blenheim. Southey 
Hawthorne Longfel low 
Order for a Picture „ Alice Carey 
Marco Bozzaris F. G. Halleck 
Ike Walton's Prayer Riley 
Death of Little Nell Dickens 
Bell of Atri Longfel low 
The Dying Gladiator Byron 
Plant a Tree Lucy Larcom 
Trees Joyce Kilmer 

State Reading Circle Books 

II. Arithmetic: 
Review divisors and multiples. 
Aliquot parts of 100. 
Fractions: 

Review four fundamentals. 
Quick oral drills in fractions. 
Decimals, notation and numeration—review and extension, 

reduction bills and accounts. 
Business problems. 
Denominate lines and angles, measures of solids, measures 

of surfaces. 

Percentage. 
Simple percentage. 
Find given per cent of number. 
Find what per cent one number is of another. 

Business f o rms : 
Store accounts, farm accounts, postoffice and express money 

orders. 



The Specific Goals of Sixth Grade Arithmetic 

1. To know more clearly and intelligently the goals of the preced-
ing grade. 

2. Certain mastery of long division. 

3. The child should learn to read, write, and use the decimal frac-
tions mentioned in the general minimal essentials of arithmetic 
in each of the four fundamental operations. 

4. Special attention to decimal fractions in the division process. 

5. Continued drill in the fundamental processes. 

6. Mechanical skill in dealing with problems involving mixed 
numbers and common fractions. 

7. The use and form o f : bank deposit, slips, checks, notes, bills, 
receipts and money orders. 

8. The daily use of the common arithmetical terms as: denomi-
nator, numerator, multiplier, etc., as mentioned in the general 
minimal essentials. 

9. Much oral practice in simple problems of one and two opera-
tions. 

10. Children should be required to bring their every day problems 
to class for class discussion and solution. 

11. The study of comparison should be continued and made more 
complex. 

12. The verification of the various arithmetical processes should be 
thoroughly taught. 

13. The study of problems involving farm products. 

14. The study of family budgets. 

15. To use money in the fundamental operations. 
16. Simple equations. 
17. Reading and writing numbers at random to, and including 

millions. 
18. The study of denominate numbers. Include the cubic meas-

ures. 
19. Changing common fractions to decimal fractions; changing 

decimal fractions to common fractions. 
20. Averages. 
21. United States postage. 



III. Spelling: 

1. Oral and written. 
2. The rules for spelling plurals. 
3. The rules for spelling derivatives. 
4. Word-building and word-analysis involving common pre-

fixes and suffixes. 
5. Synonyms—the exercises in this line will tend to widen 

the vocabulary of the pupil and thus assist him mate-
rially in his composition work. 

6. Free use of dictionary. 
7. Drill on words common in business usage. 
8. Include words in short sentences. 
9. Correct syllabication. 

10. Pronunciation. 
11. Spelling contests. 

IV. Language: 

Two-thirds of the language time to be given to oral work. 

1. Oral composition. 
Develop paragraphs. 
Study of poems. 
Debates. 
Errors of speech, verbs, pronouns, pronunciation. 

2. Written Work . 
Sentence structure; margins, indentation, correct spelling, 

punctuation and capitals. 
Social letters, telegrams. 
Composition on real experiences. 
Picture study. 
Language forms. 
Correct usage of adjectives, adverbs. 
Develop parts of speech. 
Letter writing. 
Story telling. 
Sentence analysis. 



Oral Exercises: 

1. Telling true stories and experience. 
2. Discussion of common interests, individual ambitions and 

desires. 
3. Short explanations. 
4. Short arguments. 
5. Minute talks on interesting subjects. 
6. Giving reasons. 
7. Reproductions of selections f rom literature, stories found 

in poems. 
8. Condensed reproductions. 
9. Enlarged reproductions. 

10. Making paragraph topics and paragraph sentences. 
11. Original fables, myths, fairy tales, proverbs, proverb 

stories, picture stories. 

Written Expression: 

1. True stories and experiences. 
2. Compositions f rom given subjects or in answer to a ques-

tion. 
3. Picture stories. 
4. Ending of stories. 
5. A part of a story omitted—the aim being to copy the style 

of the original writer so perfectly, that when the com-
pleted story is read, it wi l l seem like the work of one 
person. 

6. Making outlines for reproduction, f or original work, for 
paragraph drill. 

Composition: 

1. Oral Composition. 
2. Written Composition. 
3. Poem Study—Selections as given in the text. 
4. Picture Study : 

a. "Master Crewe as Henry V I I I , " Reynolds. 
b. " H o p e , " Reynolds. 

5. Dictation and Reading Exercises—Selections as given in 
the text. 
a. Prose. 
b. Poetry. 

6. Letter Writing. 



1. Telegrams. 
8. Technical Grammar : 

a. Verbs. 
b. Object of verbs. 
c. Use of " l e a r n , " " t e a c h " ; " l i k e , " " a s " ; " w i t h o u t , " 

"unless." 
d. Word and sentence study. 
e. Personal pronouns. 
f. Conjunctions. 
g. Abbreviations. 

Written English: 
Narration and description of two or three paragraphs. 
Social letters. 

Technical English: 
Quotations, plurals, possessives, nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjec-

tives, adverbs, subject and predicate. 
Distinction in use o f : Between, among like, as though; 

sit, set; lie, lay; teach, learn. 
Letter Writing—This is to include social, friendship and 

business letters. Care is to be exercised that they are in harmony 
with the best usage. 

Memory Selections—Frequent opportunity should be given 
each pupil to repeat selections learned in the previous years. At 
least three selections f rom the list given for the sixth grade are 
to be memorized by each pupil each semester. Teach observation 
of correct forms. 
V. Writing: 

1. Place emphasis on : 
Controlled letter and word drills, uniformity of slant, 
height and spacing of letters in all writing. 

2. Give daily drills f or developing and controlling movements. 
Observe loop letters. 
Single stroke letters. 
Do not shade, uniform strokes. 

Grade Achievements: 
At the end of the term the pupil should be proficient in grade 

achievements of the previous grades and in addition should be 
able— 

1. To write in correct f o r m : 
a. The headings, conclusions required in business corre-
spondence, and the addressing of envelopes. 



VI. Geography: 
1. South America. 

Location, size, climate. 
Countries, rivers. 

People, nationality, customs. 
Compare South America with North America as to position, 

size, shape, coast line, climate, mountains, rivers, population, 
cities, etc. 

Teach regionally: Amazon, Orinoco, Brazilian Highlands, 
LaPlata, Andean, Patagonian. 

Teach countries by outline. 
Commerce: 

a. Products of interest to the United States: 
x. Prom tropical regions; rubber, coffee, cocoa, tropical 

fruits, hardwoods, 
y. From temperate regions: nitrates, minerals, cocaine, 

vegetable ivory, 
z. Asphalt. 

b. Our industrial rivals in production o f : wheat, livestock, 
animal products. 

c. Possibilities of future trade. 
Influences promoting better understanding with Latin Amer-

ican countries—Pan-American Union and relations. 
2. As ia : 

1. Location as regards zones. 
2. Political divisions. 
3. Principal rivers, mountains and lakes. 
4. Agriculture. 

a. Rice, tea, cotton and spices. 
b. Products of silk in China and Japan. 

5. People : 
a. Sections densely settled. 
b. Races, habits and customs. 
c. Religions. 

3. A f r i c a : 
1. Location. 
2. Climate. 
3. The Sahara Desert: 

a. Life in the desert. 
b. Shifting sands, 
e. Oasis: life and vegetation. 

4. The Nile Basin. 



4. Australia and the Islands of the Pacific Ocean: 
1. Location. 
2. Dependencies of what nation? 
3. Climate. 
4. Natural resources. 
5. Possibilities. 

5. Europe: 
1. The ships and shipbuilders of Europe: 

a. Many countries and languages. 
b. Reasons for many ships. 
c. The important cities where ships are built. 

2. The United Kingdom: 
a. Political divisions. 
b. Climate, agricultural products and manufactures. 
c. Its government. 

3. France and Belgium: 
a. Kinds of farms and village life and products. 
b. How France differs from England. 
c. Paris and other cities. 
d. Products and population of Belgium. 

4. Holland and Germany: 
a. How the people of Holland have built up their land 

by diking. 
b. Use of canals, kind of government and cities of Hol-

land. 
c. How Germany has changed since before the war. 
d. Regional parts of Germany, their products and 

trade. 
5. The Scandinavian countries and Swiss Mountain people. 
6. Austria, Italy, Spain, Portugal and the Balkan countries 

and new countries of Central Europe: 
a. How the country is changed since the war. 
b. Climate, surface, products and people. 

7. Russia, the largest country: 
a. Climatic conditions. 
b. Products, people and government. 

8. General View of Europe: 
a. Size, climate, surface, people and their trade with 

other countries. 
Problem: Find out what influence the Gulf Stream has had 

upon Northwestern Europe. 



Place Geography: 
Countries—United States, Great Britain, Germany, Prance, 

India, Italy, Russia, Canada, Austria-Hungary, Japan, China, 
Brazil, Argentine, Netherlands, Mexico, Belgium, Australia, Spain, 
Sweden, Egypt, Turkey. 

Cities—Calcutta, Colon, Constantinople, Damascus, Havana, 
Hongkong, Honolulu, Ottawa, Panama, Tokyo, Vladivostok. 

Seas, Gulfs—Carribbean, Panama. 
Islands—Borneo, Java, Madagascar, New Guinea, Sumatra, 

New Zealand. 
Straits and Channels—Gibraltar, Mozambique, Suez Canal, 

Yucatan. 
Capes—Good Hope, Horn, Guardafui. 
Plateaus—Abyssinia, Bolivia. 
Plains—Llanos, Pampas, Selvas. 
Mountains—Andes, Austrian Alps, Brazilian. 
Deserts—Australian, Great Sahara. 
Lakes—Nyanza, Titicaca, Victoria. 
Rivers—Amazon, Congo, LaPlata, Niger, Nile, Orinoco. 

VII. Physiology: 
1. Definition of terms. 

Physiology. 
Human physiology. 
Anatomy. 
Hygiene. 
Organism. 
Organ. 
Function. 
Tissue. 

2. Cells. 
Kinds of cells. 
Structure of cells. 
Activities of cells. 

Growth and repair. 
Division. 
Motion. 

Importance of cells in the work of the body. 
3. Nutriments. 

Foods classified: 
Proteids: examples and uses. 



Carbohydrates: examples and uses. 
Fats: examples and uses. 
Inorganic salts and water. 

Food habits. 
Study of rations. 
Habits of eating. 

Overeating. 
Frequency of eating; appetite as a guide. 
Vegetarianism. 
Proper use of condiments. 

Cooking. 
Three reasons. 
Best methods. 

Beverages. 
Water: why use plenty. 
Value and danger of other drinks. 
Alcohol: undesirable effects. 

4. Fermentation and germ diseases. 
Kinds of ferments. 

Organized: yeasts, bacteria. 
Unorganized: ptyalin, pepsin, etc. 
Points of similarity and difference. 

Bacteria. 
Description: size, multiplication, forms. 
Where found. 
Beneficial bacteria; many kinds. 
Harmful (pathogenic) bacteria: few kinds. 

Immunity. 
Natural: all possess it to some extent. 

How increased or decreased. 
Artificial: acquired by having disease, vaccination, etc. 

Methods of killing bacteria discussed. 
Sterilizing. 
Disinfecting. 
Pasteurizing. 

5. Digestion of food. 
Object of digestion. 
Salivary digestion, or digestion in the mouth. 

Mechanism. 
The teeth: sets, kinds, parts, materials, decay. 



The tongue: structure and uses. 
The salivary glands: location and use. 

Processes. 
Mastication: importance, Fletcherism. 
Secretion of saliva: how stimulated; quantity. 
Starch digestion: work of ptyalin; how long con-

tinued; how stopped. 
Salivary digestion. 

Diseases of mouth and throat. 
Tonsilitis: symptoms, treatment. 
Diphtheria: distinguished from tonsilitis; antitoxin 

treatment; quarantine. 
Mumps: often serious; isolate patient. 

Care of teeth: keep clean; consult dentist. 
Gastric digestion, or digestion in the stomach. 

Mechanism: the stomach. 
Location, shape, capacity. 
Coats, openings, valves. 
Gastric glands. 

Intestinal digestion. 
Mechanism: small intestine, large intestine, pancreas, 

liver. 
Location and structure of each. 

Processes. 
Muscular movements: peristaltic. 
Secretion of intestinal juice: composition. 
Work of pancreatic juice. 
Work of bile. 
Work of large intestine. 

6. Blood. 
Quantity. 
Composition. 
Plasma. 
Red Corpuscles; size, shape, color, origin, use, fate. 
Clothing ; description, favorable condition, purpose. 
Disease of the blood. 

Blood poisoning. 
Cause; pus-forming bacteria. 
Prevention; disinfect wounds. 



Care of the bones. 
Habits and nutrition of child. 
Repair of broken bones. 

Cartilage: structure and uses. 
Joints. 

Structure. 
Classification. 
Sprains and dislocations: prevent inflammation; give 

rest or little exercise. 
Care of the feet: proper shoes to wear. 
Muscles and Tendons. 
Muscles the pupils have seen: the various colors of mus-

cles in fowls, fishes, quadrupeds. 
Tendons: studies in class, using such material as the leg 

of a chicken. 
Muscles classified as to— 

Structure. 
Form. 
Location. 
Nerve control. 

Conditions affecting efficiency. 
Temperature. 
Fatigue. 
Nutrition. 
Training. 

Effects of use and disuse. 
Exercise. 

Physiological effects (eight). 
Characteristics of a good exercise (five). 
Corrective exercises f o r— 

Round shoulders. 
Drooping neck. 
Lateral curvature of spine. 
Lack of development of other parts. 

7. The Heart. 

Location, size, shape, coverings. 
Internal anatomy; auricles, ventricles, valves septum. 
Regulations. 

Impulse to beat. 
Inhibitory influences. 
Acceleratory influences. 



The arteries and veins; structure and functions. 
The capillaries; structure and use. 
Circulation of blood and lymph. 
Abnormal circulation. 

Fainting. 
High pressure. 

The Lymph. 
Source. 
Uses. 
Disposal. 
Location. 

Respiration. 

The nose and pharynx: description. 
Sense of smell. 
The trachea and lungs. 

Diseases. 
Colds. 
Pneumonia. 

The respiratory organs. 
Tuberculosis. 

Cause: tubercle bacilli. 
Varieties. 
Means of checking tuberculosis. 
Treatment: pure air, nourishing food, exercise, sun-

shine. 
Mechanism and chemistry of respiration. 

Rib breathing and diaphragm breathing; need of large 
capacity. 

The Skeleton: Bones, Cartilages, Ligaments. 
Skeletons the pupils have seen. 

Outside skeletons. 
Inside skeletons. 
Mixed skeletons. 

Functions of the skeleton. 
Chemical composition of bone. 

In children. 
In adults. 

History: 
1. Washington's administration. 

Cabinet. 
Civil affairs. First ten amendments to constitution. Nat-

uralization law 1790. 



Location of the national capital, Washington. 
Foreign relations. 

2. Industrial growth of the country. 
Steamboat, railroad, canal, telegraph. 
Atlantic cable. 
Discovery of gold in California. 
Edison, the greatest inventor of electrical machinery in 

the world. 
3. Three great statesmen of the middle period. 

Henry Clay. 
Daniel Webster. 
John C. Calhoun. 

4. The Civil War. 
Slavery—how the south and north regarded it. 
Danger of disunion. 
Lincoln, a northern statesman. 
Lee, a southern hero. 
Emancipation Proclamation. 
Outcome of the war. 

"The roots of American civilization are in Europe. Our be-
ginnings and early development form a part of one of the most 
far-reaching changes of history; the expansion of Europe beyond 
the ancient limits of the Mediterranean world, the discovery of 
the American continents, the opening of direct sea routes to India 
and the far east, the commercial revolution, the first stages of the 
Europeanization of the world. Only in this larger setting can 
the history of the United States become really intelligible." 

5. Greece. 
Ancient peoples of the Mediterranean. 
Greek exploration and colonization. 
Greek influence on civilization—religion, art, gymnastics 

and the Olympic Games, the cities, schools, government. 
Extent of Greek influence through Alexander's conquests. 

6. Rome. 
Beginnings. 
Favorable location of the city. 
Conquers the world—the Roman Empire. 
Roman life in Italy before the conquests. 
Changes in Roman life and character brought about by 

conquest. 



Roman influence on civilization—Rome, a melting pot of 
nations, Roman law and government. 

7. Barbarian Conquerors of the Roman Empire. 
Beginnings of France, Germany and England. 

The Flag 

The following is to be carried on as nearly as possible in the 
form of conversation: 

Q. What does the flag of a nation mean? 
A. It is the emblem of that nation. 
Q. Where is the American flag raised? 
A. It is raised over all United States Government build-

ings in Washington City, and also over each of the two Houses 
of Congress when they are in session. 

Q. Is the flag seen over any buildings in this city? 
A. Yes ; it is seen over the city hall, the courthouse, school-

houses, and all Federal buildings here and elsewhere. 
Q. Where was the American flag first raised? 
A. The American flag was first raised at Cambridge, Mass. 
Q. When was it raised? 
A. It was raised on January 2, 1776, when General Wash-

ington took comand of the American Army to fight the British. 
Q. When we sail across the ocean on a steamship, what flag 

do we see floating above us? 
A. The flag of the nation to which the ship belongs. 
Q. What does that flag represent? 
A. That flag is the symbol of the nation to which the ship 

belongs. 
Q. Count the stars. What does each star represent? Now 

count the States on your map. 
A. Each star represents one State of the Union. 
Q. What do the stripes represent? 
A. The stripes represent the original thirteen States. 
Q. What does the blue background represent? 
A. The blue in the flag represents loyalty, which is the 

foundation upon which our country is built. 
Q. W h y should you be loyal to the Stars and Stripes? 
A. Because it is the flag of my country. 
Q. How should we arrange the United States flag and those 

belonging to other countries? 



A. We should always put the United States flag above the 
others. 

The instructor should have flags of other nations represented. 
If the pupils can furnish them it will be all the better. Arrange 
them on a level, around the lower part of the United States flag-
staff. A flag salute may be given. 

IX. General Exercises: 
Readings, current topics, selected poems. 

X. Nature Study: 
1. Make gardens, learn kinds of soil, have display of garden 

products. 
Study to know weeds and insect pests. 
Learn of the propagation of plants from cuttings and set out 

plants. 
2. Learn the constellations, the earth and legends relating to it. 
3. Birds. 

How many kinds of birds have you seen this month? What 
sort of foods were they eating ? 

Where can we find a few of our summer birds who are spend-
ing the winter with us? W h y is it that they have not gone 
south with the rest? 

Watch the robins and the sparrows. Where are they feed-
ing? What are they eating? 

Which way does the woodpecker go on the tree trunk ? Notice 
his tail feathers. Are they soft or stiff at the ends? What 
kind of a bill does he have? What kind of feet? 

Which of these birds is the most friendly at the feeding sta-
tion? 

Where do the birds stay during snow storms? During dark, 
dull, windy days? 

What are the birds of prey feeding on during the winter? 
What kind of food do the different birds prefer? 
How can we use the snow to tell us the story of the birds' 

activities? 
Insects. 
Where is the place to find cocoons and chrysalides? How many 

kinds can you find? 
Look on the fruit trees, on poplar trees for the oyster shell 

scale. Is it harmful or beneficial? Do you find it in well 
kept orchards which have been thoroughly sprayed? 



Where do you find the codling moth during the winter? What 
is it good for—if anything? 

Notice the tent caterpillars' eggs in little rings around peach, 
walnut and butternut twigs. When were they placed there? 
By what? 

What kinds of insects do you find under logs and stones? Are 
there any butterflies or moths among them? How may these 
be kept in the schoolroom for study? 

5. Mammals. 
What is a tracking snow? W h y is it hunters are always so 

eager to get out with the first one? 
How can you tell one track from another? In what ways do 

they differ? 
Study a rabbit track. Which way was he going? Why does 

he make such a peculiar track? Can you distinguish be-
tween his various speeds? 
Squirrel tracks. How do they differ from rabbit tracks? 
From skunk tracks? 

Mouse tracks. How do you tell a mouse track? Where does 
it lead to? Come from? W h y does she so often burrow just 
under the surface of the snow? 

Fox tracks. Could you distinguish these from those of a small 
dog? Where does the f ox generally go? 

Work out the story of the tracks around the schoolyard. Re-
produce them on the blackboard. Have children work up 
stories and illustrate them by tracks. 

6. Aquatic life. 
What kind of life is to be found in the water during the win-

ter? Where are all the rest of the aquatic forms, as frogs, 
toads, turtles, etc.? 

7. Weather. 
Review weather questions for November. Keep up that weather 

chart—with the temperature, etc. Compare with last month 
and same month last year. When is the shortest day? What 
happens after that? 

What is an eclipse of the sun? of the moon? How often do 
they occur? Look up this in an almanac. 

How does the ice on ponds and lakes make the " i ce ridge" of 
soil along the shores? What is the principle which under-
lies this? 



Why is the alternate freezing and thawing more injurious to 
plants than continuous cold weather? 

What is the value of snow on the ground? 
8. Miscellaneous. 

How should man take care of himself to keep well and healthy 
during the winter? 

After driving horses, how can we help them? Keep them from 
getting cold? 

What is best way to keep chickens contented during the win-
ter? How can exercise be furnished in a small chicken 
house? 

XI. Drawing: 

Conventional designs—unit design in borders. 
Objects in classroom. 
Drawing from nature; flowers. 
Simple landscapes. 
Objects shaded, in black and white. 

Insist upon neatness. 
Don't include too much detail. 
Lesson in color. 

XII. Memory W o r k : 

" A commonplace life—we say and we sigh; 
But why should we sigh as we say? 

The commonplace sun in the commonplace sky 
Makes up the commonplace day; 

The moon and the stars are commonplace things, 
And the flower that blooms and the bird that sings; 
But dark were the world and sad our lot 
If the flowers failed and the sun shone not ; 
And God who studies each separate soul, 
Oat of commonplace lives makes His beautiful whole . " 

Spare the Wild Flowers 

Spare the flowers of wood and field, 
Leave them in God's garden, where 
They can seed for next year's yield; 
Look at them—and leave them there. 
W e need flowers in woodland ways 
More than we need wild bouquets. 



Spare the flowers and let them grow, 
Reproduce themselves, and spread 
As they used to long ago. 
When the woods were carpeted, 
With the sweet, gay, tender things. 
Adding joy to our springs.—Anon. 

XIII . Music: 

Objectives. 
1. The same as those of the Fourth and Fifth Grades. 
2. Special Aims: 

a. The special aims of the fifth grade extended. 
b. Increased knowledge of musical technique. 
c. Increased independence in free expression. 

Materials. 
The same as for Grade V, also some samples of simple 
chorus, glee club and operetta material f or special pro-
grams. 

Methods. 
1. Proceed as for Grade V. Teach all keys in the major 

scale and relative minors. 
2. Place responsibility on small groups in turn for conduct-

ing opening exercises, programs for special days, etc. 
Supply ample material suitable to their attainments; 
give counsel; hold to high standards; and praise worthy 
achievement. 

3. Organize contests in music memory as outgrowth of ap-
preciation lessons. 

Attainments. 
1. Ability to sing well 20 or 30 songs. 
2. Individuals able to sing 10 of class songs correctly. 
3. A repertoire of 10 or more memory songs. 
4. Ability to sing words to a simple hymn tune, in any key, 

at sight. 
5. Knowledge of major and minor key signatures. 
6. To identify: 

a. Fifty standard compositions, when heard. To name 
composers of at least 20. 

b. A 2 or 3-part song, when heard. 



Selected List of Songs. 
Two songs per week—9 per cent rote songs. 
Sight songs in keys of G and F. 
A. From Modern Music Series: 

1. Woodbirds. 
2. The Swing. 
3. Season's Gift. 
i. The Honey Bee. 
5. Dancing Song. 
6. Christmas Bells. 
7. Autumn Song. 
8. Spirit of Summertime 
9. Suwannee River. 
10. Lead, Kindly Light. 

Ocean. 
18. Star-Spangled Banner. 

11. Hail Columbia. 
12. Praise the Lord. 
13. Almighty King. 
14. Battle Hymn of the 

15. Contentment. 
16. America. 
17. Columbia, the Gem of the 

Republic. 

XIV. Citizenship: 

I. Civic Capacities. 
1. Capacity—a test of effective citizenship. 
2. Ability to read, write, and cipher. 
3. Ability to maintain oneself. 
4. Ability to care for a family. 
5. Ability to participate in the life of the community. 
6. Ability to use leisure fruitfully. 
7. Ability to recognize cultural and aesthetic interest. 
8. Ability to think straight. 

II. Civic Intelligence. 

1. Civic intelligence—the content of information and knowl-
edge relative to economical, social and political environ-
ment necessary to make civic capacities and dispositions 
effective in conduct. 

2. Relating to economical environment. 
a. Production, distribution and consumption. 
b. Transportation and communication. 
c. Taxation. 
d. Relations of labor and capital. 
e. Money and credit. 
f. Geographic influence in history. 
g. Charities and corrections. 



3. Relating to social environment. 
a. Health. 
b. Family. 
e. Community problems. 
d. Condition of living. 
e. Education. 
f. Liberty—immigration and racial problems. 
g. The changing status of women. 
h. Religion. 

4. Relating to political environment. 
a. The workings of government. 
b. The problems of international relationships. 

5. The history of environment. 







SEVENTH GRADE 





SEVENTH GRADE 

I. Arithmetic Advanced Text-book 

II. Spelling Text-book 

III. Grammar — 

....Advanced Oral and Written English, Studies in English 

IV. Writing Manual 

V. Geography Geography, Complete 

VI. Physiology and Hygiene . 

VII. U. S. History, Colorado History Text-books 
VIII. Agriculture 

IX. Nature Study 

X. Drawing 

XI. General Exercises 

XII. Citizenship 

XIII. Music 



I. Arithmetic: 

The fundamental operations of arithmetic. 
Drill to acquire facility and accuracy. 

Tables of weights and measures in general practical use. 

Emphasis on simple fractions: 1/2, 1/3, 2/3, 3/4, 1/5, 1/8. 
Fractions other than these to have less attention. 

Very simple short cuts in multiplication and division 
(such as replacing multiplication by 25 by multiply-
ing by 100 and dividing by 4). 

Percentage. Interchanging common fractions and per 
cents, finding any per cent of a number, finding what 
per cent one number is of another, finding a number 
when a certain per cent of it is known; such applica-
tions of percentage as come within the student's ex-
perience. 

Arithmetic of the home: Household accounts, thrift, 
simple bookkeeping, methods of sending money, par-
cel post. 

Arithmetic of the store: Short cuts in oral calculation, 
checking, discounts, invoice. 

Arithmetic of the bank: Writing deposit slips, cheeks, 
notes, etc., interest, discounting notes. 

Intuitive Geometry: 

The direct measurement of distances and angles by 
means of a linear scale and protractor. 

Indirect measurement by means of drawings to scale. 
Uses of square ruled paper. 

Simple geometric constructions with ruler and com-
passes, T-square and triangle, such as perpendicular 
bisector, angle bisector, parallel lines, etc. 

Areas of the square, rectangle, parallelogram, triangle 
and trapezoid; circumference and area of circle; sur-
faces and volumes of cube, prism and cylinder. 



Familiarity with such forms as the equilateral triangle, 
the 30°-60° right triangle, the isosceles right triangle; 
symmetry, axial and central; a knowledge of such 
facts as those concerning the angle sum for the tri-
angle and the Pythagorean relation; simple cases of 
geometric loci. 

Geometry of appreciation: Geometrical forms in na-
ture, architecture, manufacture and industry. 

Requirements for Promotion—Seventh Grade B: 

At the end of the Seventh B grade pupils should be 
able to: 

1. Read and write Arabic numbers to trillions without 
hesitation or error. 

2. Add, subtract, multiply and divide integers with 
standards of accuracy and speed at least equal to 
that required of the Sixth grade. 

3. Add, subtract, multiply and divide common and deci-
mal fractions as outlined in the text as they may 
occur in any business application, with a reason-
able degree of accuracy and speed. 

4. To reduce fractions to decimals and per cent; deci-
mals to per cent and fractions; and per cents to 
fractions and decimals. 

5. To find a per cent of a number. To find what per 
cent one number is of another. To find a number 
when a per cent is given. 

6. Understand and use simple line and bar graphs. 

7. To understand and use cancellation and other short 
methods of computation listed for mastery in this 
course. 

8. To make out readily the following business forms: 
sales slips, bills, statements and receipts, to keep 
a personal cash account. 

9. To observe good form and neatness habitually in all 
written work. 



10. To know the meaning and use of all terms listed for 
mastery in this course of study and necessary in 
connection with the operations of this grade. 

11. Check all computations and consider any computa-
tion incomplete until it has been checked. 

12. To have acquired a problem solving ability equal to 
that necessary for the solution of the problems 
proposed by the text for this grade. 

Seventh Grade A: 

1. Application of percentage. 
a. Gain and loss. 

2. Teach the use of such terms as: 

a. Cost; what it means and how it is figured now 
in the business world. 

b. Overhead expenses. 
c. Gain or profit. 
d. Loss. 

Discount (Single) : 

1. What is meant by discount ? 

2. W h y made by a merchant? 
a. To get people to buy at once. 
b. To move seasonable merchandise. 
c. Going out of business. 
d. Selling damaged goods, etc. 
e. To lessen stock to save storage and insurance. 
f. To encourage large purchases. 

3. Teach meaning of such terms as: 
a. Trade discount. 
b. List price. 
c. Net price or amount. 
d. Cash discount. 
e. Wholesale dealers and merchants. 
f. Retail dealers or merchants. 

Discount is reckoned as a per cent off of the list 
price. 



4. Why a series (more than one) of discounts is given 
instead of one. 

a. Discounts are often given for different reasons; 
for size of order, for immediate purchase, 
for cash, etc. A customer may be able to 
take advantage of one if not all. 

Commission: 

1. Learn the meaning of the terms: commission, agent, 

principal, net proceeds, commission merchant. 

2. Why commission is paid: 

a. For buying or selling goods. 
b. For collecting debts. 

c. For services rendered such as architect, engi-
neers, etc. 

d. Reason for paying a commission rather than a 
flat wage in salary. 

3. Commission is figured as stated; a per cent of the 
selling price. 

4. The difference between the selling price and the com-
mission is the net proceeds. 

Interest: 

1. Scope of work. 

a. Teach thoroughly the method of finding simple 
interest for years, mouths, days. 

2. Where a knowledge of interest functions in life and 
why valuable to individuals. 

a. Borrowing money for school expenses or for 
investment. 

b. Loaning money to banks; to individuals; school 
savings; postal savings. 

c. United States government bonds. Those of 
the city; the school district. 



3. Thoroughly familiarize pupils with the following 
terms: 
a. Interest is money paid for the use of money. 

(1) W h y people are willing to pay money 
for the use of money. 

(2) What can be done with money to make 
more money. 

b. Principal is the sum loaned. 
c. Rate is the per cent of the principal paid for 

the use of the principal for one year. 
(1) Discuss rates of interest; what a bank 

generally pays, a savings bank, pos-
tal savings bank. The legal rate is 
8 per cent. 

(2) Talk with pupils on some factors that 
determine rates. 
(a) Plenty of available money, good 

security, and a long-time loan 
generally mean a low rate. 
W h y ? 

(b ) Scarcity of money, poor secur-
ity and short loans generally 
mean high rates. What is 
meant by security? 

d. Time is the number of years, months, days, the 
principal has been used. 

Angles: 
How angles are measured (in degrees, l/360th of a cir-

cle). 
Recognition and definition of right, acute and obtuse 

angles. 
What a perpendicular is, how right angles are formed. 

Plane Figures: 
a. Get from the pupils some life situations where there 

is need for recognition and measurement of plane 
figures. 

b. Suggestions for teaching: 
1. Call attention to the figures in the text. 
2. Draw them on the board and label them. Have 

pupils draw them on paper; find them in 
the room. 



c. Quadrilaterals ( four sides). 
1. Teach recognition and definition of square, rec-

tangle, parallelogram. 
2. Ability to find perimeter when all sides are 

given. 
3. Ability to find area when base and altitude are 

given. 
4. Make sure pupils have thorough conception of 

square measure, square inch, square foot, etc. 
d. Triangles (three sides): 

1. How triangles are designated (by letters). 
2. Recognition and definition of triangle classified. 

a. According to angles, right, acute, obtuse. 
b. According to sides, equilateral, isosceles, 

scalene. 
3. Ability to find perimeter when all sides are 

given. 
4. Ability to compute area when base and alti-

tude are given. 
Show why the area of a triangle is equal to 1/2 

(base X altitude) by comparing with a 
rectangle. 

e. Division of land survey. 
f. Carpeting and papering. 

1. Carpeting and papering very little used by 
average individual. 

2. No set rule for same; methods differ with con-
tractors. 

3. Honor pupils among the boys may be asked to 
find from contractors the methods used for 
measuring carpet and paper in the commu-
nity. 

Requirements for Promotion—Seventh Grade A: 

At the end of the Seventh A grade pupils should be 
able t o : 
1. Meet all requirements proposed for Seventh B 

grade. 
2. To use per cents readily as they apply in business 

practices, as in gain and loss, commission and 
discounts, both single and series. 



3. To find simple interest for a given principal, time 
and rate, by the common method. 

4. To compute interest periods (time) in days, 
months, years, when dates are given. 

5. To understand lines and angles, their recognition, 
terminology and measurement in so far as re-
quired by this course of study. 

6. To compute the area of triangle, rectangles, paral-
lelograms, when base and altitude are given. 

7. To solve all problems proposed by the text in con-
nection with all processes and operations re-
quired by this course of study. 

II. Spelling: 

Mastering of spelling demons. 
Dictation exercise. 
Rules for spelling. 
Spelling contest. 
Oral spelling contest. 
Study suffix and prefix. 
Composition exercise involving words learned. 
Synonyms, antonyms. 
Every pupil with a dictionary. 
Meaning of words. 
Derivation. 

III. Grammar: 

One-half of the time is given to written language. 
Oral. 
Enunciation. 
Common errors of speech. 
Sentence structure. Short oral compositions. 
Written. 
Sentence structure. 
Expanding. 
Combining. 
Contracting. 
Letter writing—original composition. 
Punctuation. 
Word drills and vocabulary building. 



1. Composition. 
Oral composition. 

One minute talks upon current events. 
Short debates. 
Arguments on school subject-matter. 
Discussing a book that has been read. 
Discussing newspaper cartoons. 
Preparing to dramatize a story. 

Written composition. 
Original fables and fairy tales. 
Complete stories. 
Compose stories. 
Tell personal experiences. 
Interpret poems. 
Write letters. 
Study pictures. 
Write a play. 

2. Formal Grammar: 
The following outline will serve as a guide to 

the order of sequence that should be followed when 
reviewing the work of the Sixth grade and carry-
ing it on to complete the Seventh grade require-
ment: 

Sentence: 
Defined; modal classification—declarative, im-

perative, interrogative, exclamatory. 
Sentence divided into its two major parts: Com-

plete subject: complete predicate. 

Subject: 
(a) Bare or simple; (b) modifiers o f ; this leads 

to recognition of noun, pronoun, infinitive, 
adjective and participle as parts of speech; 
the adjective modifier may be either one word 
or a group of words (phrase or clause). 

Predicate: 
(a) Bare or simple; (b) modifiers o f ; this leads 

to the recognition of verb, complement, ad-
verbial modifiers (word, phrase or clause) and 
participle. 



Complement: 
(a) Object; (b) attribute (objective comple-

ment may be omitted); this leads to the iden-
tification of predicate noun and predicate ad-
jective as attribute complements. 

Further study of the noun: 
Use of the noun in a sentence as an appositive; 

term of address (omit nominative absolute); 
exclamation; classification of noun—common, 
proper, collective; inflection—gender, num-
ber, case. 

Adjective: 
(Word, phrase or clause) recognition in any 

part of the sentence. 
Further study of verb: 

Classified as transitive or intransitive; regular 
or irregular (correct language forms help here 
and the rational use of the forms for present 
time, past time, and future time). The study 
of conjugation (as such) should not be taught 
in this grade, but should be reserved for the 
eighth grade if taught at all. 

Adverb: 
(Word, phrase or clause) recognition. 

Preposition: 
The immediate outgrowth from the study of 

phrases that are used either as adjectives or 
adverbs. 

Connectives or conjunctions: 
This should lead to the structural classification 

of sentences. * 
Classification of sentences according to structure: 

Simple, complex, compound. 
IV. Writing: 

Drill on capitals and loop letters. 
Uniformity of slant, height and spacing in all writing. 
Drill for speed and rhythm. 

Count to increase speed. 
Practice movement. 
Insist upon correct position, neatness and accuracy in 

all written work. 



1. Position. 
Keep both feet flat on the floor and hold head and 

body erect. Have both arms on the desk well 
away from the body. A right angle should be 
kept at the right elbow and the paper moved to 
fit this position so that all down strokes may be 
pulled toward the center of the body. The eye 
of the pen should be opposite the middle of the 
first finger nail, and the penholder should point 
between the elbow and shoulder of the right 
arm. There are three points of contact for writ-
ing—the large muscle in front of the right el-
bow, the third and fourth finger tips, and the 
pen point. 

2. Movement. 
All muscles must be relaxed before movement is 

taken. All movement is made on the fleshy mus-
cle of the right forearm. All down strokes must 
be brought toward the center of the body. 
Every line made by the pen is accompanied by 
the same motion of the third and fourth finger 
tips. 

3. Writing. 
Use the same spacing as that shown on the pen-

manship sheets. Try to approximate the size 
and forms in the exercises given. Keep the 
down strokes parallel by pulling them all toward 
the center of the body. Swing the writing to 
the speed of four or five lines per minute, that 
there may be freedom shown in connecting 
strokes. Keep a light, unshaded stroke by using 
a coarse steel pen. 

Geography: 
North America, United States, South America and Europe. 

1. Location and size. 
2. Surface. 

Mountain systems: Location; direction; ranges; 
heights; peaks; volcanoes. 

Plateaus: Location; extent, arid or fertile. 
Plains and valleys: Location; extent, arid or fer-

tile. 



3. Drainage. 
River systems: Main stream; direction; size; 

branches; navigation. 
Lakes: Location; extent; fresh or salt; value. 

4. Climate, 
Review location with reference to prevailing wes-

terlies, north horse latitudes and northeast 
trades. Rainfall in principal sections. Account 
for distribution of rainfall. Point out the rela-
tion between distribution of rainfall and plant 
production. Places of temperate climate. Why? 
Effect of water bodies on land areas. Why are 
eastern shores more affected than western 
shores? 

5. Life. 
Vegetables: Distribution; course of distribution. 
Animal: Distribution; course of distribution. 
Human: Races; occupations; education; reli-

gion; government; center of population in the 
United States. 

6. Resources. 
Soil: Minerals; forests; fisheries; fur-bearing ani-

mals. 
7. Productions—occupations. 

Agriculture: Kind of agricultural products 
grown; sections where grown; why? 

Manufactures: Location of centers; relation of 
location to power, i. e. waterfalls; principal 
kinds. 

Mining: Kinds of minerals; location of most ex-
tensive mines. 

8. Commerce. 
Routes: Land; water. Exports, imports. 

9. Chief cities. 
Reasons for location. Comparative map studies. 

10. Mathematical concepts. 
Circle, radius, diameter, rotation, revolution, el-

lipse, pole, axis, inclination, oblate spheroid, 
meridian, parallel. 

11. Form and size of the earth. 
Proofs of the earth's shape. 



12. Latitude and longitude. 
Location of places; value of a degree of latitude, 

of longitude; how determined; longitude and 
time. 

13. Local and standard time. 
Why standard time is used. Time belts. How lo-

cal time differs from standard time. Interna-
tional date line. 

Alaska, West Indies, Hawaii, Philippines, Central America. 
1. Location. 
2. Surface and general appearance. 
3. Climate. 
4. Characteristic products. 
5. Industries. 
6. People. 
7. Important cities. . 
8. Government. 

General review. 

VI. Physiology a n d Hygiene: 

General Suggestions.—The object that the teacher 
should continually have in mind in the preparation of 
health subjects to children is the creation of ideals and 
habits of healthy living. With the inculcation of these, 
the foundation will be laid for vigorous and useful man-
hood and womanhood. But to secure the results that 
are desired, constant repetition will be necessary. 

Part of the opening exercise period may well be 
used in giving to the assembled pupils information that 
will lead them to care properly for their health. The 
wise selection of food, its thorough mastication, the 
necessity for regular attendance to the daily "health 
chores," the avoidance of infection, and the importance 
of securing an adequate supply of fresh air at all times, 
should be emphasized. The Modern Health Crusade 
work offers a splendid means for giving systematic 
training in the formation of health habits. 

In places having medical inspection, the visiting 
school physician or nurse can give most valuable aid. 
But even in schools that are without medical inspection, 
the teacher who is really alive to the vital importance 



of health instruction can render very great service in 
noting physical handicaps in pupils and suggesting 
methods of overcoming these. The persistent instruc-
tion of children on health matters will do much to raise 
health standards in any community. 

1. The Nervous System. 
Terms to be understood: Neuron, dendrite, axon, 

nerve fiber, nerve center, stimulus, reaction, 
motor, sensory, afferent, central, peripheral, re-
flex. 

Central nervous system, consisting o f : 
Central organs: Brain, cord, ganglia. 
End organs: Special sense organs and motor 

end plates in muscles. 
Sympathetic nervous system consisting o f : 

Ganglia. 
Sympathetic nerves. 

Plexures (about internal organs). 
Structure of the brain and spinal cord. 

Functions of the different parts. 
Cerebrum. 
Cerebellum. 
Medulla. 
Spinal cord. 

The cranial nerves: 
General location and function. 

The spinal nerves: 
Classes, roots. 
General function. 

Reflex action: 
Mechanism; reflex arc. 
Advantages of reflex action: Quick, correct, re-

lief to brain. 
Reflex action and habit. 

Functions of the sympathetic system: 
Control circulation. 
Control secretion, excretion and digestion. 
Harmonize action of various organs. 

Care of the brain: 
Need of exercise; kind and amount. 
Rest and sleep necessary. 



Diseases of the nervous system: 
Idiocy: Cause; training of feeble-minded. 
Insanity: Causes; heredity, ill health, alcohol-

ism, trouble, overwork, injury. 
Prevention: Avoid causes, if possible. 
Paralysis—cause: Usually clot of blood. 
Nervous prostration—causes: Continued men-

tal strain, lack of exercise, improper nutrition. 
Treatment: Complete rest and change of 
scene and occupation; proper exercise and 
diet, 

Stimulants and Narcotics. 
Stimulants defined: 

Tea, coffee, cocoa. 
Active principle of each. 
Best methods of preparing. 
Benefits of use; 
Dangers to the nervous, the dyspeptic, the 

young. 
Dangers of the drug and patent-medicine habit. 

Strychnine—caution: Use only when prescribed 
by physician. 

Narcotics defined: 
Opiates: Laudanum, paregoric, morphine, etc.; 

effects; habit, 
Cocaine; chloral; enslaving influence. 
Alcoholic drinks classified: Examples and 

strength. 
Physiological action of alcohol: 

False stimulation or exhilaration. 
Inhibition of brain functions. 
Alcohol and muscular work : Experiments. 
Alcohol and arteries: Observations. 
Alcohol and exposure to cold: Danger. 

Pathological conditions due to alcohol: 
Acute. 

Mental. 
Bodily. 

Chronic. 
Mental. 
Bodily: Nervous system, heart, arteries, 

stomach, liver, kidneys. 



Relation of intemperance to poverty; to crime; 
to insanity; to disease in general. 

Tobacco. 
A variety of effects. 
Arguments against its use. 
" B o y s who use cigarettes seldom fail in later 

l i fe ; they have no later l i fe . "—David Starr 
Jordan. 

3. Organs of Special Sense. 
The eye. 

Description, location and use of the principal 
parts. 

Defects: Their cause and remedy. 
Nearsightedness. 
Farsightedness. 
Astigmatism. 
Cataract, 

Care of the eyes in regard to— 
Eye rest. 
Illumination of object. 
Flickering light. 
Glossy paper. 
Cleanliness. 
Removing foreign substances. 

The expert oculist versus the " q u a c k . " 
The ear. 

Description and use of the outer, middle and 
inner ear. 

Function of the semicircular canals. 
Perception of pitch. 
Deafness: Causes and prevention. 

4. Control of Public Health and Sanitation. 
Factors determining public health. 

Thickly settled communities. 
Personal habits. 
Climate. 
Cleanliness of surroundings. 
Mosquitoes, flies, rats. 
Pet animals: Cats and dogs. 



Plan of campaign for public health. 
Prevent spread of disease germs. 

By disinfecting. 
By quarantining. 
By care on the part of those who are sick. 

Increasing individual resistance. 
By sanitary conditions of home and neighbor-

hood. 
By instruction in hygienic living. 

Preventable diseases: How spread and how pre-
vented. 
Tuberculosis. 
Typhoid fever. 
Diphtheria. 
Scarlet fever, measles and whooping cough. 
Smallpox. 

The home. 
Location: Light and air. 
The house. 

Furnishing. 
Cleaning: Sweeping, dusting, vacuum clean-

ers. 
Rugs versus carpets. 
Sanitary cellar. 
Heating and ventilation. 
Lighting. 

Water supply. 
Necessity for pure water. 
Location and construction of well. 

Sewage: Systems of disposal. 
Health officials. 

Duties and authority. 
Need of co-operation on part of public. 

History: 

New land discovered. 
Spain and England in America. 
The French in America—along the St. Lawrence and in 

Mississippi valley. 
England defeats France in struggle for control of Amer-

ica. 



America the champion for American republics against 
European exploitation (1815-1829). 

Jackson and democracy out of the west. 
State rights and the slavery question. 
The Civil W a r settles the question of slavery and seces-

sion. 

The Confederation: 
Articles of Confederation. 
The Federation established and preserved. 

Colorado History: 
Indian tribes. 
Spanish explorations. 
Gold discovery. 
Settlement. 
Indian warfare. 
Government. 
Development. 

VIII . Agriculture: 

Soils as the Home of Plants. 

Problem—In what ways is the soil essential to the life 
of the plant? 
a. W h y is it necessary for the plant to be fixed to or 

anchored in the soil? 
b. What does the plant get f rom the soil which is es-

sential in its growth? 
Consider: Water, nitrogen, potassium, calcium, mag-

nesium, carbon, oxygen, sulphur, iron, sodium, chlo-
ride, aluminum, silicon. 

Preparing the Soil for the Home of the Plant. 

Prob lem—Why is it necessary to have a well prepared 
seed bed for plants and to cultivate many of them! 

Consider: (1) The means plants have of getting their 
f ood from the soil ; (2) the plant 's need for air; (3) 
competition of the cultivated plants with other plants 
(weeds) . 



Farm Management 
Choosing a Farm. 

Problem—What factors should determine one in the 
selection of a farm? 
a. List the reasons which your parents give for se-

lecting the farm on which you live. 
b. What would you consider in the selection of a 

farm? 
Consider: (1) Fertility of soil; (2) the neighborhood 

and school facilities; (3) churches; (4) healthfulness; 
(5) markets; (6) roads; (7) taxes; (8) safety of in-
vestment; (9) improvements; (10) shape of fields; 
(11) size of fields. 

Planning the Farm Layout. 
Problem—What factors should be considered in plan-

ning the farm organization? 
a. Make a drawing to scale of your home farm. What 

changes would you suggest? Make a drawing 
of the farm as you would plan it. 

Consider: (1) Shape and size of fields; (2) maintenance 
of soil fertility; (3) kinds and amounts of feeds to 
grow; (4) pastures; (5) woodlots; (6) sources of in-
come; (7) type of farming to be followed. 

Bookkeeping on the Farm. 
Problem—What records should the farmer keep? 

a. What records does your father keep? Your neigh-
bors? 

b. What records would you keep? 
Plant Studies. 

1. Importance of soil water. 
2. How soil water enters plants. 
3. Rise of water in soils. 
4. How soils can be made to hold more water. 
5. Influence of drainage. 
6. Plant food removed by crops. 

Animal Studies. 
1. Common breeds of farm horses. 
2. Care and management of horses. 
3. Unsoundness of horses. 
4. Judging the age of horses. 
5. Care of colts. 



Soils 

Soils 

Sedentary. 

Residual. 

Cumulose.. 

Transported. 

Sandstone—from what 
derived ? 

Granite—from what 
derived ? 

Limestone—from what, 
derived? {How formed 

When formed 
Principal use 

{How formed? 
Where formed? 
How distinguished? 
How formed ? 

Glacial Where formed? 
When made? 

Aeolian 
Loess How formed? 

Where formed? 

Colluvial H o w f o r m e d ? 
Where formed? 

Soils of the Community. 

Problem—What kind of soils do we have in this com-
m unity ? 

a. Each pupil will bring samples from his father's 
farm, or samples may be collected by the class 
on a field trip. Care should be taken to get sam-
ples of bottom and upland soils. 

b. Examine carefully the samples, noting the color 
and the " f e e l " of the soils when rubbed between 
the thumb and fingers. Gravelly and sandy soils 
give a harsh, cutting sensation; silty soils a 
velvety feel and clay soils a greasy or slick feel, 
when moistened. 

c. What ones of the soils contain gravel? Coarse 
sand? Medium sand? Fine sand? Silt? Clay? 



d. Soils are designated as gravelly soils, sandy soils, 
etc., or as gravelly loam, sandy loam, etc., de-
pending upon the relative influence each of the 
above named soil particles has upon the nature 
of the soils. With these facts in mind, determine 
the kind of soils found in the community. 

Note—A notion of the amount of the various soil parti-
cles contained in a given sample of soil may be ob-
tained by placing the sample in a bottle or jar of 
water, shaking and letting stand till the soil particles 
have settled. It will be noted that the coarser and 
heavier particles settle to the bottom first. 

How Soils Have Been Made. 
Problem—What agencies have worked to make our 

soils? 
a. Examine soil particles of the soil samples collected. 

Where did the gravels come from? The sand? 
Bits of plants, etc? 

b. Make a field trip to study the work of the soil-
forming agencies. Consider the work of air, 
water, frost, ice, plants, animals. 

c. Formulate a working definition of soils. 

Nature Study: 
Plants should not be considered in full bloom until the 

flowers are ready to receive or discharge pollen. 
What insects hibernate or continue an active life 

through the winter? If possible, list those which have 
spent the winter as adults, as larvae in the pupal stage 
or in the egg stage. 

With bird study keep a record each day of the number 
of forms seen and the number of each kind. In this 
way you can see whether the species migrate in 
" w a v e s " or in a straggling manner. Brief field rec-
ognition marks are given for each bird. Determine 
whether the first ones to come sing or not. Learn to 
recognize each by its call. If possible, find out what 
the food is. 

Silver maple in bloom. Small flowers come out very 
early before the leaves. Are they insect or wind pol-
linated? What makes you think so? 



Elm in bloom. How do these flowers differ from those 
of the maple in the way they are attached to the 
twig? Why? 

Willow in bloom. Find some "puss ies " that bear and 
some that receive pollen. Are these ever visited by 
insects? 

Poplar in bloom. Same questions as above. 
Date of first dandelion to bloom. If possible, account 

for its early appearance. Contrary to most popular 
opinion, dandelions do not pollinate. The fruits ripen 
without it. 

Date of first chickweed to bloom. The flowers are very 
small and white and grow in lawns and waste places. 
The petals are so deeply divided as to appear double. 
Compare the length of the stamens and pistils. Either 
self pollinated or insect pollinated. 

Date of first bloodroot to bloom. A well known wood-
land flower famous for blood red dye which it se-
cretes. This was used by Indians for war paint. 

Flicker.—A rather large bird which shows a white rump 
when flying away. 

Meadow Lark.—A bird about the same size, which shows 
two white tail feathers when it lights. 

Mourning Dove.—A bird slightly smaller whose wings 
whistle and -whose tail shows a white tip border when 
it lights. 

Kingfisher.—A bird found mostly near water; blue and 
white; flies high and direct. 

Purple Grackle or Crow Blackbird.—Aside from our 
crow, our largest common blackbird. Find out color 
of eyes. How do they look when they sing? 

Redwinged Blackbird.—Learn to distinguish between 
its ordinary call and call of alarm. 

Robin.—The males are more brightly colored than the 
females. Do they come first, or last? Does a robin 
walk, run, skip or all of these? Examine tracks in 
mud and find out if necessary. 

How many nights in the month did you see "Venus, a 
bright star which is in the west shortly after sun-
down? 



Determine which way Jupiter travels, seen in west at 
about 8 p. m. 

Find examples of soil and stones broken by frost. De-
termine what good could arise from this. What rela-
tion is there between this and fall plowing? 

Learn to recognize deltas, gorges, rivers, valleys, lakes, 
etc., in melting snow and ice. How does presence of 
snow and ice in spring affect perennial plants which 
have died back except for underground parts? Is it 
better or worse for these plants to remain covered the 

greater part of March? 
Good weather follows wind blowing from which direc-

tions? 
What would be the effect of plowing too early, particu-

larly in a clay soil? 
Watch for a circle around the moon. When did this 

appear and was it large or small? 
How did the weather change following this? Was this 

change soon or not? 
Learn how to read the weather chart in the post office. 

If possible predict weather from it yourself. Re-
member a series is necessary. 

How do the streams differ now and in the winter as to 
clearness, size, etc.? 

What kind of ground dries out most quickly and what 
kind least quickly? 

What is the difference between the time the sun sets 
when you start keeping these records and the time 
it sets at the end of the month? 

What is the difference between the time the moon rises 
one night and the time it rises the next night? 

Drawing: 

Let all drawing be taught as a mode of thought ex-
pression, and as giving a disposition to do something. 

Do not permit pupils to become absorbers of facts given 
by teachers, texts, or the drawing of others. Induce 
action on the part of the pupils. Let the teacher cul-
tivate and direct to a definite end. Encourage origi-
nality and invention on the part of the pupil. 



Train the hand to become familiar and experienced with 
form in different mediums. Emphasize the art side 
as well as the mechanical. 

Teach the pupil to look for the beautiful in the world 
about him. Lead pupils to appreciate beautiful pic-
tures. 

Have two twenty-minute recitations each week. Teach 
the whole school at one time. Have as nearly similar 
work as possible. 

Pictures. 
Collect pictures. 
Mount. 
Criticise. 

Portfolio. 
Make portfolio for drawings. 

Landscape. 
Simple in detail. 
Perspective, paint. 

Birds. 
Copy—color—size. 

Plant study. 
Flowers, twigs, sprays. 
Paint in colors. 
Use fresh specimens for each lesson. 

Study pictures. 

Note following points: 
Location—where—there—place. 
Accessory—minor details or trimmings. 
Action—movement. 
Principality—main part of picture. 

Objects. 
Draw in black and white. 

Letters. 
Plain forms in capitals. 
Small case letters. 

Holiday books. 
Simple designs. 
Use color scheme. 



Home decorations. 
Color scheme. 
Pictures. 

Rugs. 
Draperies. 
Papering. 

Special Day Activities: 

1. Columbus day— 
Make ships, Indians, wigwams, bows and arrows. 

2. Hallowe'en— 
Make Jack o'lanterns, masks, ghosts, witches, bats, 

cats. 

3. Thanksgiving— 
Study pictures of Pilgrims. Dress dolls as Puri-

tans. Decorations for Thansgiving dinner table, 
using napkin, turkey and cornucopia motif. 

4. Christmas— 
Make tree decorations, gifts, toys, candy boxes, 

cards, calendars; dress dolls. 

5. Lincoln's birthday— 
Study of pictures and statues of Lincoln. Repro-

duce log cabin. See handwork section. Illus-
trate scenes in life of Lincoln. 

6. Valentine day— 
Make valentines and envelopes. 

7. Washington's birthday— 
Study portrait of Washington. Illustrate some 

story of Washington. Make patriotic buttons 
for coats. Make three-cornered hats. 

8. Longfellow's birthday— 
Make illustrations of scenes from Hiawatha. Chil-

dren's Hour, Miles Standish and other poems. 

9. Easter— 
Model in clay: Eggs, rabbits, chickens, etc. Make 

baskets for carrying eggs. Illustrate Easter 
stories. 



10. Arbor day— 
Make posters; plant trees; work on school grounds. 

Make flower frames and trellises. See hand-
work section. Plant shrubs at home and school. 

11. May d a y -
Make baskets, flowers, maypole. 

Suitable Activities in Which Art May Be of Service Both 
at School and at Home: 
1. School. 

Making and preparing materials for use of other 
classes. See arithmetic, geography, history. 

Mounting and arranging work for exhibits. 
Decorating containers for flowers, enameling bot-

tles and jars. 
Arranging flowers in appropriate vases and jars. 
Planning and making window boxes. 

Larger boys. See handwork section. 
Landscaping the school grounds. 
Posters for school activities—Hallowe'en parties, 

pie suppers, etc. 
Programs and invitations for school and commu-

nity entertainments. 
Costumes and decorations for programs. 
Rebinding books and binding magazines. 
Labeling library books and reference material. 

XI . General Exercises: 
The Flag. 

The flag of a nation is the emblem of that nation. 
The American flag is raised every day over the White 
House, every executive department building, each of 
the two houses of Congress, and all government build-
ings in Washington city, the nation's capital. It also 
floats from all state and federal buildings throughout 
the United States, and on the ships of the navy and 
army and all American embassies, legations, and con-
sulates all over the world. 

Gen. George Washington raised the first American 
flag on January 2, 1776, at Cambridge, Mass., when he 
took command of the American army to fight the British. 
This flag had seven red and six white stripes, and the 



British crosses in the blue field where the stars now are. 
In the next year, by order of the Continental Congress, 
the British emblem was replaced by the white stars in 
the blue field. In 1794 the number of stars and stripes 
was changed to 15 each, after Vermont and Kentucky 
became states. In 1818 Congress restored the original 
13 stripes to represent the 13 original states and decided 
that there should be one new star added on July 4 of 
any year for each new state admitted during the pre-
ceding year. Our flag is called the Stars and Stripes; 
the stars represent our present growth, while the stripes 
refer to America's history. The blue in the flag repre-
sents loyalty, which is the foundation upon which our 
country is built. The states rest upon this foundation 
of loyalty as truly as the white stars rest on the blue 
foundation. 

Betsy Ross, the daughter of an American patriot, 
made the first flag of our country and designed the 
star. Her home, on Arch Street in Philadelphia, where 
she made the flag, still stands and is carefully preserved 
as the birthplace of the American flag. 

We have a national song to the flag, written by 
Francis Scott Key during our second war of independ-
ence. It is called the "Star-Spangled Banner." 

The Uncleanness of Tobacco Habits: 
1. The enslaving power of tobacco. 
2. The idolatry of tobacco habits. 
3. Tobacco and hard times. 
4. Tobacco injures the mental powers. 
5. Tobacco leads to insanity. 
6. Tobacco and disease. 
7. Tobacco users more liable to disease. 
8. Tobacco-using parents injure their offspring. 
9. The use of tobacco a curse to boys and young men. 

10. Tobacco the handmaid of intemperance. 
11. The common use of tobacco a sin against society. 
12. The example of smoking and chewing pernicious. 
13. The time wasted in the indulgence of tobacco. 
14. Tobacco a destroyer of property. 
15. Twelve pleas answered. 
16. Fifty-four objections to tobacco. 



THE BEST YOU HAD 

When the game has at last been finished, 
And the echoes of cheering have died; 

When the stands are silent and empty 
Where the thousands have kidded and guyed; 

When the shadows are swiftly approaching, 
And silence has followed the fray, 

While the fields lie bare 
In the crimson glare 

At the close of a sunlit day. 

The score doesn't so much matter, 
Though the loser be sorely flayed; 

There are other affairs to consider, 
Than the count that the victor made. 

Did you play with a zeal and courage? 
Did you strive with a cool head, lad? 

Did you show them, too, 
That you're game clear through— 

Did you give them the best you had? 

If you did, then rest on your laurels, 
And know that with you 'tis well ; 

Though you may not play like a master, 
Nor fight like a fiend of hell : 

And naught will be set against you 
In the great and final score, 

When the game is won 
And the fight is done, 

And we rest forevermore. 
For a loser is often a winner, 

If he knows how to lose and laugh, 
And a winner is often a loser, 

If the facts were known by half, 
In the game, in the fight, in the striving, 

In the sport or in life, my lad, 
Though you're worn and spent, 
You may rest content, 

If you gave them the best you had. 
— " M a c " in Satinettes. 



1. How acquired: By birth, naturalization; minor 
children of naturalized parents; marriage; annex-
ation. 

2. How lost: Committing crimes; naturalization in 
other countries; residence abroad without intent 
to return; residence in country of origin under 
treaties; accepting foreign military commission. 

3. Benefits: Birthplace; adopted home; protection 
from foreign enemies; protection of person and 
property; free education; opportunity to make a 
career. 

4. Obligations: Knowledge of laws; obedience to laws; 
support of taxation; military service in time of 
need; loyalty and support in time of need; respect 
for flag as symbol of patriotism. 

a. Nature of Patriotism. 

1. Love of country: Union before states; government 
before private business; national needs before per-
sonal ease and comfort ; national defense before 
family; salvation of country at expense of life, if 
need be. 

2. Undivided love of country: Support against foreign 
country; treatment of naturalized citizen as native 
born; non-naturalized residents here by courtesy; 
bound to respect law and act accordingly; unity 
necessary to uphold justice, public order, interna-
tional rights. 

b. How to Show Patriotism. 

1. Use of privilege of voting: Vote whenever possible; 
study duties and characteristics of official posi-
tions; judge candidates according to ability; vote 
for " b e s t " man. 

2. Civilian service for government when possible. 
3. Electing and holding in office men who serve Amer-

ica first with intelligence and honor. 
4. Insistence upon protection for all classes. 
5. Military service. 



e. Study of the Great Americans (Their Responsibilities, 
Abilities and Services). 
1. Statesmen. 
2. Writers. 
3. Inventors. 
4. Educators. 
5. Scientists. 

d. State Road and Vehicle Laws. 
1. Notice on bridges: Commission, county court, town 

and cities must post notices of maximum safe load 
or weight; commission then not liable for damage 
to person or property if weight is in excess but 
driver is liable for any damage. 

e. Rules for Safety Driving. 
Don't allow a car to stand on the public streets or high-

ways unattended without stopping motor and setting 
brakes. 

Don't forget to give warning of approach to pedestrians 
and riders or drivers of animals being overtaken. 

Don't " c u t i n " short after passing a vehicle. 
Don't " h o g " the road. 
Don't cut corners. 
Don't frighten horses. 
Don't give wrong arm signals. 
Don't neglect to sound horn at curves. 
Don't leave car standing on main travelled portion of 

road while being repaired or while camping. 
Don't change the course of your motor vehicle without 

giving proper signals. 
Don't exceed speed limit. 
Don't fail to give aid in case of accident. 
Don't disregard children on curb. Remember they can 

start quicker than you can stop. 

f. Rules for Safety in Walking. 
Always walk to the left side of the highway facing ears 

coming toward you. 
Step off the road when a car passes you. 
Look in both directions before stepping into street from 

behind parked ears. 



Obey traffic signals and cross street intersections with 
and in the same direction as the traffic. 

Always look in all directions before crossing a highway. 
Don't trust a driver to slow up for you. He may be in-

toxicated, careless or reckless and his brakes may not 
hold. 

g. Elections. 

1. Purpose o f : Choose chief officials of the city, state 
and national governments who act for us in carry-
on public business. 

2. Who should be elected: Honest men, since they han-
dle our money; good workers as we pay them for 
their time; well-educated men as they have diffi-
cult problems to solve; patriotic men who will 
work for the good of the city, state or nation. 

3. How to judge a candidate: Find out all you can 
from people who know him: read two reliable 
newspapers of opposite politics; judge according 
to actual ability, not personal feeling. 

4. Process of voting: Registering; paying poll tax; 
division of city into voting precincts; time of vot-
ing; marking of ballot. 

h. Taxation. 

1. Necessity: Taxation secures for the individual ne-
cessities. 

i. Education. 

1. Kinds of schools: Kindergarten, graded, high, vaca-
tion, summer, night, college, university, normal, 
military, technical. 

2. Cost and financing: Cost per child a year. 

Home Industries. 

What constitutes a home? 
What is the child's duty in the home? 
What connection between the home and school? 



XIII . Music: 

THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER 

Oh, say, can you see by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming, 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight, 
O'er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there. 
Oh, say, does the star-spangled banner yet wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 

On the shore dimly seen thro' the mists of the deep, 
Where the foe 's haughty host in dread silence reposes, 
What is that which the breeze, o 'er the towering steep, 
As it fitfully blows, half conceals, half discloses? 
Now it catches the gleam of the morning's first beam, 
In full glory reflected, now shines on the stream; 
'Tis the star-spangled banner; oh, long may it wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 

Oh, thus be it ever when free-men shall stand 
Between their loved home and wild war's desolation, 
Blest with victory and peace, may the heaven rescued land 
Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation. 
Then conquer we must when our cause it is just, 
And this be our motto: " In God is our trust ! ' ' 
And the star-spangled banner in triumph shall wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 



AMERICA 

My country! 'tis of thee, Sweet land of liberty, 
Of thee I sing; 

Land where my fathers died! Land of the pilgrims' pride! 
Prom ev'ry mountain side let Fredom ring! 

My native country, thee, Land of the noble free, 
Thy name I love; 

I love thy rocks and rills, Thy woods and templed hills; 
My heart with rapture thrills, like that above. 

Let music swell the breeze, And ring from all the trees, 
Sweet Freedom's song; 

Let mortal tongues awake; Let all that breathe partake; 
Let rocks their silence break, The sound prolong. 

Our fathers' God! to Thee, Author of liberty, 
To Thee we sing; 

Long may our land be bright, With Freedom's holy light; 
Protect us by Thy might, Great God, our King! 





EIGHTH GRADE 





EIGHTH GRADE 

I. Arithmetic Advanced Text-book 

II. Algebra Elements of Algebra 

III. U. S. History, Colorado History 

IV. Civics - Text-book 

V. Grammar English Book 

VI. Social Science, Geography 

VII. Writing - Manual 

VIII. Spelling Three days in each week 

Words selected from grade texts. 

IX. Agriculture Elementary Principles 

X. Literature 

XI. Music 

XII. Memory Work 

XIII. Art Education 

XIV. Manual Training — 

XV. Home Economics 

XVI. General Information 



Arithmetic: 

1. Arithmetic of trade: 
Invoices and bills. 
Accounts. 
Profit and loss. 
Commercial discount. 
Bank discount. 
Foreign money. 
Metric system (if there is time). 

2. Arithmetic of building: 
Excavating. 
Board measure. 
Lathing and plastering. 
Painting and papering. 

3. Arithmetic of investment: 
Savings bank accounts. 
Postal savings, thrift. 
Elementary stocks and bonds. 

4. Arithmetic of the home and farm: 
Special emphasis on problems arising from the life 

in the community. 
5. Mensuration: 

Review of 7A work in mensuration. 
Surfaces and volumes of prisms, pyramids, cones 

and spheres. 
How many cu. ft. of ensilage will the silo hold? 
Give many problems based on community activi-

ties. 
6. Square root : 

Square root is needed in finding the length of one 
side of a square field when the area is known, 
finding the heights of trees from shadows cast, 
to find the diagonal of square fields and to find 
the length of a rafter when the pitch of roof 
and the width of the gable are known. 

Teach the squares of numbers to 25, and also the 
square roots of these numbers. Teach the 
method of estimating the square root. Carry to 
two places. Teach the square on the hypote-
nuse. Approach through a practical problem. 



Algebra: 

1. The Formula: 
As a concise language. 
As a shorthand rule. 
As a general solution. 
As an expression of the dependence of one vari-

able on other variables. 
2. Graphs—their construction and interpretation in: 

Statistics. 
Representing dependence. 
Solving problems. 

3. Positive and negative numbers: 
Their meaning and use. 
Fundamental operations applied to them. 

4. The equation: 
Simple linear equations, their solution and appli-

cation. 
5. Constructive geometry: 

Bisect lines—angles. 
Draw perpendicular front point to line. 
Erect perpendicular at a point in line. 
Angles—acute, obtuse, right angles. 

Review: 

a. Common business forms: 
(a) Records. 
(b) Accounts. 
(c) Budgets; household and school. 
(d) Bills, invoices, receipts. 
(e) Parcel post money orders. 

Problems—two-step and three-step. 
Formulate problems. 
Problem solving tests. 
Problems without numbers. 
Review percentage applications of grade seven. 

Gain and loss. 
Discount. 
Banking. 
Insurance. 
Stocks. 
Bonds. 



Projects: Remodeling the schoolhouse. 

Problems: 
Problem testing. 
Formulate problems. 
Problem analysis. 

Standard test to help determine whether or not the 
pupil is ready for promotion. 

Standards of Achievements for Grade Eight: 

To attain the standard in the arithmetical processes. 
Ability to command skill and accuracy in the four fun-

damental operations. 
Ability to think step by step. What is given; what re-

quired, and the process. 
Habit of estimating results. 
Habits of checking. 

III. History: 

1. Political and territorial growth of the new nation: 

Starting the new government. 
The first amendments. 
Hamilton's measures for financing the govern-

ment. 
The development of the political parties. 
Relations with Europe. 

Troubles with England due to the French 
Revolution. Jay's treaty. 

Troubles with France. 
The X Y Z mission. 
The " informal w a r " with France. 

Domestic problems growing out of the French 
Revolution. The alien and sedition laws. -

The expansion of the new nation. 
The attitude of Jefferson's party toward west-

ern development. 



The Louisiana Purchase. 
The reasons for the purchase. 
The desire for more land and for a free water 

route to the Gulf of Mexico. 
The danger of French domination in the west. 
Napoleon's willingness to sell the territory. 
Results of the purchase. 

Criticism immediately following the pur-
chase. 

Expeditions to explore the new territory. 
The Florida Purchase. 

The organization and settlement of the middle 
west. 
Surrender by the older states of their claims to 

western territory. 
The organization of the northwest territory. 

The Ordinance of 1787. 
The organization of the region south of the Ohio. 
The gateways to the west and the four ways of 

travel. 
The settlement of the middle west. 

The settlement of the region south of the 
Ohio. 

The settlement of the region north of the Ohio. 
The movement down the Ohio and Mississippi. 
The National Road and its effect upon settle-

ment. 

The life of the people on the frontier. 

War of 1812. Commercial War. 

Causes: 
Aggression by France and England on neutral 

trade. Berlin and Milan decrees. Napoleon, 
Orders in Council, impressment of seamen, 
England. 

Retaliation by the United States: Non-importa-
tation, embargo, non-intercourse acts. Ma-
con's bill. 



Comparison of opposing forces. 
Opposition to the war. Hartford convention, 

New England manufacturers. 
Decisive battles. 
"Constitution." 
Treaty of peace. 

Name, dates and place of signing. 
Terms. 

Leading statesmen. 
Effects: 

Europe recognized America's commercial inde-
pendence. 

Increased manufacturing. 
Building of canals and highways. 
Emigration to the west. 
Protective tariff of 1816. 

The Spanish-American republics and the Monroe 
Doctrine: 
The Spanish colonies win their independence. 
The Holy Alliance formed. The danger of this 

alliance to the United States. 
The Monroe Doctrine. 

Development of the nation: 
Political development between 1815 and 1845. 

Important political issues of the period. 
The protective tariff. 
Internal improvements. 
The sale of public lauds. 
The United States Bank. 

Political leadership. 
Andrew Jackson. Webster, Hayne, Clay, Cal-

houn. 
Rise of the Whig party. 

Campaign of 1840. Harrison and Tyler. 
Tyler's unpopularity. Ashburton treaty. 

Settlement of the territory west of the Missis-
sippi. 

Missouri, Arkansas and Iowa. 
The Texas problem; admission of Texas. 



5. Mexican War. Expansion: 
Causes: 

Remote: Efforts of the South to increase slave 
territory. 

Immediate: Dispute over boundary line be-
tween Texas and Mexico. 

Four lines of campaign; leader of each and how 
executed. 

Treaty of peace; date and terms. 
Effects: 

United States gains land to the Pacific. 
Slave territory increased. 

6. Settlement of far western country. 

7. Industrial revolution: 
England's early leadership in industry. 
Development of manufacturing in America. 

The cotton industry. The cotton gin. 
The woolen industry. 
The invention of the sewing machine. 
The iron industry. 

The development of farm machinery. 
Means of transportation and communication. 

Canals. 
The steamboat. 
The railroad. 
The express business. 
The telegraph. The Atlantic cable. 
Ocean navigation. 

8. The effect of the industrial revolution upon Ameri-
can life 
Women in the factories, child labor. 
Labor movement. 
Growth of cities. 
Foreign trade. 
The South and the industrial revolution. 



9. Civil W a r : 
Causes: 

Fundamental: 
Slavery resulting in Missouri Compromise. 
Compromise of 1850. 
Kansas-Nebraska bill. 
Underground railroad. 
-John Brown's raid. 
Anti-slavery movements and publications. 

Immediate: 
Election of Lincoln. 
Secession. 
Firing upon Fort Sumter. 

Declaration of war. Date. 
Comparison of sections in population, economic 

resources, military spirit, geography. 
Fourfold plan of the North. Campaigns and de-

cisive battles in each. 
East— 

Plan: Capture Richmond and maintain a block-
ade of the coast. 

Battles: 
Bull Run. 
Antietam. Gave. President Lincoln a reason 

for issuing the Emancipation Proclamation. 
Chancellorsville. Gettysburg. 
Grant's march upon Richmond. 
Sheridan in the Shenandoah valley. 
Battle of the Wilderness. Cold Harbor. 

W e s t -
Plan: To open the Mississippi and divide the 

Confederacy. 
Battles: 

Forts Henry and Donaldson. 
Shiloh. 
New Orleans. 

Vicksburg. 
Thomas' campaign. Chickamaugua, Chatta-

tanooga, Nashville. 
Sherman's march to the sea. 



Surrender of General Lee to General Grant. 
Place, date and terms. 

Johnson's surrender to Sherman. 
Place, date and terms. 

Work of the navy. 
Financial conditions during the war: Tariff, in-

ternal taxation, greenbacks. 
Attitude of Europe towards the war. 

England, a Southern sympathizer, why? 
Russia friendly to the North, why? 

Emancipation Proclamation. The thirteenth 
amendment. 

Effects: 
Assassination of President Lincoln. 
Reconstruction of the South. 
Negro problem. 
Amendment to the Constitution. 
Increase in all industries. 

Fifty years of progress after the Civil W a r : 

The rise of the new South. 
The situation at the close of the Civil War. 
The reconstruction of the planting system. 
The development of farming. 
The industrial revolution in the South. 

The growth of the far west. 
The far west in 1860. 
New western states and territories. 
The problem of the public land. 

The triumph of industry. 
The development of mining and manufacturing. 
The development of transportation. 

Railroads and ships. 
The army of industry. Inventors, business men, 

wage earners. 
The results of industrial development. 

Development of export trade. 
Disappearance of the frontier. 
Business and industry gain on farming. 
The growth of cities. 
Evils of industrial development. 



Immigration. 
Principal sources of immigration before 1890. 
Later changes in immigration. 
Efforts to restrict immigration. 

Combination of capital and labor. 
Competition leads to formation of " t rusts . " 
The results of combination of capital. 

Protective organization of employees. 
Employers' organizations. 

The great strikes. 
Parties and political issues. 

The Republican and Democratic parties. 
The tariff and income tax issues. 
The currency problem. 

Foreign affairs. 
Controversies with Great Britain. 
Controversies with Germany over Samoa. 
The Hawaiian question. 
The growth of foreign trade. 

11. Spanish-American W a r : 
Causes: 

Remote: Spain's unjust government of Cuba. 
American commercial interests in Cuba. 

Immediate: Sinking of the Maine. 
Important commanders: Miles, Lee, Sampson, 

Shafter, Dewey, American. Admiral Cervera, 
Spanish. 

Important battles. San Diego, San Juan, Manila. 
Peace treaty. Date and terms. 
Effects: 

United States became a world power. 
Cuba an independent government. 
Philippine Islands revolutionized by American 

methods in business and education. 

12. Recent events: 
The new democracy. 

Causes of the increasing interest in the machin-
ery of government. 
Popular education. 
Problems of the cities. 
Education and employment of women. 



Political reforms. 
Civil service reform. 
Ballot reform. 
The initiative, referendum and recall. 
Reforms in the organization of political par-

ties. 
Direct primary. 
Woman suffrage. 

The early years of the twentieth century. 
Conservation movement. 

Leaders. 
The reclamation act. 
The forest reserves. 

The Panama canal. 
Early history. 
Treaty with Great Britain. 
Dispute over routes. 
Panama " revo lut ion" and cession of Canal 

Zone. 
Building and opening of the canal. 

Foreign affairs. 
Treaty of Portsmouth. 
Journey of the fleet around the world. 

Tariff revision and the income tax. 
Postal savings banks. 
Parcel post. 
Dissolution of the " t rusts . " 
Organization of the Progressive party. 
Wilson's first administration. 

New laws. Tariff, income tax, anti-trust. 
Federal Reserve banks. 
Troubles with Mexico. 

Civil war in Mexico. 
The Vera Cruz expedition. 
The difficulties with Villa. 

American protectorates in Haiti and San Do-
mingo. 

The purchase of the Danish West Indies. 



13. The Great W a r : 
Europe on fire. 
American neutrality. 

President's proclamation. 
Reasons for American neutrality. 
Difficulties in way of strict neutrality. 

Submarine outrage. 
The Lusitania sunk. 

America's protest. 
War with Germany and Austria-

Germany renews unrestricted submarine war-
fare. 

German intrigue in United States. 
War declared. Allies of America. 

The German autocracy. 
Nature of the German empire. 
Prussia almost an absolute monarchy. 
The Hohenzollern rule and its dream of world 

domination. 
The need of crushing German militarism. 

A democracy at war. 
The draft. 
War taxes. 
National control of food, fuel and transporta-

tion, express, telegraph and telephone. 
Reconstruction from 1919 to date. 

History of Colorado: 

General aim: 
a. To familiarize the child with conditions as they 

were at the period of discovery and exploration 
in Colorado. 

b. To help him to appreciate the efforts of the pio-
neers who paved the way to statehood for Colo-
rado. 

c. To familiarize the child with state and local con-
ditions. 

d. To establish an understanding and appreciation of 
the scenic wonders, the resources, and industries 
of Colorado. 



1. History. 
a. Period of Spanish influence. 

(1) Spanish expedition in Colorado. 
(a) Under Coronado. 

(2) Connection with international conflict of 
Spain, France and Russia. 

(3) Place, names and explorations. 

b. Period of fur traders. 
(1) Early traders. 

(a) Forts. 
(1) Bent's Fort (second larg-

est in the United 
States). 

(2) St. Vrain, Lupton, Davy 
Crocket, Roubidoux. 

(3) Fort Wise, later called 
Fort Lyon. 

(b) Scouts. 
(1) Kit Carson. 
(2) Uncle Dick Wootten. 
(3) Jim Baker. 
(4) Jim Bridger. 
(5) Jim Beckwourth. 

c. Colorado Indians: 
(1) Utes, in the mountains. 
(2) Arapahoes. 

Between the Arkansas and Platte: 
(3) Cheyennes. 
(4) Sioux, in northern Colorado. 

d. Period of gold rush. 
(1) Old trails. 

(a) Santa Fe. 
(b) Oregon. 
( c ) Old Spanish trails, Taos to Ft. 

Laramie. 
(2) Early discoveries. 
(3) Rush and stampede. 
(4) Early strikes in Clear Creek, South 

Park and Boulder canyon. 



(5) First towns: 
(a) Auraria or Denver. 
(b) Colorado City. 
(c ) Canon City. 
(d) Pueblo. 

e. Attempts for territorial government. 

(1) Peoples' courts. 
1858-1861. 

(2) Miners' courts. 
(3) Delayed by turmoil in Kansas over 

question of slavery. 
(4) Provisional government. 

(a) Called Territory of Jefferson. 
(5) Became Territory of Colorado. 

(a) By act of Congress in 1861. 
(b ) Territorial officials. 
( c ) Boundary of territory. 

f. Period of territorial government: 

(1) Colorado's part in Civil War. 
(2) Stage-coach days. 
(3) Pony Express riders. 
(4) First railroad. 

g. Statehood: 

(1) How and when attained. 
(2) Government. 

(a) Constitution. 
(b) Departments of government. 
( c ) Selection of location of the cap-

itol. 
(d) State officials. 

(1) First state officials. 
(2) Present state officials. 

(e) Elections. 
( f ) Congressional districts. 
(g ) Counties. 
(h) Revenue. 
( i ) State institutions, 
( j ) Education. 



Geography: 
(a) Location. 
(b) Climate. 
( c ) Cities. 
(d) Mountains, rivers, lakes. 
(e) Natural resources. 

(1) Land, water, minerals, 
forests. 

Industries: 
(a) Farming—dry land, irrigation. 
(b) Farm areas and extensive prod-

ucts. 
( c ) Sugar-beet industry. 
(d ) Mining. 
(e) Lumber. 
( f ) Livestock. 
(g ) Manufacturing. 
(h) Steel works in Pueblo. 

Transportation: 
(a) Railroads. 
(b) Tunnels. 
(c ) Automobile roads. 

Literature of Colorado. 

Colorado scenery: 
(a) National parks. 

(1) Rocky Mountain. 
(2) Mesa Verde. 

(b) National monuments: 
(1) Yucca House National 

Monument (situated 
west of Mesa Verde 
National Park) . 

(2) Colorado National Mon-
ument (near Grand 
Junction) 

(3) Wheeler National Mon-
ument (near Creede). 



( c ) Seventeen national forests. 
(1) Lakes. 
(2) Glaciers. 
(3) Waterfalls. 
(4) Mountain peaks. 
(5) Valleys. 
(6) Trees and highways. 
(7) Wild animals. 
(8) Birds. 
(9) Wild flowers. 

(8) Other advantages of Colorado: 
(a) Health. 

(1) Ideal climate. 
(2) Altitude. 
(3) Mineral springs and 

health resorts. 
(4) Scenery—inspiration of 

life. 
(5) Outdoor life. 

(a) Pishing. 
(b) Hunting. 
( c ) Touring. 
(d) Hiking. 
(e) Camping. 

IV. Civics and the Constitution: 
Civics and the Constitution of the United States of 

America are to be taught once each week in the Eighth 
Grade of the one-teacher schools. 

1. Community life: 
a. Why all people are dependent upon each other. 
b. How communities organize for promoting 

human welfare. 
c. Responsibility of the citizen. 

2. Elements of community welfare: 
a. Need for community planning. 
b. How the community safeguards the health of 

its members. 
c. How the community promotes the religious and 

cultural interests of its members. 



d. How the community protects itself from its 
enemies. 

e. How the community provides for the training 
of its young citizens. 

3. The mechanism of our government: 

a. Why we have political parties. 
b. How parties operate. 
c. How public officers are selected. 
d. How the people sometimes govern themselves 

directly. 
e. How our national laws are made—a study of 

the United States constitution. This docu-
ment should be thoroughly understood as the 
supreme law of the land, the source of au-
thority from which all our political institu-
tions have arisen and by which all political 
questions must be answered. Every pupil 
in the eighth grade should know what the 
constitution is, why it was adopted and how 
it now operates. 

4. Problems of national scope: 

a. Financial problems. 
1. How people exchange commodities and 

services. 
2. Ownership and exchange of property. 
3. How our government agencies are fi-

nanced. 

b. Economic and industrial problems. 
1. How the government safeguards the in-

terests of industrial workers. 
2. How the workers promote their own in-

terests. 
3. How the government regulates the use of 

capital. 
4. How the government protects our natural 

resources. 



c. Social problems. 
1. How the state cares for its defective and 

dependent members. 
2. The liquor traffic. 
3. How our population is affected by immi-

gration. 
4. Why country life is regarded as a "prob-

lem." 
5. Why the government is interested in the 

means of transportation and communi-
cation. 

6. What to do to earn a living. 
7. How some of our national problems may 

be solved. 
Civil government: 

1. Savages: 
Tribes. 
Laws. 
Customs. 
Character. 
Chief occupation. 
By whom governed. 
Symbol of authority. 
Life and language. 
Superstitions. 

2. Herdsmen: 
Government. 
Symbol of authority. 
Language and ideas. 
Life and recognized rights. 
Importance of rights. 
Effect of the recognition of rights. 
Law of inheritance. 

3. Husbandmen: 
Government. 
Mode of life. 
Intelligence. 
Languages. 
Industry. 
Crimes. 
Land boundaries. 



4. Manufacturers: 
Government. 
Occupation. 
Relation to herdsmen and husbandmen. 
Languages and ideas. 
Labor rights. 
Dependence. 
Commerce. 
Prosperity. 

5. Government in general: 
Great Iroquois League. 
Six Nations. 
The council. 
Divisions of. 

6. Government: 
Define. 
Give example. 

7. Civil: 
Give meaning. 
Define civil government. 
Define body politic. 

8. Origin of government: 
Different theories. 
Theory of divine right. 
Theory of force. 
Theory of sociability. 
Necessity of government. 
Object of government. 
The several departments of government. 

9. Forms of government: 
Classification: Monarchy, aristocracy, democracy. 

Monarchy: 
Define. 
Titles—King, prince, sultan, czar; common 

title, monarch. 
Kinds of monarchies: Absolute, despotic, 

limited, hereditary, elective, patriarchal, 
theocratic. 

Colonial government: 
Settlement of America. 

Republican. 



10. Congress: 
House of Representatives. 
The Senate. 

11. Powers of Congress: 
Define. 
Necessity. 
National tax. 
State tax. 
County tax. 
City tax. 
Town tax. 
School tax. 
Taxes— 

Direct— 
Property tax. 
Poll tax. 

Indirect— 
Duties. 
Imposts. 
Excises. 

12. Prohibitions on Congress: 
Writ of habeas corpus— 

Define. 
Object of. 
Procured how? 
Power of suspension. 

E x post facto law— 
Define. 
Example. 
Applies to criminal laws. 

13. Executive department: 
President. 

Term of office. 
Life term or during good behavior. 
Objections of too long or too short. 
Term begins when? 
May serve how many terms? 
Custom established by whom? 



Election of vice president in Senate: 
When does the Senate elect the vice president? 
Why give this privilege to the Senate? 
Two highest on the list. 
Quorum necessary. 
Majority of whole number. 
Compare ballot with House. 

V a c a n c y -

Way vacancies may be made. 
How filled? 
Vacancies in the vice presidency. 
Vacancies in both the presidency and vice presi-

dency. 
Would the absence of the president from the 

United States create a vacancy? 

Salary— 

How paid? 
Increased or diminished? 
Salary of vice president. 

Oath of office— 

When taken? 
Administered by. 
President's oath contains two pledges. 
May affirm. 

Cabinet— 

Department of State. 
Department of Treasury. 
Department of War. 
Department of Justice. 
Post Office Department. 
Department of the Navy. 
Department of Interior. 
Department of Agriculture. 
Department of Commerce. 
Department of Labor. 



14. State government: 

The governor. 
Lieutenant governor. 
Secretary of state. 
Auditor. 
Treasurer. 
Attorney general. 
Superintendent of public instruction. 
County officers. 

15. Local government: 

County commissioners. 
County clerk. 
County treasurer. 
Sheriff. 
Register of deeds. 
County attorney. 
County superintendent of schools. 
Clerk of district court. 
County surveyor. 
Coroner. 

American citizenship: 

Know your own country. 
Know your own community. 
Know your own state. 

Outline in citizenship: 

Home development for citizenship. 
School training for citizenship. 
Rights of citizens; civil and political. 
Citizenship in community social life. 
Citizenship in industrial life. 
Citizenship in religious life. 
The Constitution of the United States. 
Political parties—past and present. 
Americanization. 



1. Sentence: 
Definition. 
Modal classification. 

Drill in recognition of the declarative, interroga-
tive, imperative and exclamatory sentence. 

Subject and predicate: 
Formulation of definitions by the pupils of the 

class. Drill in separation of simple and com-
plex sentences into subject and predicate. 

Bare or simple subject: 
The essential word or group of words in the 

subject. The bare subject is always a noun, 
or its equivalent: Pronoun, infinitive, group 
of words used as a noun. 

Classification of words or groups of words limiting 
the bare subject: 
Adjective modifiers. 
Appositives. 
Possessives. 

Bare predicate: 
Drill for recognition of the bare predicate by 

eliminating all limiting words or groups of 
words in the predicate. The predicate verb 
is the essential part of the bare predicate. 

The word or words which together with the 
predicate verb form the bare predicate of a 
sentence are complements of the verb. 

Review: 
Drill thoroughly in the separation of sentences 

into the parts so far considered. 
Drill in the construction of sentences which shall 

contain all the parts so far considered. 

Predicate verb: 
Transitive and intransitive verbs. 
Copulas and copulative verbs. 
Predicate nouns and predicate adjectives. 



2. Complements: 
Attribute complement. 
Object complement. 
Objective complement. 
Predicate modifiers: 

Modifiers of predicate verb: 
Adverbs. 
Words or groups of words used as adverbs. 

Modifiers of modifiers in both subject and predi-
cate are either adjective or adverbial. 

Phrases and clauses: 
Subject. 
Complement. 
Adjective modifiers. 
Adverbial modifiers. 
Appositives. 

3. Elements of sentences: 
The groups of related words found in sentences 

are used as adjectives, adverbs, or nouns. 
Groups of words not containing a subject and 

predicate and having the use in a sentence of 
a single word are called phrases. 

Classification of phrases: 
According to use: 

Adjective, adverbial, noun or substantive. 
According to form: 

Prepositional. 
Participial. 
Infinitive. 

4. Classification of sentences according to form. 
5. Connectives: 

Subordinate conjunctions. 
Co-ordinate conjunctions. 

6. Line analysis of simple, complex and compound sen-
tences. 

7. Independent elements. 
8. Case: 

Nominative. 
Possessive. 
Objective. 



10. Number: 
Singular. 
Plural. 

11. Further study of nouns: 
Common. 
Proper. 
Collective. 

12. Further study of pronouns: 
Personal. 
Simple and compound. 
Relative. 
Interrogative. 
Demonstrative. 
Indefinite. 

13. Further study of the adjective: 
Qualitative. 
Demonstrative. 

14. Further study of adverb: 
To modify a verb, adjective or adverb. 
To denote time, place, manner, degree, cause. 
To affirm or deny. 
As a connective. 
Comparison. 

15. Preposition. 

16. Further study of the verb: 
a. Transitive. 
b. Intransitive. 
c. Irregular. 
d. Regular. 
e. Tense: 

(a) Past. 
(b ) Present. 
( c ) Future. 
(d ) Present perfect. 
(e) Past perfect. 
( f ) Future perfect. 



Memorize poem. 
Report on story. 
Write short stories. 
Four poems should be memorized and four books re-

ported on. 
All matters of technicalities should be made automatic. 

VI. Social Science—Geography: 

Problem: Account for the United States becoming 
one of the great commercial nations of the world. 
3. Geographical position. 
2. Surface features. 
3. Climate. 
4. Natural resources. 
5. Industries. 
6. People. 
7. A democratic government. 

Possessions of the United States: 

1. Alaska. 
2. Island possessions. 
3. Panama Canal Zone. 
Important commodities of world trade. 
The great highways of trade. 

Suggestive problems: 
1. Can the United States exist independently if shut 

off from the rest of the world? 
2. Can the United States maintain its position as the 

leading industrial and commercial country of 
the world? 

3. Will any country of North America ever surpass 
the United States? 

4. Will the urban and rural population of the United 
States continue to have the same ratio in the 
future? What effect will this have on the in-
dustries of the country? How will it affect the 
position of the United States as an agricultural 
country? 

5. What is the location and the value of our outlying 
possessions? 



6. Of what importance is the Panama canal in the 
development of American trade? 

7. Why should we establish closer relationship with 
South America? 

8. Of what interest to the United States is the de-
velopment of the Par East? 

Standards of achievement: 
The following is the general summary of the geographic 

knowledge and ability pupils should possess as the 
result of the study of geography: 
1. Ability to locate: 

a. The large land and water bodies. 
b. Important countries and cities of the world; 

mountain ranges, plateaus and desert 
ranges; lakes, rivers, canals and arms of 
the sea; railroads. 

2. A knowledge o f : 
a. Physical features of the important countries; 

location, area, surface, soil, climate, plant, 
animal and mineral products. 

b. Fundamental relationships between physical 
factors and human activities. 

c. Occupations of people of various countries 
and conditions of transportation. 

d. Industrial achievement of people of the 
world and their relationship to resources. 

e. Intimate understanding and knowledge of 
the United States. 

VII. Writing: 
Use some definite system. 
Study commercial forms, business and social corre-

spondence. 
Teach suitable content of subject matter and see that 

the penmanship is neat, smooth and legible. 
Business letters: 

Letter should be short and to the point. 
Letter should be courteous and written in a business-

like manner. 
Gather data and prepare business letters pertaining 

to various kinds of business. 



Social letters: 
Letters of friendship. 
Letters of congratulation. 
Letters of advice. 
Social letters of introduction. 
Letters of sympathy or condolence. 
Letters of recommendation. 

The check: 
Teach the system of banking. 
The national bank, state bank, private bank. 
Write a certified check, deposit slip, draft and note. 

VIII. Spelling: 
Oral and written: 

Oral appeals to the ear, sound pronunciation. 
Written appeals to the eye, form letters in proper 

order. 
Pronunciation: 

Correct pronunciation important. 
Methods: 

Train habits of exactness. 
Definitions: 

Always give definitions. 
Give: 

Homonyms. 
Synonyms. 
Antonyms. 

Use words in sentences. 
A systematic drill on prefixes and suffixes. 
Words related to the work of this grade. 
Topical Lists—These are based on the vocabulary of 

literature, civil government, United States history, 
and business. The pupil should be drilled not only 
in the spelling of these words, but on their meaning 
and use. Whenever necessary he should be called 
upon to consult the dictionary for the meaning of 
words with which he is not familiar. 

Word-Analysis Involving Latin and Greek Roots—The 
work in these lines will enable the pupil to see the 
relation between groups of words that are derived 
from the same root. This exercise, under the direc-



tion of intelligent instruction, will assist the pupil 
materially in understanding the meaning of many 
words. 

Special Exercises in Pronunciation—Words likely to be 
mispronounced should receive special attention. 

IX. Agriculture Elementary Principles 
X. Literature Selected 

XI. Music Selected 
XII. Memory Work Selected 

XIII. Art education: 

Nature forms in interesting arrangements. 
Landscapes emphasizing: 

Composition. 
Distance. 
Color. 

Perspective: 
Circular. 
Parallel. 
Angular. 

Human figure (from life and memory) in various posi-
tions. 

Design posters. 
Principles of design: 

Unity. 
Balance. 
Harmony. 
Repetition. 
Emphasis. 
Fitness of design to purpose. 

Study designs o f : 
Primitives. 
Egyptians. 
Greeks. 
Romans. 

Costume design. 
House decoration. 
Make designs suitable for textiles, wallpaper and rugs 

from drawings of nature forms. 
Apply designs to problems of construction. 
Design posters for special days and programs. 



Review color harmonies. 
Study color symbolism, the significance in our daily 

lives. 
Use color in representation, design, illustration and con-

struction. 

X I V . Manual Training Selected 
X V . Home Economics Selected 

XVI . General Information: 
Have each student bring in a copy of some newspaper 

of a given edition. The teacher should bring one of 
the same issue. The following outline of preliminary 
instruction in the use of the newspaper should be 
followed. Instruction from the newspaper should be 
given as frequently as once a week. This will greatly 
encourage the students and offer a means for the 
practical application of their newly acquired knowl-
edge. The papers purchased may be retained for fu-
ture use or new ones obtained, as desired. 

Teach the students where to find and read the name, 
date, price, weather indications, etc. 

Teach them to look for familiar words. 
Lead them to read the headlines and help them to un-

derstand the meaning of headlines. 
Utilize the advertisements. 
Read and discuss " W a n t ads , " and teach the students 

how to use them. 
Bring into the class selected clippings that contain words 

which the students have mastered. 
Visit a newspaper office with the class, if practicable. 
Discuss the workers who prepare the paper for us. 
Reasons for reading the newspaper. 
Value and meaning of good editorials. 
Newspapers mold public opinion. 
Differences in newspapers. 

Reliable news. 
Sensational statements. 

Important current events. 
Class discussions. 

Important national and international conventions. 
Messages of president, governor and mayor. 
Important acts of Congress, of the state legislature, or 

of the local common council. 



NINTH GRADE 





NINTH GRADE 

I. Algebra 

II. English 

III. Literary Studies. 

IV. General Science 

V. Colorado and Constitution of the United States 

VI. Elementary Botany 

VII. Ancient History 

Note—The ninth grade work corresponds with the first year 
of high school work. 

It is advisable in graded schools doing high school work 
for the board to adopt the same ninth grade work as in the high 
school where the graduates will attend. Each principal should 
endeavor to secure the same text books and keep in touch with 
the work as presented in this high school, so that the graduates 
will have little or no difficulty in taking tenth grade work the 
following year. 

Note—Elective subjects for this grade not outlined. 



I. Algebra: 

Review 8B work and continue subjects with more extended 
treatment— 

1. Formula. 
2. Positive and negative numbers. 
3. Fundamental operation. 
4. Simple equations. 

Removal of parentheses. 
Uses of axioms. 
Special products. 
Factoring. 
Fractions. 
Linear equations involving fractions. 
Simultaneous equations. 
Quadratic equations. Only so much of the quadratic equation 

as will give the pupil the ability to solve an affected quad-
ratic b y : 
1. Factoring. 
2. Formula. 

Numerical Trigonometry (time permitting) : 
Definitions of sine, cosine, and tangent. 
Their elementary properties as functions. 
Their use in solving problems involving right triangles. 
The use of tables of the functions. 

Demonstrative Geometry: 

A large body of fundamental assumptions may be accepted. 
Many of the geometric facts previously inferred intuitively 

may be used as the basis on which the demonstration work 
is built. 

Triangles. 
Parallel lines. 
Parallelograms. 
Angle sums. 
Areas. 
Problems of construction. 
Loci. 
The aim of the course is to show the pupil what "demonstra-

t i o n " means. 



II. English: 

1. Parts of sentence: Oral, analysis of sentences. 
Essential parts: 
Subject defined. A word, phrase, or clause; simple, com-

plex, or compound; modified or unmodified. 
Predicate defined. Simple, compound or complex; modified 

or unmodified. 

Occasional parts: 
Predicate complement defined. "Word, phrase, or clause; 

simple, compound or complex; modified or unmodified. 
Object complement defined. Word, phrase or clause; sim-

ple, compound or complex; modified or unmodified. 
Objective complement defined. 

Classification of sentences: 
As to form. Simple, compound, complex. 
As to meaning. Declarative, interrogative, imperative, 

exclamatory. 
For special study. Clauses— 

As to rank. 
Independent or co-ordinate. 

Dependent or subordinate. 
As to use. 

Noun, adjective, adverb. 

2. Parts of speech: 

Classified and defined. 
Subdivisions. 

Noun. Common, proper, abstract, collective. 
Pronoun. Personal, relative, interrogative, adjective. 
Adjective. Definitive, descriptive, proper, article, num-

eral. 
Verb. Regular, irregular, transitive, intransitive, auxil-

iary, defective, redundant, copulative. 
Adverb. Time, place, manner, degree, cause, number, 

conjunctive, interrogative. 
Conjunctions. Co-ordinate, subordinate, correlative. 



Modifications. 

Nouns and pronouns. Gender, person, number, case. 
Adjectives. Number, comparison. 
Verbs. Voice, mode, tense, person, number. 
Adverbs. Comparison. 

For special study. 

Infinitives. Defined; kinds, roots, gerund; uses. 
Participles. Defined; their uses. 
Principal parts of verbs. 
Synopsis of verbs. 
Conjugation of verbs. 
Nominative absolute, verbals, expletive, retained object. 

1. Composition: 

Oral. 
Written. 
Letter Writing. 
Class Magazine. 

2. Dramatization; 

Short Stories. 
Observation of well formulated sentences. 
Well directed criticism. 

3. Classics: 

First Semester— 

Mikel: The Short Story for High School. 
Irving: The Sketch Book. 
Longfel low: Tales of a Wayside Inn. 

Second S e m e s t e r -
Stevenson: Treasure Island. 
Burroughs: Birds and Bees. 
Shakespeare: Merchant of Venice. 
Arnold: Sohrab and Rustum. 



4. Collateral Reading: 

First Semester— 

Short Stories by Poe, Kipling, O. Henry, Stevenson, Harte, 
Bunner, etc. 

Mark Twain: Innocents Abroad. 
Irving: The Alhambra. 
Hawthorne: Tanglewood Tales. 
Irving: Tales of a Traveler. 
McManus: In Chimney Corners. 

Second Semester— 

Mark Twain: Tom Sawyer. 
Stevenson: Kidnapped. 
Dickens: Oliver Twist. 
Porter: Freckles. 
Porter: Girl of the Limberlost. 
Warner: My Summer in a Garden. 

Brief Outline of Literary Studies: 

Principal Characters 
Subordinate Characters 

Plot 
Preliminary Events—Complication 

Introduction 
1. The Keynote. 
2. The Exposition. 

1. Chief Scene. 
2. Continuation Scene. 
3. Connecting Scene. 

Author 
Born. 

Kind of Book. 
Scene. 

When Written. 

Died. 
Drama—Tragedy. 

Time 
(Printed) 

The Exciting Force. 
Climax 
Style 

Quotations 



LITERATURE 

A cultured American is far too often conversant only with 
the history, art and literature of Europe and at the same time 
woefully ignorant of the things of his own land and day. 

Ask the first one of these who quotes Browning fluently if he 
knows the poems of Robert Frost or of Edward Arlington Robin-
son by heart, too? Ask him to place the quotations: " B u t dost 
thou love life, then do not squander time, for that is the stuff life 
is made o f . " " H e that hath a trade hath an estate," or the more 
familiar: "Truth crushed to earth shall rise again; the eternal 
years of God are hers ," etc. Or ask who wrote and recited at the 
unveiling of another poet's statue in Central park, New York, the 
following lines: 

" I n common ways with common men, 
He served his race and time 

As well as if his clerkly pen 
Had never danced to rhyme." 

"Who wrote the "Concord H y m n , " "Home , Sweet Home," 
" A Visit From St. Nicholas." And how many verses can you 
transcribe correctly from " T h e Star Spangled Banner" even 
though you can name the author? 

"We miss something intimate, homely, refreshing to the roots 
of our very being if we ignore the authors sprung from our soil 
and though only Poe or Hawthorne may be admitted to the ranks 
of the world geniuses, yet no other nation has produced a richer 
diversity of personalities of the most varying character. 

Without America there could have been no James Fenimore 
Cooper with his "Leather Stocking Tales," no Rip Van Winkle 
from Washington Irving's brain, no essays by Emerson, no "Auto-
crat of the Breakfast Table , " no Mark Twain, no Bret Harte, no 

"Ben Hur , " no "Uncle Tom's Cabin," no "Litt le Women," no 
" B r e ' r Rabbit , " no " R a m o n a , " no Little Eva, no Topsy. Per-
haps, like Topsy, our literature " j u s t grew, " but, like that en-
dearing little pickaninny, it did a good job of growing and is 
mighty good company for any one of us Americans. 



THE PASSING DAY 

Lose this day loitering—'twill be the same story 
Tomorrow and the next more dilatory; 
The indecision brings its own delays, 
And days are lost lamenting o'er lost days. 
Are you in earnest? Seize this very minute— 
"What you can do, or dream you can, begin it, 
Courage has genius, power and magic in it. 
Only engage, and then the mind grows heated, 
Begin it, and the work will be completed. 

—Goethe. 

IV. General Science : 

1. A i r : 
Air as material. 
Weight of air. 
Working under water. 
Altitude and air pressure. 
Thermometers. 

2. Seasons: 
Temperature and heat. 
Relation of the seasons to the sun. 
How the air is warmed. 

3. Weather: 
Air pressure and winds. 
Cyclones. 
Hurricanes. 
Thunderstorms. 
Tornadoes. 

4. Structure of air: Molecular theory: 
Compressibility of air. 
Expansion of gases. 
Diffusion of gases. 

5. Composition of air: Atomic theory: 
Flame and the air. 
Water produced by a flame. 



6. Water : 
The three states of matter. 
Facts about steam. 
Evaporation. 
Water pressure. 
Pressure in other liquids. 
Water power. 

7. Earth's crust: 
Physical structure of soil. 
Erosion. 
Sediment. 
Life in the soil. 

8. Plant l i fe : 
Value of plants. 
Demand for food. 
The source of food. 
Assimilation and respiration. 
Reproduction. 

9. Animals: 
Process of animal nutrition. 
Mastication. 
Destruction by disease. 
Struggle for existence. 

COLORADO 

Colorado Dates You Should Remember 

In 1858, Colorado was settled by men of the Green Russell 
expedition and of the Lawrence party and other gold-seekers. In 
July of that year small deposits of placer gold were found in the 
Platte and on the bank of Dry Creek. In the fall a little village 
was started near the confluence of Cherry Creek and the Platte. 
It was first called " A u r a r i a . " In December some log cabins were 
built on the east bank of Cherry Creek. Later these twin ham-
lets were united, with the name of Denver. 

In 1859, the memorable rush to Pike's Peak brought a hun-
dred thousand fortune-hunters to what is now Colorado. The 
Pike's Peakers laid the foundations of this imperial common-
wealth. This year George Jackson and John Gregory made im-



portant discoveries of gold deposits in the mountains about thirty-
five miles west of Denver. 

In 1861, Colorado Territory was organized with seventeen 
counties and a population of 25,331. William Gilpin was the first 
governor. 

In 1868, a smelter was opened at Blackhawk. That was the 
beginning of a new era in the mining industry. The increased 
production of the precious metals saved Colorado in the lean years 
of the grasshopper raids, 1873-6. 

In 1870, the first railroad reached Denver from Cheyenne. 
The same year the Kansas Pacific was completed to Denver. 

In 1876, Colorado was admitted into the union as the Cen-
tennial State. A stampede to Leadville followed. 

In 1881, the Utes were removed and their reservations in 
western Colorado thrown open to settlement by whites. 

In 1890, the Eldorado of Cripple Creek was discovered by 
Robert Womack. 

In 1893, the right of suffrage was extended to women. 
In 1899, Coloradoans engaged in beet-sugar culture, which 

has grown into a great industry. 
In 1904, the U. S. government began work on the Gunnison 

tunnel. 
In 1914, the prohibition amendment was passed. 

A thousand years ago there were people who lived in the 
southern part of Colorado. They were called the Pueblo Indians, 
and Cliff Dwellers. This portion of Colorado was the northern 
outskirts of the Aztec empire which was ruled over by Monte-
zuma when Cortez invaded Mexico in 1519. These people evi-
dently vanished and left no written records of themselves, ex-
cepting fragments in the shape of pictures and buildings. We 
have no knowledge of the cause of their disappearance. Tradi-
tions of the Hopis and Navajo Indians tell of a series of onslaughts 
on the Aztecs by the Utes and other warlike tribes. These people 
who lived in the southwest part of Colorado were partly civilized, 
and an agricultural people. 

The tribes known as the Pueblos lived in the Arkansas Valley 
and farmed a portion of land that was semi-arid by irrigation. 
The city of Pueblo got its name from the Pueblo Indians. 

The Cliff Dwellers and Pueblos were a different class or race 
of tribes. 



The Utes and other wild Indians roamed the plains and 
camped in the mountain valleys. They did not till the soil. 
Fighting and hunting were their favorite occupations. 

The southwest portion of Colorado was traversed by Spanish 
explorers, and in 1761 Rivera headed a party which is said to have 
mined the precious metals in the San Juan region. They also did 
some mining in the vicinity of Long's Peak, around Georgetown 
and other places in our state, but it was not until the '40s that 
the Spanish-speaking people made permanent settlements in Colo-
rado. 

The eastern part of Colorado north of the Arkansas River 
was a part of the Louisiana Territory, belonging to France. The 
lure of gold brought French adventurers here, but they did not 
do any farming or mining to speak of. 

For many years the trappers wandered up and down the 
streams of the Rocky Mountain country. They lived in tents or 
slept out in the open. In cold weather they sought the shelter 
of the forts on the Platte and in the Arkansas Valley, which had 
been established in the years 1808-58. 

The American explorers, Pike, Long, Fremont and Gunnison, 
boldly pushed into the western wilderness and gave reports of 
the country. 

Colorado History 
Cliff Dwellers. 

Azetc. 
Location—Mesa Verde. 
Ruins on canon walls. 
Work of a semi-civilized race. 
Mummies of Cliff Dwellers. 
Indians— 

Chief tribes. 
Utes. 
Arapahoes. 
Cheyennes. 
Pawnees. 
Kiowas. 
Shoshones. 
Piutes. 

Noted Indian Uprisings. 
Sand Creek, 1864. 
Beecher Island, 1868. 



Meeker Massacre, 1878. 
Early Explorers. 

1535—Cabeza de Vaca visited southern part of state. 
1540—Coronado crossed S. E. Colorado. 

Santa Fe Trail. 
Crossed southern part of state. 

Trail marked by Daughters of American Revolution. 
Louisiana Purchase. 
Region explored by Pike, Long and Fremont. 

Trading Posts: 
1822—On Arkansas River by men from Missouri. 
1826—Bent Brothers at La Junta. 

Forts—Trading. 
1826—Fort Bent. 
1835—Fort Lupton. 

Fort St. Vrain. 
1842—Near Fountain Creek. 

Fort Collins, Fort Sedgwick, Fort Morgan, Camp Weld, 
For Lyons (now Naval Sanitarium), Fort Logan. 

Gold discovered about 1850. 
Trappers found some. 
Cherokee Indians found quantity gold. 
Many gold seekers here by 1858. 
Gold found two miles south of Denver, in Dry Creek. 

1858—Denver, then Auraria, begun. 
Second settlement called St. Charles. 
Third attempt named Denver after Governor of Kansas 
territory. 

1859—Many came from Omaha. 
Trip took forty-five days. 
Gold seekers followed the rivers. 

Arkansas, Platte, Smoky Hill. 
1860—Mint established in Denver by private parties. 

Bought by U. S., 1862. 

Territorial History. 
Colorado. 

Originally part of Kansas Territory. 
Extended to top of range. 

1858—November 6th, first election. 
Arapahoe county formed. 



1861—February 28th, Colorado Territory created. 
President Lincoln appointed W . Gilpin, Governor. 
Capital Colorado City at first. Golden next until 1867. 
Denver third, made permanent capital, 1881. 

1867—Applied for Statehood. 
Enabling Act passed both houses of congress. 
Vetoed by President Johnson, 

1876—August 1st, admitted. 
Legislature first called in Denver by Governor Gilpin, 1861. 

Session 59 days. 
No representative districts. 
No counties. 
Governor divided members into House of Representatives and 

Council. 
House of Representatives—13. 
Council—9. 

Created Counties and Legislative Districts. 
House increased to 26 members. 
Council to 13. 
Second session of First Legislature, June, 1862, Colorado City. 

Civics of the State of Colorado 

Plan same as that of the United States. 
Constitution of State, supreme law. 
Government consists of three departments: 

Legislative—law-making. 
Executive—law-enforcing. 
Judicial—law-interpreting. 
Legislative Department called the General Assembly. 

Consists of two bodies. 
House, representing counties. 
Senate, representing districts. 

Term two years—meet first Wednesday in January. 
Odd numbered years. 
Length originally 90 days. 

Now left with Assembly. 
Session—usually one. 

1921 session, the twenty-third general assembly. 
Extra may be called by Governor. 

Membership, each House judges of qualification of members. 
Quorum—in each is a majority. 



Journal—each House keeps a Journal. 
Qualification—Persons must be 25 years of age. 

A citizen of the U. S. 
A qualified voter. 
A resident for one year of the County. 

Pay—$1,000 for the two-year term. 
Traveling expenses to and from Capitol. 

Committees—Standing. 
Elected at beginning of session. 
Select. 

Appointed for a definite duty. 
Senate consists of 35 members. 

Term four years. 
One-half elected each even numbered year. 

Powers. 
To make laws with the House. 
To confirm appointments of Governor. 

Presiding officer. 
Lieutenant Governor. 
President pro tempore. 

Elected on first and last days of session. 
Representatives—65 from Counties. 

Revenue bills must originate in House. 
Presiding officer elected from members. 

Votes as a member. 
Law making. 

Bill introduced by member in Senate or House. 
Referred to committee. 
Must pertain to one subject only. 

Be read in full, on two different days. 
Majority vote needed to pass bill. 
Signed by presiding officer. 
Sent to other House. 

Referred to committee. 
Sent to Governor. 

He approves, signs. 
Secretary of State affixes Seal of Colorado. 

If Governor disapproves. 
Returns bill to House it originated in with objections. 
Two-thirds vote of both Houses will pass it over Governor's 

veto. 



Unless returned within ten days it becomes a law, unless As-
sembly adjourns. 

Initiative (Constitutional Amendment) (1910). 
People have right to begin laws at election. 

Petition by 8 per cent of voters. 
Referendum. 

People may insist on right to vote on bill the Assembly had 
before it. 

Petition by 5 per cent of voters. 
Executive Department. 

Official term two years, beginning second Tuesday in January, 
odd numbered years. 

Qualifications. 
Citizen of United States. 
Resident of State for two years preceding election. 

Governor's salary $5,000. 
Powers and duties. 

To execute the laws. 
Commander-in-Chief of Militia of State. 
Appoints many officials. 

Most must be confirmed by Senate. 
May remove incompetent official. 
Pardons. 
Signs or vetoes all bills. 
Sends messages to Legislature-

Lieutenant Governor. 
Presides over Senate. 
Succeeds Governor if necessary. 
Salary $1,000 per year. 

Officials. 
Secretary of State. 

Duties. 
To keep laws passed by General Assembly. 
To keep and affix the Great Seal of State. 
To record public papers. 
To have charge of election—ex-officio member of Labor Com-

mission. 
Salary $4,000 a year. 

State Treasurer. 
Duties. 
To receive and pay out all moneys of State. 



To countersign warrants of State. 
To give daily report of State finances to Auditor. 
Salary $6,000 a year. 
Bond $1,000,000. 

State Auditor. 
Keeps accounts of State. 
Examines claims against State, issues warrants for just claims. 
Has charge of insurance companies. 
Salary $4,000 a year. 

Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
Prepares questions for teachers' examinations. 
Supervision of public schools. 
Renders decisions construing school law. 
Apportions funds. 
Prepares blank forms. 
Issues State Course of Study. 
Salary $3,000 a year. 

Attorney General. 
Has charge of all legal matters. 
Salary $5,000 a year. 

State Boards made up of above executive officers. 
State Board of Education. 

Canvassers. 
Equalization. 
Auditing. 

Boards and Commissions many. 
Game and Fish. 
State Engineer. 
Land Commission, Charities. 
State Tax Commission. 
Budget Commissioner, 1919. 

Judicial Department. 

Supreme Court, seven members. 
Term ten years. 
Three terms held each year in Denver. 

District Court. 
State divided into Judicial Districts (thirteen). 

One or more judges in each. 
Term six years. 



District Attorney in each. 
Term four years. 

A term of court must be held in each county every year. 
County Courts. 

In each County. 
At each County Seat. 
Presided over by County Judge. 
Original jurisdiction in: 

Civil cases below $2,000. 
Wills, estates, appointment of guardians. 
Criminal cases if accused is minor. 
Appellate jurisdiction. 

Prom Justice, Police Courts. 
Acts as Juvenile Court. 

Denver has a separate Juvenile Court. 
Justice Courts, in Counties. 

VI. Botany: 

1. Germination. Moisture is required for germination. 
2. A certain degree of heat is likewise necessary. 
3. It is also indispensable that the seed have access to 

the air. 
4. The part of the air necessary for the growth of the 

plant is oxygen. This the plant absorbs, breathes 
and burns, giving back carbonic acid just as an 
animal would do. 

5. To be able to burn or consume oxygen, carbon is 
necessary; this the young plant finds in its cotyle-
dons. 

6. If the seed germinates in the dark, the germination 
will take place exclusively at the expense of the 
carbon contained in the cotyledons; the plant will 
grow up yellow, and if weighed after drying it will 
be found to be lighter than a mere seed similarly 
dried without having sprouted. 

7. Thus in the dark the plant springs up yellow, and its 
weight diminishes. 

8. If, on the contrary, the plant is grown in daylight, 
its shoot will be green; when dried it will be found 
to weigh more than a seed dried without having 
germinated. 



9. When the plant has exhausted the carbon contained 
in its cotyledons, or even before this is quite ex-
hausted, it will absorb and decompose the carbonic 
acid contained in the air, retaining the carbon and 
giving back the oxygen. 

10. The Action of Light on the Green Parts of Plants.— 
Plants purify the air: In order to accomplish 
this purification the following two conditions are 
indispensable: 
1. The plant must be green, as the green parts 

alone decompose carbonic acid. 
2. The plant must be exposed to sunlight. 

11. In the dark, the decomposition of carbonic acid 
ceases completely. 

12. Parts of the Plants That Are Not Green.—The parts 
of plants that are not green, such as the flowers, 
fruits and roots, act, as regards the air, just as 
animals do : They consume oxygen and exhale 
carbonic acid. 

13. Digestion of Plants.—Those parts of plants that are 
not clad in green breathe like animals; but the de-
composition of carbonic acid by the green parts is 
rather a digestive than a respiratory act. 

14. The plant feeds on the carbon it retains, just as ani-
mals feed on the carbon they find in their food. 

15. In winter, when plants have lost their leaves, they 
live on the store of carbon laid in during the sum-
mer. 

16. Part Played by the Roots.—The roots sustain the 
plant, and keep it from being overturned; but this 
is not the only part they play. 

17. The water of the soil, sucked up to replace the water 
evaporated by the leaves, contain several sub-
stances, nitrates, phosphorous, potash, lime, silica, 
iron. These substances are absorbed by the plant. 

18. Use of Manure.—After a certain length of time, how-
ever, all these substances are exhausted by the 
plants; it is in order to replenish the earth with 
them that manure is necessary. 



19. Plants Produce What Animals Consume.—With the 
help of their green substance and light plants ex-
tract from the air its carbon, from the soil the 
hydrogen and oxygen of water, nitrogen from the 
nitrogenous mineral compounds, and with all these 
substances they make the organic matter neces-
sary for animal l i fe ; starchy matter, sugar, oil, 
gluten. 

20. An animal is incapable of producing anything to 
support l i fe ; it can but restore to the state of 
water, carbonic acid, or nitrogenous mineral com-
pounds the organic matter which the plant had 
produced with these very substances. 

21. Sunlight is indispensable to all this. 

VII. Ancient History: 
Introduction: 

The rise of civilization to 800 A . D. 
Reading helpful for this introductory period. 

Van Loon's " S t o r y of M a n k i n d ; " Boni and Live-
right, New York. 

Davis—"Readings in Ancient History." 

a. The field of history: 
1. Definition of historical terms. 
2. Materials for its study—written and unwritten. 
3. Geographical influences; waterways, moun-

tains, climate, products, soil, etc. 

b. Primitive man: 
1. Our earliest ancestors—mentality and civiliza-

tion and narrow interests. 
2. Successive broadening of interests and progress 

to higher culture: (a) old stone age; (b) 
new stone age; (c ) age of metals. 

3. Immense gap between race then and now. 

The Ancient East: 
1. Background for Greek and Roman history and for the in-

terests that have developed there in modern times. 
a. Geographic extent and unity of the ancient East. 
b. Ancient nations of the East: 



1. Egypt—"Gift of the Nile . " 
2. Mesopotamian countries: 

a. Tigris and Euphrates Valleys. 
b. Early Chaldea: 

(1) Astrology and science. 

c. Assyria : 
(1) Army—conquests and imperial organization. 
(2) Industry and trade. 
(3) Libraries and palaces. 

d. Babylonian empire: 
(1) Medes—overthrow of Assyria. 
(2) Nebuchadnezzar—Hanging gardens. 
(3) Captivity of Jews. 

e. Phoenicia: 
(1) Narrow coastland. 
(2) Tyrian purple. 
(3) Missionaries of civilization—Trade. 
(4) Scientific knowledge—Alphabet. 

f. Hebrews: 
(1) Home; migration under Moses. 
(2) Mosaic law. 
(3) Kings: Saul, David, Solomon. 
(4) Conquest by Rome. 
(5) Permanent features: 

(a) Moral code. 
(b) Monotheism. 
(c) The Bible. 
(d) Relation to Christian Religion. 

g. Lydia: 
(1) Link between East and West. Croesus. 
(2) Trade and coinage—weights and measures. 

h. Persia: 
(1) Ideals and training of Persians. 

Hellas and Hellenes to End of Homeric Age (700 B. C.): 

a. The Greek world: 
1. Greece proper—influence of geography upon 

the people. 
2. Asiatic Greece—meeting of East and West. 



b. Aegean civilization to 1100 B. C.: 
1. Sea kings of Crete. 
2. Excavations of Mycenaean relics. 
3. Building—trade—fine arts. 

c. Beginning of real European civilization: 
1. Hellenes—Ionians—Dorians—Aeolians. 
2. Homeric age (1100 to 700 B. C . ) : 

(a) Homer—Iliad and Odyssey. 
(b) The trial state: King and council and 

assembly. 
(c ) Life of people. 

(1) Manner's — occupation — religious 
ideals. 

Preparatory Period (750-480 B. C.): 

In this period Greece finds herself. Defeats Persians and 
develops literary and artistic impulses. 
a. Greek colonization: 

1. Greek colony: 
a. Motives and character. 

(1) Cf. with modern colony. 
b. Croton and Noncritis as types of colonies. 

b. Greek conception of the city state. 
c. The Spartans: 

1. Legend of Lycurgus. 
2. Military basis f or education and life. 
3. Virtues and faults. 

d. Beginning of architecture, art, lyric poetry and phi-
losophy. 

e. Rise of Athens to democracy: 
1. Abolition of the monarchy. 

f. Struggle for Greek independence: 
1. The First Invasion: 

a. Darius invades Europe. 
b. Ionian revolt. 
c. Marathon 490 B. C. 

2. The Ten Years Respite: 
a. Themistocles and Athenian navy. 

3. Second invasion under Xerxes : 
a. Thermopylae, Leonidas and the Three 

Hundred. 
(1) Salamis (480 B. C.). 



4. Carthage attacks Sicily. 
5. Results of Grecian success: 

a. Rise of Athens. 

Classical or Golden Age: Athens Pre-eminent (480-431 B. C.): 

a. Great creative age of Greek world: 
1. Numerous analogies for later students of poli-

tics. 
b. Creation of an Athenian empire: 

1. Confederation of Delos. 
c. Government of Athens under Pericles: 

1. Direct democracy; weaknesses. 
a. Limitations. 

2. Organization and social services. 
d. Golden age of art and literature: 

1. A r t : 
a. The Acropolis—Propylaea. 

(1) Temple-Parthenon. 
b. Statues and reliefs—Phidias. 
c. Sculpture—Praxiteles. 

2. The drama: 
a. The Greek theater. 
b. Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides, Aris-

tophanes. 
3. History. 

a. Herodotus and Thucydides. 
4. Philosophy-Anaxagoras. 

a. Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. 

Discord in Greece and Its Decline (431-362 B. C.): 

a. The Peloponnesian wars (3 stages) (431-405 B. C.). 
b. Effect on Athens, Sparta, Asiatic Greece and Persia. 
c. Leadership of Sparta (404-371 B. C . ) : 

1. Persian influence. 
d. Leadership of Thebes (371-323 B. C . ) : 

1. Epaminondas. 

Age of Alexander: 

Rude people from north hand on torch of Greeks to other 
peoples. 
a. Macedonians; land and people. 



d. Philip of Macedon: 
1. Character—policy and military ideas. 
2. Demosthenes. 

c. Alexander—education and ideals: 
1. Conquests: Arbela 331 B. C. 

a. The Par East. 

d. Attempt to Hellenize the East: 
1. Orientalization of his const. 
2. Fusion of races. 
3. Greek cities and customs in East. 
4. Break-up of his empire. 
5. Great centers of Hellenistic culture. 

a. Athens—new schools of philosophy. 
(1) Stoic and epicurean. 

b. Alexandria—museum. 
c. Rhodes—school of oratory. 
d. Antioch—wealth and cosmopolitan. 

6. Lack of stability in Alexander's empire. 
Wheeler, B. I .—"Alexander the Great and the 

Merging of East and West Into Universal 
History. ' ' 

Development of the Early Roman Republic: 

Problem—Steps toward a definite political and social or-
ganization prior to the period of expansion. 
a. Strategic position of Italy and Rome: 

1. Central position in great Mediterranean high-
way. 

2. Physical features. 
b. Legends. 
c. Society and institutions of early Rome. 
d. Unified political and social organization by 286 B. C.: 

1. Expulsion of the Kings—creation of an aristo-
cratic republic. 

2. Three charters of Roman liberty: 
a. Twelve tables. 
b. Licinian laws. 
c. Hortensian laws (286 B. C.). 

3. Roman democracy. 
a. Organization. 



Roman Conquests to 131 B. C.: 
a. Factors in her success: 

1. The Roman Legion. 
2. Policy of "d iv ide and conquer." 
3. Roman colonies and cities. 

b. Conquest of Latins. 

c. Reduction of south, and central Italy: 
1. Samnite wars. 
2. Pyrrhus. 
3. Roads and cities. 

d. Carthaginian wars: 
1. Contrast Rome and Carthage. 
2. First Punic war (264-241 B. C.). 
3. Second Punic war (218-202 B. C.). 

a. Hannibal and his march. 
4. Third Punic war (146 B. C.). 

e. Rome in the East and West : 
1. Reduction of Macedonia and Greece and Cor-

inth. 
2. Rome in Syria—province of Asia. 
3. Conquest of Spain—Rome supreme in West. 

e. Effect of conquests upon Rome: 
1. Greek influence on art and literature. 

a. Platus and Terence—Greek slave teachers. 
2. Tributes and slaves. 
3. Demoralizing effects. 
4. Economic effects. 
5. Political effects (provincial system). 

Read—Webster, General History of Commerce, 
Chapters III and IV. 

Century of Strife Resulting in a Monarchy Resting on a Broad 
Foundation of Imperial Policies: 

a. Gracchus and the Agrarian question: 
1. Land laws. 

b. Marius and Sulla (one man power) : 
1. Sulla and wars. 
2. Sullan constitution. 



c. Struggle for leadership: 
1. First Triumvirate (60 B. C.). 

a. Pompey—Caesar—Crassus. 
2. Cicero as leader of opposition. 
3. Caesar as master of Rome. 

d. Augustus creates the empire: 
1. Government—concealed absolutism. 

e. Cosmopolitan character, Rome under empire: 
1. Influence of imported ideas and manners. 
2. Increase in luxury; loss of ideals. 
3. Augustan age of literature. 

a. Virgil—Horace—Livy—Seneca—Martial 
—Tacitus—Pliny. 

f. Imperial policy illustrated by emperors: 
1. Augustus and Varus (9 A. D.) Teutoberg For-

est. 
2. Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, Nero, Flavins, em-

perors. 
3. The five good emperors (96-180 A. D.) . 

Decline and Fall of Rome (180-476 A. D.) : 
Could Rome under a better constitution and guidance 

have lived longer? 
a. The Barrack emperors: 

1. Diocletian. 
2. Constantine. 

a. Christianity. 
b. Council of Nicea (325 A. D.). 

b. Forces causing disintegration: 
1. Decay of patriotism. 
2. Evils of slavery. 
3. Disappearance of the middle class. 
4. Expensive government—taxation. 
5. Infiltration of barbarians. 

c. The barbarians: 
1. W h y did they enter the empire? 

a. Adrianople. 
2. Alaric and the West Goths. 
3. The Huns—Chalons (451 A. D.) . 
4. The Vandals. 
5. The Ostrogoths. 
6. The Anglo-Saxons. 



1. Trace the growth of democracy throughout this 
early period. 

2. The great fusion of Oriental, Greco-Roman 
culture. 

3. The causes and results of Germanic, Arabic and 
Mongolian invasions after the fall of Rome. 

New Forces in World History: 

a. Christianity as a social and religious force : 

1. Reasons for its rapid spread. 
2. Why Jews and Christians were persecuted. 
3. Constantine and Edict of Milan. 
4. Theodosian code. 
5. Primacy of bishop of Rome—Patrine tradition. 
6. Monasticism: Economic and social aspects. 
7. Church officials supply lack of government in 

the West. 
a. Force for order in an age of disorder. 

8. How Europe became of one church. 
a. Roman missionaries. 

(1) The Franks. 

b. Teutons: 

1. Ideals and religion—government. 
2. Influence upon decadent Rome. 

c. The Mohammedans: 

1. Mohammed and his religion: Koran. 
2. Conquests—tours (732 A. D.) . 
3. Contribution to civilization. 

a. Science and architecture. 

d. Reconstruction in northern Europe: 

1. Alliance of Prankish kingdom and Legacy, 
a. Home and characteristics of Franks. 

(1) Clovis—Soissons. 



e. Merovingian or " D o Nothing Kings . " 
f. Rise of Carolingian kings. 

1. Charles Martel—Tours. 
2. Charlemagne. 

a. Statesman and warrior. 
b. Relations with church. 
c. Crowned emperor 800 A. D. 
d. Friend of culture. 
e. Successors to 900 A. D. 

(1) Treaty of Verdun (843 A. D.). 
(2) Disorder in Europe. 

Problem: 

Summarize the important contributions of the 
ancient world to modern times. 
For example: 

What Egypt gave to world. 
What Tigris-Euphrates Valley gave to 

world. 
What Phoenicians gave to world. 
What Hebrews gave to world. 
What Greece gave to world. 
What Rome gave to world. 

Feudalism was better than anarchy. 
Trace as many modern customs and supersti-

tions as you can back to the Middle Ages. 
Show how absolutism was a natural outgrowth 

of feudalism. 

2. 

3. 

4. 



Suggestive List of Pictures for Schools 

The Gleaners Millet 
Monarch of the Glen Landseer 
Aurora Guido Reni 
Embarkation of the Pilgrims . Rothermel 
The Windmill Ruisdael 
After a Summer Shower Inness 
Peace and Plenty Inness 
Age of Innocence Reynolds 
Edge of the Woods Rousseau 
Children of the Shell Murillo 
Pilgrim Exiles Boughton 
Grace Darling and Her Father Brooks 
Arrival of the Shepherds Lerolle 
The Holy Family Murillo 
The Knitting Shepherdess Millet 
Christ in the Temple Hoffman 
Nathan Hale 
Sistine Madonna.. Raphael 
The Sheepfold Jacque 
The Mill Rembrandt 


